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Ed1tonal • Ed1tor1al • Ed1tonal •
Ust wttk I was chauing a.bout H. G Wells m
my f,1vour11e ~orid-harid bookshop wht'l"I this
m,ddle--.ged ch~ ovt'rheard me and .nlr;ed
w,1s I only 1n1eresied m Wells, or si ,n gerier.il
I rephed the latter, added that unfortunately ,1
appe•red 10 be cfymg out. This gefllleman
replied, ' You must be jokmg!' and wen1 ori to
ask II I had f."\/er heard ol lam Banks I
am~ed that indeed I had. and then
suggested that lhe best sf now bemg wr111en
was probiibly the best ever, but that ,t w,1sri 't
genmg into 1he shops: m more lhan token
amounts. The gentleman had to eventually
agree that wook1e books, fantuy trilogies and
comic fantasy were ,n predominance
comme1c1ally. Now it was mterestmg 1ha1 the
one author he cited to claim that sf was alive
and we!I was Mr la in M . Banks !see a!!IO 1he
letters page) as in the recent BSfA survey lain
Banks came out as the author most people
would like ro see ieatured in Vector. lain
Banks Is undoubtedly, and deservedly. very
popular. But my esteemed co-editor said the
other day, 'one swallow does not a summer
make'
I menl1on 1h1s ongoing concern abou1 the
s1a1e ol ' reat· sf because it ties mto a ma1or
ar11de ,n thrs ,ssue, David Garnett"s ed11onal lo
the relaunched senes ol N~ Worlds
anthologies. It 1s a ~gn ol the state oi the
pubhsh,ng scene that Mr Garnett has so far
~ unable 10 find a UK pubhsher for this
leg~ry Ult'. and thatN~ Worldt IS now an
Amencan pubhca1ton. David Garnett .iho
laments the 11se oi the wooloe book.
In his f1n•I book, The Demon Haunted
Wo,/d Science as a Cmdle m the Dark, the
la1e C.irl 5.tgan ruminated upon the decline ,n
the standards of American mtellectual l1ie, of
educ.i11on and popular cuhure. He votced
grea1 concern at the rmng 11de of 1rra11onah1y
1ha1 has embraced everythmg from UFO
cul tdom , crystals, Atlantians and channelling.
10 the mos1 obviously fraudulent extremes of
1he new generation oi televangelists. Tellingly.
S.igan con trasts George Washington in 1790
saying. 'There is nothing which can better
deserve our patronage than the promotion of
scienc,:, and !itera!ure. Know!Pdge is in every
coun try 1hc su rest basis of public happiness',
w11h Ronald Reagan in 1980: 'Why should we
subsidise 1n1el!ectual curiosuyl'
St1gan turns to the ponrayal of science 1n

ld1tc•11.II

•
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popular culture He points oul that even m 1he
many~ 'admtrable'Sur W,1rs • parsec 1s
ml5Used as a measure ol lime rather distance.
(Han Solo: 'llus 1s the U,1p wh,ch made the
Kessel nm 1n less than 12 parsecs')
Star Wars has Just recently re-wr1uen the
Hollywood rule book yel ilgam, becoming a
cmemahc blockbusler •fter ye.irs OI TV and
vide<> sales. II 1s .ilM> the film which many
people believe beg.in the 'dumbing' oi
popular cinema, result ing ,n the culture of
mindless summer block-bus1en. And, 1he
dumbing of sf itself, le;Kl1ng to the revival of
St.ir Trek and the deluge ofTre/.. and Wa,s
books which now fill the bookshops. This, I
believe. is to gel matters back to fron 1.
1n the first mstance l ucasfilm has only
been giving the public what 11 clearly wants.
No one has to go and see the Star Wars fil ms,
or ~ny of the blockbuslers which followed in
their wake, and no one had to buy the
associ ated books. George Lucas began twenty
years ago to meet an untapped and
unrecognised public demand 11 should also be
reahsed that. far from 'dumbing' the cinema,
he was largely mstrumen1al 1n saving a
doomed industry
Cinema m lhe pre-St.Jr W.lrJ era was
dying. Audiences were ia1l1ng The number ol
c1nemai; had halved ,:yery soc years since
1958. On the - Of the or1gmal relN!oe oit.u
W.1rs, 20th Century fo)( was on 1he verge of
bankruplcy. It w.is w,dely predicted 1ha1
wuhm ten yean there would be orily a handful
of cinemas running tht' occasional epic for
months on end, while ;1111 01her production
would be fo, 1he booming TV and the then
infant video marke1s
With the complete triumph of televisiori
by the m1d-70s. the public was no longer
Pfepared 10 go to the cinema regularly to see
the kind oi quality drama Iha! m.imstream
crmcs acclaim. The so,1 ol p1ctur~ 1hat had
once been a slaple of the weekly 1r1p to the
movies could now be seen, made for TV, free,
at the pr~s of a bunon Just like the 1950s,
when movies d iKO\lered co!our, JD,
CinemaScope and 70mm lo comba t TV, if the
audience of the 1970s and 1980s were to be
lured out of their houses, it had to be for
something big. spectacular. O'olerwhelming. the
kind of entertainment TV could never hope to
offer.

The growth of the blockbuster - ipec1al
ei1ec1s-dom,nated even1s - movie 01 the ta11
two decades ht1s re1urned the pubhc to 1he

onema, result mg m an 1netease ,n 1he number
01 screens and actually a much w1der
d,stnbulton of all kinds OI films. from
independent .ind subiuled ·art· movies 10 the
Hollywood spectaculars that are so olten
derided, 1han was possible in 1he period
beioreStarW.llrl.
Certamly a lot ol the big p1ctu1es have
been ve.y poor. and many of 1hem h.ive done
little fOf the reputation of written sf. but there
a,e signs of a change. Several films based ori
real sf novels a,e soon to reach our screens
Among these 1s an adap1ation of Carl Sagan's
only novel, Contact. There is a certain irony
here, 1n !hat 11 is being directed by some1lme
Lucas associa1e Robert Zemeckis, the man
behmd Forres! Gump (1994). Forrest Gump 1s,
of course, the movie most often held up 10
ridiculeas th eglorificationoiall things dumb,
reactionary and blmdly pa1r1011c abou l recent
Amencan culture. Which is. incidentally, 10
miss 1ha1 the film does not condone all that 11
depicn. Whatf."\/er, the film Con1ac1 w1U be
well promoted, ai; will films ol David Brin's
The P0stman and Michael Cr,chton·s Sphere
If 1hese erKourage some ol the audience to
read w,me ·real· sf 11 will be a good thmg
Then agam, they might have trouble
find mg some. Aller I lei! the W'Cond-hand W\op
I wen! mlo Ottakars and pld:ed up the,r
Mayl]une Science F1euon and Fan1asy
Newsletter. Of the new utle h1ghhgh1s there 1s
orie collectton, Matter's End by Gregory
Benford, and four novels which, !10 far as I am
aware. are not part of senes. Two of these are
reprints: The He;irt of !he Comet by OaYtd
Brin and Gregory Benford. and Mote 1han
Human by Theodore Sturgeon. EYerythmg
else, even the tttles by lam M . Banks, Greg
Bear. Gregory Benford, Ben Bova, S1ephen
Donald!IOn, Barb.Ira Hamb ly, K. W. Jeter,
Stephe n Palmer and Brian Stableford are eitht'r
sequels, parts of ongoing series or media ties
and sp1noffery. Perhaps reports of the death of
real. origmal, stand alone, brand new world
with every story, packed to the brim with real
s.en5e-0/-wo nd er ideas sf
haYe
been
e)(aggera1ed. But. on the evidence, not by
much.

drfibiillffl[MH

LETTERS TO VECTOR
J on Courtt n:1y Grimwood n,wi/td Ms from
jon@hardcopy.cityscape.co.uk to cominut tht

dtb.itt about tht films of DtTtk Jarman
rtpmtnttd by Bob Ford [Vector 190]:

Al

'J:1rman was no! anyway an SF film-m:1ker,
bu1 merely a purveyor of pretemious, badlymade. mudclled, incoher,ml •ut flicks•',
according to M:.al Washington. [Vtt1or 192]

Hang on, didn'1 this guy nuke Jubrkd
The definitive fut-forward hymn 10 punk
Englillld, reeking of cheap sa:, che;ape r drugs
and :1 timt-travdhnc Queen Elu..ibnb I?
The film tb.2.t had us crou-legged with shock
:11 1he violence, bur mil scn1 w suggering
out when the lights went up an search of
ampheu.m.llld and mtrale.
Pretentious, yes ...
But badly made, mcoherent, muddle&
Show me a single UK film 1ha1 captured as
cleanly the spirit of t he 1980s and 19905.

Andrtu1 M. But!": And ,.111,,,,1,, m tht l'JlOs
dSUICII.

Gary Daikin: 8111 tht mnt m,w/ WAS achiM.'ffl
by m.tgic, which makts ,t fan tasy, no / if.
whatnxr its m" 1U. Mal's pom r stands.
AMB.- H•mm, as I rttd!I it w,u John Dt:t's
magic, or ald1tmy, 10... 'A n)' sw/fidtmly
..dwnad m,agid' A"'I II w,un"t t""1CTI)' :wt in
tht prnmt... BHt tlm, I ftar, grow, wt•ry.

PHmng tht otMT " " of BSFA mtmbrri to
sh,,mt, Jon ,,,.,.,.gn1 10 n,wi} 1" ag.un beforr
IMtthot:s of /M ihwd of ;hr l,,s, m,11lm1fall1n1
upon UH Joo,,.,,,,u din/ •w.ry.

Th.mks for the review of nroAddix by Mark
Plum.mer.
The 'cybemoir ultraihocker '
strap line was slapped on by H odder, but
then tha1•s markeiing (md I've alrn<iy bttn
torn off a strip for it in SFX!). The re,J
positioning, u I 1ry 10 make clear on the
fio:t page is 'silicon punk retro'. h 'll be
in1ercsting 10 see how H odder position
lur:if"'s Dr11gon md 1he book after.
The J ack Womac.k in1erview w,u
brilliant. I remember grabbing :1 drink wi1h
someo ne se ni o r from Unwin H yman jun
before Terraplan~ was published in 1he UK
-and bei.ng t old, 'hey, we' ve found th e new
Gibson.' Luckily for both Gibson and
Womac k it didn•1 tum ou1 tha1 w:1y ...
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8111 h,rlr to Vwor 192 .111d" lrutr from 1J"'
BSFA P11l./1<l•mg SHp-rtmo. St rH' Jdfery,
p.1ttmg Hj on ti"' i-.irk<:
Thi~ m.11lmg I ) Wnm nc.u .is good .1s 11 ge1s
I li1ough1 th.1t ..,,,1s ,1 n,mu!.lung .1nd
thoughtful N1torul o n Crontnbt-rg's Cr.1J•
•10d I c,m'1 .lrgtl<' ,,mh 11 (h.1. ,nmps out on
comrovc·n1.1l tdnon.J). I h.1,·tn't St't'fl th<'
film ..md it's on<' of tho'>t' I no"• 1hmk I
·ough1' 10, u tht"r 1h.1n ..,,·ould h.1,·t' rusht>d to
stt' 11 h.ld 11 not bt-t'n tht' sub1«1 of so much
un1nform«l. con1ro,·nsv. Pt'rsoncillv I found
i '1dtod,omt vukky .md · ris iblt' in <'qu.11 p.1ns.
\'t'h.it ""'U 1mt'rn1ing to find, m
G"'·yne\11 Jones's Plxxm:r.: Cifi. d u, ch,1r,1cter
~-l1sh.1's commt'nt on tht' 's.u:red, rt,•trem
.ind dc~th,l.idcn' 11.11uu• of cJr .1dHns m t he
d1spl.i y of J.11c 20th century ad\'tns .11 the
T,tt r. i\ Peugeoi ,1dvrrt in th,u CJSt, though
o nr wond us v.• h.it ht might h.wr nudt of
somt of 1hr other ~ds.
Di.I G.i r.· ""'rite A Cronmofogy? It's
uncrnfoed, but I ,mumt it tirs into his
o:'d.11or1.1l
(GSD; l"rs, I dwl t.r11r ,t; tlx prrw,1 rrsponnblt
for my l.ulr: of Jp~/.mon b.u /.,,n usnl JS .1
,:r.1J, 1n1 dHmmv.
.-1,118: .-lsmmml G.1ry rx,m, of co11rw. Mt.1
r11/p.t - I mr.1nt 10 sp«1/y ti:1.11 u Ibould run on
_from tl'f' tduoru/ lnll ri:Ml b11 of tlx br.1m
fu1't'I from ,1.,. IVTOn of eye/mg m tr.1/fic for
1l1t firs1 ltmr m ftn :_l'('.lrJ. l-/11mHt .1polog1rs lo
my ,Jtttmftf co-tduor. Act11,1/ly, ont of 1l1t
p.,r,1gr,1pl11 t..1J V'Tllltn by my~lfr.1tlxr ,J,.1,1
G.1?. A Jm.11/ prize to tlx pnsc11 ...-1,o g11tJJtJ
;./,,cl,()

L ,t-ondyn .md n"' Hollo-:,. mg .is ht-mg bo1h
'd•.1•n11ull,r dtfmcd m the nuddlr, uch in
clft« ht-mg 1 ....·o books m ont · Al Wmt'
pomt I'll h.ivc 10 go b.1ck 10 1how- ,,,,o books
9,•nh 1lw1 obscrullon m ntmd, .iod Stt
..,,.ht'rc he stopPt'd. .1nJ s1ruck off m .& nc"'·
d1rttuon .
Robert H olds1ock to rott 10 commttl/ .iboi,t
rlwt·,,r1011sfe.1wmonl,ui.-orkm Vrc1o r 192·
I was ,mprnsrd bv Amlre""' Bmlcr's
1hough1ful Jn~h•n~ of M_vtJ..,go U'ood. 1f ;1
lmlr 1.1ktn aback 10 find 1h.11 .1 Frnidi.1n
·c.1str.111o n complex' n un ,It the book's
htan . ~bkn ,1 chJngc: fro m Jungi,m
.uchc1ypcs. I suppose, ,md hr's probably
nght .
The 'gcnenc hrbrid' n.11urt of the book
is common to .111 my work - u's there in my
firn sp.1ce oper.1, E)'r Among the Blind
(Ghosts m sp~c.-. ,111d rrvcnt e\'olution.
Hov.• ,•cry likely!) - .ind somrthmg th.1.t v.·.1.s
:1. ver.• conscious dtcmon .,•hen I sunrcl v.•.is
b.lck in the 70s. J',·t' long Smee .1ccep1ed 1h~1
thr dircctmn of :1.n\' scnu-of.,.,.onder m ml'
9,•ork is :Lffwrd by the 'genrc-hybnd·
Qu,1etcnn,us stones {csprc1.Jly The P11) of
N 1gd Knulc. Bnll1ant 1m.1gm:Luon. that

[ll''t smptcl ti'<' formrr - r,,y,n PK can 'r h.rt1t
rr.id n'<'rytlm,g - Eds.]

nx Bone Form 9,•,1s "''nnrn 10 flrsh out
the film of My1b.1go .ind 1s Ct'n;unly only .&
prologue. But the ,19,•ful duth of Jennifer
Huxlt'y 1s .&I the hun of 1ht' fonhcommg
Gatr of h:ory, "'·h1ch 1s .& '>l'qUd 10 MytlJ.1go.
plus .1rchc1yJX"'i, my1hs .1.nd, O h, all right .
pcrh.1ps JUSt ll ~ of C.UIUILOII.
I didn't "''nit Dr.11hA11grl. wh~tc:,•rr 1ha1
1s. B1bhogrnphe n please note!
And I crn.1inl y do n' t regard Anc,m/
&IJOts .1s 'periphcnl' to the Myt hago
sequt"nce - it 's a tourney i1110 the v.1rious
levels of the uncon~cious mmd Jnd - rnrry
Crim of Iron - '1.1kes you to where the
Mythagos grov.·'! This one rra lly ii a
hybrid!

Nice to ),N" 1he Holdn ock b1bhoguphy
mcludmg tht 811/man novdiu11ons {I
t mbuus~ Rob by prcseming onr of th~
I h.idn't re,1ehsed he "'"
for ~,gnmgl .
repo1mblr for some of Tht Profm,0,1.1/s as
,·di
\t1u u Chm T crnn ,·ho stumped me by
obsrr.·mg th.11 'All Holdstock's no,·ds arr
.1bout s1olcn ch1ldrm. I v.·onder v.•hy 1ha1
t'i?' .md then lo rr.d1'>t'. in Tht Emrr.1/d
Fomt. th.it 11·s r:ucdy the umc 1htmr.
Thert' 1i a line fro m lklly's 'Full Moon.
En1p1v I INn ' th~t runs through my head
v.·hen I rud l loldnock no••: 'Stt thJ• child
,.,·1c1Mtolcn fro m mt I ou1 1hc ..,,-mdow
b.1ckv.·.1rds'
Rob himself, ma lr11er 10 Aw11,dt 10,
reg.1rds A11ne11/ Ecbotr .is .m .iwkv.·.ud failurt
due to ,tn overburdening of cfftct ,ind
mform,111o n. :md :1 remn 10 charcietc rs
luvu1i; w lt'Clure c.,d1 other to kup up \\'ith
tilt' pl,it And vts, 1ha1 v.·as my Sfnsr of
Jrnh· J1,~pppom1mem v.·,ih th:1.1 no,·d
\lvrt mt ngmng .,.n his obscr.·.111on of

GSD: nunks for yo"r kmd 11:-onls. Ac,,,.,tfy
UY' frtl you've INm more iJJ.2n lr:md m p.wmg
a blmd ryr Ot'f'T tht rollttt,on of typots and
mumformauon - no1-1bly Mtrlm's Wood u
sMbmlrd 'or 1hr Vmon of 1'hg1c' - ,n Vl91.
I ou-n "P lo
Our .1polog1t1 art ofltTtd.
dncnbmg Anc1tn1 EchON ,u ~,pl,er.,/' to
tht Mythago wq11rnu. Surely tn- Q/1 lr:now
,J,.., 1t'J the cr,r,c'1 /Ob 10 mmmdrn,.,,ul an
,a111hori mou dttply htld fltN}'tt/lt'n.. I WJJ
only doing my JOh. O,,r /J•I point: wb:, .1rt sf
ri:nttT mmng f.1mOMJ mlr, for nnq world
Firs1 11 -u-as M1ch,ul Crichton tc11h The Lost
World, now Robm JloldJl«lr: 'borrowing' 1ht
mfr of 1bt l11gl,/y ..cc/.1,mtd S.,m Pttkmp.,h
u•.1r film. \f1.w 11t.'rll Su r Wns: A Ne"'·
Culture No,·clfrom l.1111 M. B.111kJ?
AMB: 11'1,rn /'w rtmot.'ffl tlm ~.11 btfl /'(( /.ill
on my s-;.1.,ord. I 1lm1k I 11mcorr«tffl tl,r J11bmfe
of Merlin's Wood from The Vista of M~gic,
pombly foofobfy mmmg thr S1 Jam ts's
Guides. I'm not m rt u•l,rre tht Death Angel
1itlt camt from. A solul tldy's rtstarch tumtd
11p 1/x b1bliogr.1ph,c dti,,1/ on Th<'
P rofcnionals wh,cb II t'HrtoMsly mmmg from
,l;,r rrferenu boolu, and tbm" dn.ffiion on the

As ,1,n obscrn11on on P.1ul Kinc.iid's
·Cognm,·c ~l.1ppmg· on lnnsibili1 y, I c.1.n
.11.~o dunk of Elhson·s ·Art You Thert?' and
T1p1rte's 'The Women Men Do n' t Sec', and
wondtr if 1his is more from unfamiliui1y or
,I p,1n11,1nsh1p for cen Jin UK .1111hors.

0

tc,1//r: home from 1hr bt.s Slop 1umrd up IU'O of
1J,t t<try boo/ts m q,mt,on. Wt IM-w: bttn
promutd ,m ar11clr on N,gtf l•,,'nult, JO t..1rd,
tl•11 1p.ur! And .1 Gn.im P.1rty d,d off" 10
,;;.-rile on U,-ondvss JO fMrthtr outrJt1on w,11
ocmr if '"' donn ·, follow tbroHgb... (Thu
nolmufrom Vl9} u c.itch111g)
.ind !ptJlrmg of /Jm M. B.,nh, " lmtr
from Rol't'Tt Holds1oclr:'s ll'Orld F.mtJty
At.~.1nl,-;.~ummg co-.1u1hor of 71x Ragtloom',
G:irry Kil worth.
T"'·o rt,·1~"·ers h~,·r rrctntly rem.irked o n
my ' prohf1c· output. onr suggest mg
Gokmgly I hopt) thll I v.·:n producing A
book r,•rrv t v.·o mo nth,. Public per( rpuon
.md ruhty are ~s usu.ii mile JpJn. I d<> ,:,.•me
qui1t .1 few books, bm on a,•er.,gc le~s \11,1n
!lli.\'.. (cou nt 'cm, Q!lt) no,·d .1 yt.tr si,1ct 1977.
On thrre occ,uions 1988, !992 ;md 1996 !
hJd two no,•ds publisht"d in om ye.Ir. Bui
m 1980, 1982, 198}, 1985 and 199 1. I
published !l2 books (cou nt 'rm, !!£!lcl
19n-hiSolu.. ry
1918- 711t.\',gl<tofA~Y
1979-S,,,uSo.o,.J
19lill-i\:ONE
l9lit-G.--,,muG.,.J
l9li.?-NONE
19liJ-NONE

191~ - TJ,e,r,rc{T1111nm,11'1
19li:>-'.'lONE
19So- lr'u.J,,..,,,...c""n1.-,
1981-S,,1,.,/U''u,J1
1988 - CltJM<irot:lr. AJ..,,ulo,ut, (l"'O ,•uy
shon no•·cls)
\9li9-Hunlt?'.JMoan

1990-MJmglv~S..n
1991-NONE
199.! - F,i»r O..n,c,1, s,.,nJmg o" S.,,,,i.,,.
199)-A>1gr/
199~ -A,.l,,,118"/
199S-Ho1<wo/Tt1bn
1996 - Roof of \loy.. gmg, A M..Jm,,i,11 tr•,

N,gl,tmA>'t'

I hl vt of course published collections of
shon n o nes bm sinct 1hry arc simply
col.ltc1rd stories already publishrd, they do
not reall y coum . Yrs. l do publish a lot o (
books, bu1 for hu,·cn·s sakes lrt's keep 11 m
pnsp«u1·c:. I'm sure Terry Pr.i1chc11 and
bm Banlu publish as much as I do (or do
they 1ust sdl morr than I do} bow comr no
one ulls Tetry or lam prolific .1u1hon?
Come o n, "'·ho's got a Pr.nchcn/Bmks
b1bhogr.1phy? Lt-i's ha•·e a look a1 1hr
num hf'n, chum .

GSD: }'our ttfoon don'r lilte tlx s,.prrc,hoMJ
condrnsan10>1 or rl,r aggmuu- 1.1rc.1sm of
lxmg CJ/ltd 'clJMm' m il:x abow faJ11011. B111
prrfups Mr. K1fu-or1J, wa1 bJ'tlmg ., l\1d d.1.-Y
u./xn ht wrotr bu lrll"• JO ll't''I! ltl It go.
Mr Kd11,-orth IMd a nrw book rt1:1rr.ftf 111
Vl90, a11d two more rn•inrffl m V192 lf'1th
VtctOr btmg b,,montbly dm n1Jkts, ,u
Barbar" D,,vlt'J obsenxd m /,er glowmg
rrv,rw ofThr Roof of Voy,1gmg: ii 11rw ~
t'VtT)' other momlJ' [our rmph,ms - Eds.). All
Ms Dav1rs wggestcd 'W,15 1/,,11 t/,r ,rnthor u•aJ
ablr 10 wrllt b<ith 'U'tl! ,111d q111ckly, s11rtly a
do11blr complmm11! SJ~ r«ordtd: 'As you'd
e:rp«l from J..'il':l"Ortl>, plot, ch.ir.rctrrw11on,
di.-Jlog11t, t.•1n.-pomt and p.rct art t:xprr1ly
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lik tu'tnty,uvm books sinct 1976 (but he is
h.ondltd.'
Actually Mr Ki/worth has km spnding up} and Banks fifteen smct 1984.
disingtnuous in his lttter, downplaying his (Which, just..i-bir-offun, would extrapolatt 10
prolicifity lry omitting rolltrtiom ,md 23.03 if he'd bttn published in 1977, or just
R~ardltsJ of their co11t.1ining over ont a ytar}. Kilworth's stuff is the Right
1uwniln.
prM1iously p11blis1Nd material, or ~ing Stuff Go forth and buy.
Martin Taylor WTitts from S-u,,a/]b,lm
in1tndtd for child rm, thry still surtly !Ake timt
to writd 71~refort, in tht inttrtstJ of Bu/beck to lmgthen the list of r«ommtnded
compltttntss and accuracy wt add the rtading:
following to tht list included in J.fr Kilworth 's
the
ltt1tr: J-lighhnder (1986), The Wizard of I read thl' !in of recommended books of
Woodworld (1987), The Street (1988), Trivial yl'ar with interen and wouldn '1 have had
Tales (1988), ln the Hollow of the Deep-Sea :my quibbles, but for one omission (which
Wave: A Novel and Seven Stories {1989) Thi' wouldn't have been omitted had anyone
Rain Ghosi (1990), Dark Hills, Hollow asked me for my recommendations, but they
Clocks: Stories from the Otherworld (1990), didn't, for the first time in many years. Sniff.
The Drowners {1991), The Third Dragon How the old farts sink from sight.).
(1991), The Electric Kid {1994), The Bronte
Manda Scott's Hen's Tttth is :.1. muscular
Girls (199J) and Cybercats {1996).
combination of :.1. lesbian non-chic story of
AMB replies: Gary is u,mectssarily harsh and I personalities and a clever whodunnit with a
don't want to swrt a feud with one of my very practical science conundrum at its core
fawuritt writers - whost Abandonati / onct
(which is more than can be claimed for
dtS<Tibtd as one of tht ~Jt baths I had """
had. {lt is dearly a Wt of a book's worth if tht many of those books listed, but that is an
bath waler gm cold three times whilst rtading almost irrelevant by the bye). It would have
it). Our chum invius u1 to do tht ,-ths, so - been nominated fo r a Silver Dagger had the
rtluctan1ly, I haw 10 J4J - U.'t will. Gary {and commin ee had their :.i.rses in gear. It L\ on the
Garry) h.,.s forgoutn Tbe Songbirds of Pain Orange Priz.c shortlisi :.i.nd has been much
(1984}, The Voyagl' of tbe Vigilance (1988),
ml'ntioned in the broadsheets of la1e. As far
Billy Pi.nk's Priv:r.te Detective Agency {1993), as I'm concerned it is up there wi1h Johnny
Hogfoo1 Right and Bird-Hands {1993}, In the and the Bomb and Whit :as book of the year
Country of Tattooed Ml'n (1993), The
Phmtom Piper (1994) and The Raiders GSD: Our apologies for your not being asktd
{1996). So if my count is conm, thirty•= for your recommended books of tht year, and
books ~ar the name of G11rry Ki/worth or our thanks for writing to let us know about
Garry D. Ki/worth or Garry D-Ougl,as (wo uld Manda Scott's now/. As you know, tbe
it W1!re tven mort - I don't ~grudge any of rccommmdtd books of the yt<1r ,are but tht
theu bar 1he nowlisation, and nwn crue artist1 personal choiw of the BSFA revitutm and
h.ow to puy the rent). Rather leSJ than ,a book commitltt, and can W anything. fiction or
tvery two months, b11t surtly more than ont a nonfiction, maimtrtam fiction, or
ytar {frankly, I wouldn't object to a book every JCitnce fin ion. From your description Hen '1
two momhs, but my bank manager would). Teeth seems to ~ a crime now! with some real
1997 sees the second Navigator King1 book
,and a maimtrtam Gary lJ-Ouglas title to look
forward 10. For information, excluding maps u'lry the BSFA commilltt should ha«: noticed
and plays, Pratchell has produmi romtthing the book from the 8-10,000 titles published last

=
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Continuit

year. Pmumably, the Silwr CMgger is an
au·ard for crime fiction, and I can •t
undtmand how the BSFA commit1ee could
haw helptd tht boolt. to ~ nominattd for thu
a-u,•ard. HOfllt"'l.lff", if Hen's Teeth is as good as
JO" J11ggest then wt should ~ g-rattful for you
bringing it to our alttntion, and hopefully
many of our rtaders will seek it out and enjoy

"·

AMB: Mr Taylor probably means tht Crime
Writen' Anociation commillee rathv than
any other commi11ee which may or r>MY not
haw itI arse in gta r. Or perhaps tht committee
which ,awards the Daggers {the Dagger comts in
Gold and Cartier Di,,mond aJ wt!/). /1
sometimes feels like there art 8·10,000 award
ceremonies a ytar. Hen's Teeth was published
by 7m: Women's Prm in 1996 and was also
short lined for the First Blood Aw.1rd for Bm
First Crime Nowloftht Ytar 1996.
Wt also heard from D:.1.ve Langford,
mutt~ing darkly about no longer king able to
complain about not rtetiving his BSFA
Award, and wiYling to corrtrt a falu
imprmion cauud by a further delay:

To correct my own V«tor review of Night
Lamp, it was in 1996 rather than ·this year'
that Jack Vance turned 80. I failed to allow
for the eigh1-qionth lag before publication.
We should h.aw caught this error, and wt
apologist for the delay which cauud the error.
last year wt dtvtloptd a backlog of J'Mliews
which is slowly ~ing cleared. At least wt'w
published tht corrmion relatiwly q11ickly.
We're getting there, aJ BR used to wy.

Letters to Vector should be sent to
Gary Daikin, 5 Lydford Road,
Bournemouth, BNII 8SN and m:.1.rked
'For publication'. We reserve the right
to edit or shorten letters.

Corner:An occasional series on Gaffes Goofs and Gaps

Dan Simmons, Endymion {1996)
' "And 1hen Robinson Crusoe
stripped naked, swam ou1 10 the ship,
filled his pockets with biscuin, a.nd
swam back to shore [...
'[Martin Silenus] used to say
that proofreaders have always ~m
incompetent assholes• even fourteen
hundred years ago' (255).

r

Dan Simmons's novel Endymion,
which continues the Hugo and BSFA
:.1.ward-winning Hyperion Cantos,
includes the preceding speech by its
child heroine Aenea. The abuse is
strangely out of place, even drawn
attention to, within the novel. It's
odder, especially given what Si!enus
says to the narrator Raul:' "Your hair
is long, but not wild~ • (69). The talk of
hair length is forgotten within sixty

pages: 'This is the w:.1.y we look to each
other at that moment [... ] my short
hair filthy' (129).
This is not so strik ing :.l.S :a later
description of the heroine: 'Aenea was
excellent at chess, good :.1.t Go, and
terrible at poker' (182). Less than
twenty pages later we have: 'playing
cards in the evening (she was a
formidable poker player)' (200).
Yet this is trivial beside the
continuity flaw in the description of
the architect they seek:
'Who is he - the archi1ec1?'
'He's a she,' said Aene.l, 'and I don't
know her name' (183).
We learn little about her in the next
four p:.i.ges until they re.lch the
architect's planet:

'I thought he[1he architect] was :.1.
genius'(... ]
'I h.lve to srudy unde r this mm,
R,.ul' ('>91-2).
Why is the female architect now a man?
What are we to make of this? It is dear
that R.lul has written the account
which forms the novel some years l:.1.ter,
but surely he should remember
something as import:.1.nt as this? Is he
mad? An unreliable narrator? Perhaps
Simmons had nodded, and made the
mistakes. Or are they simply a joke
played upon asshole proofreaders?
Andrew M. Butler, with 1h:.1.nks to
Gwyneth Jones ;m d Steve Jeffery
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SF AND THE TROUBLES
John Newsinger explores Ian McDonald's allegorical
Hearts, Hands and Voices(published in the USA as The Broken Land)

T

he war in Northern Ireland has since 1969 cost Voices retells the story of the Irish War of Independence
over three thousand lives. This might not seem a and of the partition of the country in the early 1920s.
high number for such a protracted conflict H is fictiona l reworking of this particular conflict
especially if compared with Bosnia or Chechnia. If we provides the background, the context, for t he odyssey
were to take an equivalent ratio of victims to of young Matcmbe Fileli and her family. In fact,
population for Britain, however, t hen the number of McDonald generalises his ponrayal of revolt,
people killed would be over a hundred thousand. repressio n, ethnic and religious conflict, war and its
During the same period, some thirty-five thousand aftermath so that The result is a powerful, passionate
people suffered serious injury, about one in fifty of the novel written with a t remendous sati ric bite, one of the
province's inhabitants. The equivalent figure for Britain master works of contemporary sf.
The story takes place in the Confessor (Catholic)
would be well over one million people. For the people
o f Nort hern Ireland, and in particular for those provinces of the Proclaimer (Protestant) Empire in the
Catholic and Protestant worki ng class communities that era of the Green Wave, a genetic revolution that made
have bo rne the brnnt of the violence, the thirt y years machinery redundant. The Green Wave involved the
development of a synthet ic polymer
w,1r has been a catastrophe.
{'plasm') that functioned as a living
... the suffering he
How has this conflict affected the
science fiction that has been written in
organism and the discovery of a
describes becom es the
genetically tailored virus th:u
Northern Ireland during this period? It
suffering of th e victims enabled humans to interact with it at
seems IO have hardly impacted at all
of all wars, his refugees the molecular level. The result is that
on the fi ct ion produced by the
people grow their ow n houses, drive
province's two senior sf writers, the
are all refugees.
organic vehicles and sai l org:mic
late Bob Shaw and James White. The
obvious implications of 'slow glass' for the war were boats. It is this superbly realised exotic world that is
never explored by Shaw, and White, of course, remains engulfed by revolution and war.
Imperial rule is being challenged in the Confessor
best known for his 'Sector General' stories. Arguably,
White's little known novel, Underkil! (1979) reflects the provinces by the Warriors of Destiny (the Fianna) who
Troubles. but neither writer has confronted the conflii.:L are wagi11 g a rather ineffective guerrilla war but
provoking drastic repression. The rebels have a certain
directly.
This is certainly not the case with Ian McDonald. A amount of popular sympathy, but for the time being
remains passive. The Fileli family are overwhelmed
1his
the
with
dealt
have
stories
number of his short
Troubles ('Empire Dreams: Ground Control To Major by disaster in these opening stages of the conflict. The
Tom' and ' Legiti mate Targets'). But much more village of Chepsenyt, where the family have lived for
important are his three Irish novels - one is tempted to centuries and where their ancestors are embedded in the
call them a trilogy - King of Morning, Queen of Day dreaming is destroyed by Imperial troops as a reprisal
{199 1}, Hearts, Hands and Voices (1992) and most when one of the villagers, Mr Kakamega, is discovered
recently Sacrifice of Fools {1996) . The first is an to be hiding two guerrillas. McDonald provides a grim
exploration of the power of myth in Ireland and its account of the execution of the three prisoners, an
effect on lhe lives of three young women, and the third accoum that is both terribly familiar (how many such
an account of alien encounters in the post-war Nonh. execut ions have been carried out in various countries in
The opening of Sacrifice of Fools is quite inspired: a UFF recent years?) and wonderfully strange (the Green Wave
hit squad hear the news of first contact on their car has brought with it new weapons, new punishments,
radio while on their way to assassinate someone. Both new methods of execution). The Chepsenyt villagers
these novels are among the best fantasy and sf writt en are assembled and forced to watch:
in recent years. It is the second novel, however, Hearts,
The 1hree soldiers unclipped tools from their battle
Hands and Voices that actually confronts the Troubles
packs and staned to dig three holes outside Mr
head-on.
Kakamega's house. The prisoners struggled but the
soldiers held them firm. The young man began 10
Just as McDonald 's earlier Desolation Road retold the
cry. The young woman swore and cursed
swry of the making of America so Hearts, Hands and
imaginatively. The shovellers dug up spadefuls of
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ceramic cobbles 2nd chocob.te black earth. The
shovels dug and dug. Under the guns of the militia,
the people watched (... ] the sobbi ng of the young
man grew fainter and less coherent, a burble of fear.
A small pool of liquid had formed on the cobbles at
his feet. Matembe closed her eyes. It was a shameful
thing to see a man piss himself.
The three prisoners are stripped naked, bound with
wire and planted thigh deep in the black earth. The
officer orders the carrying out of the de,u.h sentence:
The sergeant opened a canister wi1h a red bio-hazard
symbol on it. He removed three round black seeds.
Round and black and pined, like the heads of long•
dead anc~ors. He wore gloves and moved
cautiously, careful not to lei the seeds touch his flesh
(...] the seeds sprouted the instant they touched the
soil. Within seconds they had put out roots and
shoots. Within one minute they had encased the
prisoners to the waist in vines. Within five minutes
they were wrapped head to toe in growth ;md their
legs were turning to wood. The black and brown
officer made the people watch until the prisoners'
cries had ceased and the first branches were reaching
out of their mouths and eye sockets. When there
was nothing left of the young man and the young
woman and Mr. Kakamega (... ] but three small trees
bound in wire, he gave everyone five mi nutes 10
return to 1heir homes and collect wha1 they could.
Five minutes. Not one instanl more.
C hepsenyt is burned lO the ground and its inhabitants
are driven out, refugees in a land descending into
rebellion and war. Students of Irish history will , of
course, have recognised 'the Warriors of Destiny' as
Irish Republicans and 'lhe black and brown officer' as a
Black and T an. This is not to say, however, that
McDonald is reproducing the Irish War of
Independence ln some crude fashion, but that he is
utilising it to provide a structure around which he can
develop his own concerns. It does however place
McDonald's concern with the horrors of civil strife,
government repression and war very much in an Irish
context, in the context of contemporary Northern
Ireland.
Worse is yet to be fall t he Fileli family. O n thei r
fl ight 10 find refuge in the city of 0 1 Tok, they are
forced to provide shelter for the remnants of the
guerrilla band the Imperial troops are hunting.
Matembe's father is among those arrested, never to be
seen again, executed in secret.
McDonald shows these terrible events through the
eyes of a remarkable young girl, Mathembe Fileli,
fiercely independent, who has forsworn speech. The
world is too terrible a place to talk about and speech is
an obstacle rather than an aid to communication,
erecting barriers, creating misunderstanding and
conflict rather than harmony and understanding.
Accompanied by her irascible argumentative late
grandfather's head, still sentient thanks to the wonders

of the Green Wave, she is swept along by the
revol_ution and war that sweeps across the Confessor
provinces.
McDonald's evocation o f 0 1T ok is magnificent. He
brings the city, presided over by the Five Hearts Beer
Girl, to life. The city is indeed a living thing:
ln 01 Tok the city is at war wi1h i1self. New mong
suburbs push up through old, long grown half-dead
dis1ric1s, sending out roots and tendrils and rhizomes
that are se-wers and water pipes and conduits and
ducts and power lines 2nd 1elecom channels [ ... ] In
OJ Tok demons stalk the night; very small demons,
discarded domestic org2nicals, stray organs, lost or
abandoned toys or plasmba.lls, a.II fused together in10
elegantly obscene hybrids, seeking heat, seeking
blood, seeking completion [... ] OJ Tok is fish and
spices and brea<b.pples- grilling over radiant elements
or pans of charcoal made from ancient lignified
houses [... ] 01 Tok is five million bicycles[ ... }
McDonald is the poet of the unfamiliar with an
uncommon ability to conjure up the exotic, making it
seem both wonderful and everyday. His worlds have
the feel of being live in rather t.han just visited.
Mathembe survives, indeed prospers in 01 Tok,
working the streets as a seller of plasm toys that she
designs and breathes into life herself. Family
responsibil ity bears down on her however. She worries
about her brother H radu's involvement with the rebels
about her mother's mysterious illnesses and searches
her father (in the Bujumbura Ballpark there are
thousands of trees, all people organically executed by
the Empire). She saves her brother from arrest and
imprisonment, rescues her mother from medical
exploitalion, falls in love ... But the desultory guerrilla
war explodes into fu ll.scale rebellion .
In 0 1 T ok, the O urselves Alone councillors (Sin n
Fein) refuse to stand and bow to the Emperor's image,
2re suspended from offi ce and fin ed. Twenty.fi ve of
them refuse to pay and go on hunger strike. After
eighty-eight days 1 their leader, the Advocate Sharjah
finally dies. T he Con fessor population are stunned that
the Empe ror could have let this happen. Fearful of
disorder, Imperial troops are ordered to 'intensify t heir
presence', a phrase that means:

fo;

lroop lransports on every street corner [... )
roadblocks on every routeway between Confessor
and Proclaimer boros [... ] helicopters beating,
bt-ating, bt-a1ing the sky to blood above OJ Tok( ... ]
young men spre2~gled against walls while
policepersons checked their smartcards (... ] soldiers
with sin-black da1avison smashing into homes to
evaporate you r daughter your son your husb"1d
your wife your lover: intmsif/M p-resntcr.
Rioting breaks out in the city and quickly escalates into
full-bl own rebellion. The Imperial troops are
momentarily driven from Confessor districts but return
accompanied by drum-beating Proclaimer mobs. The
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city goes up in fl.1mcs .ind tens of thousJ.nds flee for industry. She does not provide sex as such but instead is
their
lives.
When
Mathembe's
grandfather kept sedated while her dreams and nighun~es are
triumphantly proclaims that this is 'the Rising' , that at recorded for sale. AppArently there is a thriving m.irket
last 'the people have risen'. His mother tells him to for emotional distress of such quality. Meanwhile her
·shut up, you old fool'. This rebellion is ·not the dream brother has changed. 1-lradu is now the much.feared
of heroes', but a grim, bloody, murderous affair. It is a commander of a Warriors of Destiny Active Service
w.ir of m.1Ssacre and execution. There is no glory, just Unit, running protection in the rdugce camps,
bloody squalor: 'This was vicious as two drunken prosecuting a programme of ethnic cleansing, and
women fighting In an alleyway. This was as cruel as a harrying the border with God's Country. The w,1r has
father rnplng his daughter. There was no beauty in this. turned him Into a callous, conscienceless killer with a
There was no nobilit y in this. This was war'.
bugh 'that goes howling out across the world until it
The Confessor refugees from 0 1 Tok take to the finds something it can flay '. Despite her rescue,
river,
thousands of .refug~es Hea.rts Hands and Voices is Mathembe can not bear to be near
crammed onto the organic ships
'
him and goes in se.irch of her
that tr.ide up and down its length.
a tremendous novel, a
mother.
cross-over between sf and
What hope is there in this grim
Mathcmbe loses her family and
finds herself alone on the
war-tom land? Docs McDonald
Unchunkolo
with
only
her magic realism, written with have a prescription that can end the
grandfather's head for company.
poetic vision and a bitter
pain and suffering, heal the hatreds
TJ, hned ruenfutg,leet,he,rewanroten'dllsowaendd toa
satiric
..
Treaty is concluded. The Confessor provinces win their
independence, becoming a Free State, except for the
nonhcrn prefectures with their Proclaimer population
which remains within the Empire, with semiautonomous status. The northern prefectures ha,•e
taken the distinctly Paisleyite name of 'God's Country'.
Mc.Donald produces a fine biting satire of the
concerns of new nations:

The tasks or m,1ions 2re these: in the face of
ecological collapse and genetic bankruptcy, in the
cold wind beneath the wing of famine, to have every
locomotive and country bus and government
organical and police station and mail slot and
tdecom point and municipal glo•globe stand and
public library and state genebank and law court and
public park redecorJt ed in the green, silver and black
of the new Free State. This is the fim and great task
of a nation.
He provides an extended diatribe .igainst 'the twohanded idiocy' that sees the Free State and God's
Country mirror each other, petty oppressive regimes
that place the symbols of sovereignty before the needs
of their people, that persecute minorities and seek to
impose an authoritarian uniformity.
While the discussion here has focused on
McDonald's political discourse, the point needs to be
made that the success of the novel derives from the way
this is combined with his incredibly rich, almost
succulent creation of the world of the Green Wave and
with the charac1er and adventures of his protagonist,
Mathcmbe Fileli. It is his success in combining these
elements that makes the novel exceptional.
Mathembe's odySS('y continues as she searches
through the refugee camps for her mother and brother.
In fact, it is her brother who finds or r.ather rescues her
when she becomes a victi m of the Free State's sex

edge.

and divisions? Mathembe's mother
has joined the Listeners, a mixed
Proclaimer-Confessor
community,
who
have
abandoned speech ('a voluntary si lencing of the
outward voice to permit the inner voice to speak and be
heard') and infected themselves wit h tailored viruses
that allow telepathy and inhibit aggression and hatred .
They have created a ;love plague' that can be passed on
by blood, saliva or sexual fluid. The first tentative steps
have been taken to tr.insform humanity and make
conflict and war a thing of the past. Mathembe, always
a listener never a speaker, has found a home. The novel
ends with her going out to recl3im her brother.
On one level it is a powerful retelling of Irish
history that cenainly does not let the British Empire off
the hook but is also savagely cri1ical of the Unionist
and Nationalist regimes that were established in the
aft ermat h of the Irish War of Independence. O n
another level it is the story of every war. And yet
McDonald has successfully avoided the novel becoming
a protracted lecture. His challenging imagination, his
gih with fanguage, his powers of description, his ability
to create sympathetic characters all help make this an
outstanding novel. What of his conclusion? Does
humanity have to be transformed before we can have
peace and justice? While the novel closes on a note of
hope, with the process of transformation actuall y
beginning, this is in fact a profoundly pessimistic
conclusion for a world like ours where there is no ·Jove
plague'. His conclusion has the reek of mysticism to it.
In the real world , peace and justice will have to be
establjshed by the people we already arc.

Uohn Neumngrr lxn wrmen for both Found,nion ::znd Vector Eds]
Cjahn Nnmtn~ 1997

l.111 McDonald wall~ Gun1 of l-lonoura1 1he 49th British National
SFCom·enuon. lmumon,..,·h1ch..,,i1.Iukeplxeon 10-llApril 1998.i.t
the J..irvll Picudilly Ho1d m Manchester.Funher~ails in M"mx.
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The BSFA Award Winners
K.V. Bailey on Dao Simmons' The Fall of Hyperion (1990 - awarded 1992)
0

~i~~~

T ~ea,:~:~g :ec~ = =
:~=es=m~~~a(~~~9t~
shares, too, noc simply the Keatsian ht ling but the h1storiograph1c /
mytholog1c dialectic that underlies Keats's two great unfimshed
poems.
In 'Hyperion ' Keats summarises 1he dialectic in
Oceanus's speech to the defeated and superseded Saturn, urging
acceptance of the processes of nacure: 'as thou wast not the first of
powers I So an thou not lhe last; 11 cannot be: I Thou art not the
beginning n0< the end. ' Keats is known lo have been impressed
and inspired by the famous speech from Shakespeare's Tro,lus and
Crernda where Ulysses tells ,_chilies that 'time is like a
fashionable host, ffhat slightly shakes his parting guest by 1he
hand; I Md with his arms outstretch'd, as he would nv, I Grasps
in the corner.'
The Hyperion Camas, written by Simmons's poet Martin
Si lenus, are in part a skewed recast of Keats's scenario.
Throughout The Fall of Hyperion, Silenus's ambition is to
complete the Cantos. He equa1es the protagonists of the GrecoKeatsian myth with the twenty-eighth<entury powers he observes
competing for exislence.
,_s the Titam strove against
displacement by their offspnng Uhe Olympian gods), so, in
Silenus's Cantos: 'the Titans were easily undMtood to be the
heroes of humankind's short history in the galaxy, the Olympian
usurpen were the TechnoCore ,_ts, and their b.ittlefield slre1ched
.icross the familiar continents, oceans, and airways of all the
worlds in the Web.' Humanity had created the now autonomous
TechnoC0<e, and his fate mighl welt be deiermined by what is
described by the Jesuit Father Paul Dure !destined to become
Pope Tetlh.ird I) as 'a transcendent [... ) Intelligence (...J r'lol
motivated by human concems.'
T~ Faff of H yperion is the story of humankind at this point of
cm1s. From the War Room on Tau Celi 1, Meina Gladstone, Chief
£xecu1ive Officer of the Senate of the Hegemony (planets
colonised by the 150 billion dispersed after Eanh's apparently
accidental deslructionl, is attempting 10 protccl the Web w0<lds,
especially Hyperion, from invasion by the barbarian Ousters. She
deploys her Caskforces via the instant-access technology of
farcaster portals, which interlink the worlds and which are the
basis of the Web's interstellar social and economic organisation.
It is only late r in the novel that she is made aware that the
(supposed) Ouster invasions and the destruction of Eanh are
hostile mO\les of the TechnoCore ,_Is.
Inaccessible by farcas ting are the Time Tombs and Sphinx,
isolated in a valley of Hyperion. Seven pilgrims have been
despatched to lhese to monitor lhe situation and to counter any
Ouster mO\le to open them and lhereby liberate the all--destroying
and tonunng Shrike monster. ,_nd it is in order to keep
acquainted with what is happening there, that she employs the
dream telegnosis of the cybrid Keats-pe,sona. The §Cemingly
artmrary opening and closing of the Tombs - and the visitations of
the Shrike - steer on the fates and ex1sten1ial acts of individual
pilgrims and the Keats persona. It is through this knowledge that
Mema Gladstone leams 1he true nature of the TechnoC0<e
operations and the fad that - as Keats also realises - the ,_Is
inhabi1 'the interstices of the Web farcaster network like rats m the
wall of a house.' Hence she is compelled to destroy the portals,
fragmenlmg the human community to a chaos in which only
'slow' Hawking drive spaceships can operate.
(Endym,on [1996] deals with 1he consequences four thousand
years later, where the dialectic is con1inued with other
protagonists: the chief of whom is the child of cybrid Keats and
pilgrim Brawne Lamia, an avatar delivered synchronously with an
interven1ion by the Shrike at the opening of a Time Tomb.)

The Time Tombs' symbolic sigmficance is central to the
mytho-philosophic speculations of The Fall of Hyper,on and the
focal point f0< the transf0<mat1on of Rachel, daughtCf of Sol, one
of the pilgnms. During the pilgrims ' Joumey, she has aged
b.ickwards to infancy and at the momentary point of her
binh/d1sappearance - a willed sacrifice to lhe Shrike - the aduh
Rachel tempora rily appears from the Tombs, reversing the process
to grow to her adult form agam. In addition to the Keats1an
dialectic, Simmons, by strategically placed allusions, makes ii
clear that he is renecting the philosophy of time inherent in such
works of W. B. Yeats as 'The Second Coming' and A v,s,on. The
former, quoted by Sol, counlerpoin!s images of the Christian
incarnalion with those of \he apocalyptic 'rough beast [which] its
hour come round at last, / Slouches towards Bethlehem 10 be
born.' In A Vision, Yeats imagines the growing and dwindling of
successive/antithetical ages as interpenetrating 'gyres' or vortices;
the vonex, forming and dissolving, is also a frequent image in
Simmons. Yeats also associated this image with 'The Mental
Traveller', Blake's allegorical poem of the sacrificial Babe grown
to maturity only to shri nk and grow agai n cyclically.
Such historical and spiritual allegory is located by Simmons
within an even larger imaginative and fictional frame, where are
heard two expository voices: those of the Jesuit, Father Dure, and
the"'• Ummon. The former, lhough disillusioned, had adhered to
the evolu1ionary theory of Teilhard de Chardin, which culminates,
at the eschatological Omega Poinr, in the convergence of a
transcendental triune entity and an evotved totality of human
intelligence and feeling. The version of reality disclosed by
Ummon 10 Brawne and to sundry Keats personae involves a
differenl trinity: three varianls of machine intelligence contending
with each other as to the effedive route to Supreme Intelligence,
all three being negative in their attilude to supersedable humans.
Over and above this, there is warfare between their future (but
paradoJCically contemporary) Supreme lnlelligence and lhe similar
humankind god of 1he Omega Point.
The Shrike is a hunter, sent back by mutual accord co round up
a deserter from the struggle: the humanly empathic wing of the
Omega triune god, which may ally itself to successive avatars.
The outcome is unresolved at the end of the novel: when Ummon
is asked 'Are there multiple futuresr ·, the reply is 'Does a dog
have fleas'.
Ummon also quotes extensively from Keats's
'Hyperion', including the crucial lines cited in my opening
paragraph. Ummon says chat this impermanence of stabilily 15 lhe
belief of the relatively unlim11ed/limi1ed Supreme Intelligences
{both humankind and machine) which must in tum yield place to
an Ultimate Supreme Intelligence - a hint perhaps at a resolution
of dualisms beyond the lime-space arena.
The Fall of Hyper,on thus draws on a variety of sources:
literary, mythological, philosophical, theological, cosmological,
cybernetic and opens up speculation on a range of appunenant
ideas. It simultaneously provides an absorbing space-operatic
drama as a frame for the re,ficauon and interplay of these ideas.
This shon essay doesn't aff0<d space 10 eJCemplify the story's man y
desct1p1ive and space-ranging pleasures - the landscapes of 1he
planet Hypenon, Meina Gladstone's progress through the Web,
the zero-g globe cities of the Ousters - but these combine wilh Che
novel's ideational complexity to make reading The Fall of
Hyper,on a s1imulus 10 intellect and imagination alike.
fK. V. Bailey is a regular contnbutor to Vector and Foundation.
H,i p,ece on Ba//ard'i The Unlim11ed Dream Company appeared
in Vector 189- Eds]

© K. V. Bailey 1997.
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THE HYPERACTIVE WORLD OF JEUNET & CARO
With the prospect of yet another sequel to Alien, Colin Odell and Mitch Le Blanc
examine the career so far of director Jeunet and his long-term collaborator Caro
Cannibal butchers! Terrorist vege1ari,msl Noisy ~x!
Steampunk poison laden neas! Clones, drones and cyclops
religious groups! Welcome to the stronge and hyperanive
world of Jeunet & Caro.
With only two features to their name Jean-Pierre Jeunet
and Marc Cuo have risen from the live fast, die young world
of the pop video to, in the case of Jeunet, the heady heighu
of the Hollywood big budget feature. Despi1e appearing to
emerge at 1he rail end of the French 1980s no,wtdle vog11e (nc)
their pannership began wi1h the 1981 shon U Bunker de la
Dm11irr Rafale, continuing sporadically to their feature film
debut Del,catessen (1991) . The unique \'isual style and the
hyperbolic relational elements that characterise their work is
ren«ied in both this period of pop videos/commercials and
in Caro's Metal H11rlent (Europe's premiere science fiction
comic) inspired style.
Fomaues (1990} won a Cesar for best shon. Shot in black
and white, it is the filmic equivalent of the
McLaren/Westwood tee-shin (1976) in its lists of hates and
likes, ranging from the person:il to the hip, the surreal to the
ordinary. Reminiscent of Jane Campion's P.mio11leu Momentl
(1984) it delivers an eclectic and personal view of various
(absurd) situations, into which the :iudience can delight in
m:ognition and association. Visually slick, it harks back 10
Lynch's Er.iserbead (1976) with a v:i.cuous post-modem shttn
- the spirit of 1976 given a 1990s polish. Star of the show is
the rem:i.rkable Dominique Pinon whose elastic features
enh.1nce the hyperreality of both this and their two fe:i.ture
films.
Deluatfflen (1991) was rinanced on the success of Fouta1JtS
by long-time collaborator and Betty Blut producer Claudie
Oss.trd. The budget w.u twenty million francs, quite a high
g.imble for a debut. The money was well spem; you can stt
every centime on the screen. The plot: a house with a
menagerie of tenants and a deli below. A butcher with 11
beautiful but myopic cello playing daughter. Meat is on
everyone's mind and it's these tcnanu that may supply it, J.S
dinner. Grain is the currency. Everyone is out to survive the
bes1 w;ay that they can. Send in the clown, Louison
(Dominique Pinon), looking for a room in exchange for
handyman work. h soon becomes very clear that he will be
next on the menu if he doesn't stay ahead of 1he game. Fear
not, for the Troglodistes, an army of underground terrorist
vegetarians, arc on hand to s.ive the day. Maybe.
The plot is superfluous to the relentless tide of set pieces.
The film"s world-wide success is perhaps accountable to its
trailer which consists of one of the set-pieces in its entirety; it
is also devoid of both subtitles and dialogue so your average
cinema goer is not marginalised, until they've parted with
their hard earned cash th:it is. It comprises the now famous
banking scene, where the creaking springs of the bed dictate
the p.1ce at which 1he entire household carries out its d:iily
business and results in a truly catastrophic climax.
Jeunet and Caro enjoy exploring consequences, and
mathematicims studying Chaos Theory could have endless
fun in,•estigating 1he probabilities of the various events
occurring. The repercussions that result from a ball of string
falling do wn the stairs have to be seen to be believed. There
ue .1lso the He.:11h Robinson style de,·ices which Amore, .1
p.1rt1cul.1rly paranoid 1en.1m, devises 10 bring .:ibout her
suicide, which fail hopelessly at the very l;ut moment.

10

Whilst the context of the film appears post-apocalyptic it
could easily be placed in the rationed environment of postw;ir France. In this scen:irio modern ideals of everyone out
for themselves meet a restrictive, old fashioned, yet
community-based society. The o nl y time this oppressive, fog
:ind grime ridden world is ejected is in the final shot, with
our hero and heroine playing their respective instruments
(her a cello, he his trusty saw) in the oil painting imensity
cbylight on the rooftop. It's almost hea\'Cn - and perhaps it

"·

Visually the film is a masterpiece; the camera swirls and
glides effonlessly yet the overall look is that of the 19-fOs
French films it often alludes to. D:rnt Renoir and Ophuls
are dearly the inspiration behind Darius Khondji's
breathtaking cinematography. Ironically a great de.I of this
clmical style visu.1lisation was achieved using poSlproduction vid«> enhancement but, hey, that's postmodernism for you. Khondji (whose photography on Stlen
saved the Dr Phi~s-m~ts-Silence of 1he Lambs plot) uses a
high contrast almost sepia toned lighting to further heighten
the sense of otherworldliness.
lklicatmen's main trump card is its anitude towards the
I lo ll~•ood style of film. It tackles it technically head on and
matches it in both proficiency and seamlessness of effects.
Yet, despite all this, it is resolutely French in both iu
outlook and portrayal. Food is the driving currency and
concern, unlike the Australian Hollywood Mad Max's need
for petrol. This emphasises the buic human needs; food
sustaining life and petrol sustaining action-packed car chases.
Let"s face it, food is fa.r more sophisticated and civilised
anyway. The hero is a catalyst for the films events and not
the motivation for them. The peripheral characters are given
equal space in the r.lm. The sex, however seedy, is not shot
with g:il!ons of b;iby oil, and the accompanying soundtrack
consists of springs, dusters, a cello, a paint roller and the
testing of 'sheep in a tin' J.S opposed to a heavy metal o r sax
score. Most of the cast arc grubby in apparel, many of them
would find casting in America very difricuh outside of a
David Lynch film. Even the titles dispose of 1hc Letraset and
go instead for a more contextual Peter Greenaw;i;y look.
The rilm's success is measured in the careers of all
concerned. K.hondji is one of the most sought after
cinematographers in the USA, the effects crew were snappni
up by Pedro Almodovar to work on Alex de la Iglesi2's
Amon Mutante (1992) - which features a similarly rickshod
group of misfit terrorists - and everyone was reunited to
make the most expensive film in French cinema at that time:
la Citida En/ants Perdus (1ne City of losz Children) (1995).
A young child sits in his cot in a room that is cheerily
decorated. It is Christ mas Eve. A tin clockwork soldier
marches and clauers his cymbals making a gentle tinkling
sound. The room glows with a soft, warm, homely light and
peace is all around. A rope drops down from within the
chimney and a pair of familiar looking black boots appear.
It's .52nta! He climbs down through 1he ri replace, carefully
brushes the soot from his nuffy red coat and offers the child a
wonderful toy. The soldier is still marching and the cymbals
still tinkle. Then another pair of boots appear from within
the chimney. And mother. The room is soon full of smiling
Santas. The child's expression changes from one of joy to
fear. ru the Sa.ntas begin to melt and w,.1.rp, the child begins
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to wail ...
Far away out to sea on an oil rig platform surrounded by
giant mines, the evil Krank arranges for the kidnappi ng of
young children from the nearest port so that he can steal
their dreams. It is the mission of circus strongman, One, with
the aid of the streetwise orphan Miette, to find and rescue
One's little brother.
Set in a world far removed from anything we could
conceive, The City of Lost Children is a fairy tale for the
1990s. h is at once sinister and beautiful, funny and
frightening, antiquated and futuristic. The diegesis is
completely self-contained in that the film is not set in the
paSl, present or future, and does not present an alternative
history or a post apocalyptic environment. This is a world of
dreams and nightmares and there is no other context upon
which to base this reality.
The city is a port, with a filthy harbour. The streets are
narrow and dingy and set on many levels, reminiscent of
Victorian London. The residents are either corrupt or living
in fear. Yet the technology is remarkable. The Cyclops, a
religious group who kidnap the children on Krank's behalf,
b~Iut~fuJn a:ij~:eim:~~ts c~~:~P~fo ~~e !~pt!~~ 1:::n~~a :
deranged cyclops, infected by a trained flea to become
homicidal, plugs his implant into the cyclops' victim in order
that the vict im may witness his own dea1h, a cyberpunk
updating of Powell's Pr:eping Tom.
Once again in-depth characterisation is lacking, but there
;ire a plethora of subsidiary eccentrics, weirdoes and freaks
who contribute to the narrative. There are the evil conjoined
twins, known as the Octopus, who force the city orphans to
steal for them, the clones (all played by Dominique Pinon,
sometimes six in the scene at once) who hare about
maniacally serving their master Krank to the best of their
ability, the mysterious amnesiac diver and the ex-circus
owner who has the best trained fleas in the land. Add a
sympathetic whore, a brain with an argumentative manner
that is prone to migraine, defiant henchmen and a dog cruelly
kept in line by having his lead attached, via pulleys, to a
basket of sausages that rise tantalisingly out of sight upon
every approach, and you have less a list of characters and
more of a circus.
Set pieces abound, again applying chaotic principle to
absurd conclusion. In one truly jaw·dropping sequence a
single tear leads to the crash of a major ocean bound liner in a
roller-coaster ride of implausible cause and effect. Others
include the journeys of the aforementioned fleas, some
dizzying green gas and the final rescue attempt. Clearly the
result of extensive storyboarding - apparently the film had
been gestating fo r almost fourteen years before realisation Videos:
Delirattssen is available on Electric Video. lf you are lucky you
may still be able 10 pick up the box set that includes Foutaim , a
linle booklet and a rather groovy pig badge.
Tiu City of Loll Children is available on Lumihe Video. DO
NOT rent this from your local video store as it's both ~p:m •n'
sc;umed" and dubbed, besides which you'll probably want to
watch it more than once!
Reference:
hnp:IMWN.movienet.com/movienel/sonycl/cityf1ndex.ntml - is a couple
o_f years old but really the only useful (English) Jcune1 & Caro

the marrying of conventional camerawork and compu1er
generated effects has reached its pinnacle so far.
Inevitably the film begs to be compared to Gilliam's
fantasy trilogy (Time Bandits, Braz,/ and 7he Adventures of
Baron Munchausen) in both look and feel. Many of the shots
appear straight out of Brazil, and its blurring of dream and
reality head in that direction . It fails to live up to these aims
for a number of reasons; firstl y there is the lack of character
depth, then there is the lack of literary depth that imbues
Gilliam's oeuvre and, most importantly, it replaces paranoia
and impotence with Sadean cruelty. In Deliratessen the
characters have a Chuck Jones style of violence associated
with them, here 1he tone is altogether more unwholesome.
The film delights in the torture of everyone involved, good,
evil or indifferent - Miette is enslaved, fo rced into crime,
bound, drowned, brutally beaten by her only friend (under
the influence of poison) , subjected to a multitude of mental
tortures and exposed to unsavoury sexual behaviour. In this
respect the film is Grimm in the strictest sense of the wo rd
and one of only a handful of films that is (Company of Wolves
( 1984] and The Magic Toyshop (1989] being the only others
that spring to mind) . Ultimately though, the fantasy context
nulli fies any perspect ive that would normally be considered
unacceptable ;ind the resolution justifies the means, as all
good fairytales do.
Visually we have to thank not only cinematographer
Khondji and Caro himself but also the talents of fashion fave
Jean-Paul Gaultier (he of Eu rotrash fam e and also costume
designer for Greenaway's The Cook, The Thief H i!, Wife and
/-/er Lowr (1989] and Almodovar's Kika [1993D and the work
of the two effects groups used on the film . Indeed the effects
remit was monumental, Pitof/Dudoi had to provide onehundred-and-forty-four shots of digitally manipulated
imagery including the multiple Clones, the giddy organic
backdrops and the cyclops viewfinders; Buf Compagnie
provided so me forty-eight shots of computer-generated
material including a flea so realistic it has you scratching. As
a result of these efforts they are to be responsible for the
visual effects of Jeunet's forthcomi ng movie Alien:
Resu rrert ion , one of the autumn's big H ollywood
blockbusters.
So, what of the fumre? Alien 4 as a concept SC'ems like J
monumentally bad idea, especially if it involves the
resurrection of Sigourney Weaver. With Jeunet at the helm
and his 'dream team' of effects technicians however, we may
have a more unusual and imeresting film than previous
expectat ions have led us to believe. Perhaps what is really in
order though is another high budget French film, without
t he artistic constraints of commercial Hollywood cinema but
with the bizarre perspective of two European artists

If you like these why not try;
The Brothm Quay. Strut ofCrocodilts (1986) &. 7ht
Unnamtablt Lilllt Broom (1985).
Terry Gilliam, Brazil {1985).
Alex de la Iglesia, A ccion Mutanu (1992).
David Lynch, Era5alNad (1976).
Roman Polanski, 7ht Tmant (1976).
Steven Soderbergh, Ka/Ju (1991).
Anything by Jan Svankmajcr (Czech surrealist animator).

c Coli n Odell ,nd M;ich LI: Bl~nc l 997

[Colin Odttl and Mitch Lt Blanc are part of the inrrt'asingly viJible Cowntry fandom, along with Paul and Elizabeth Billingrr and Jolm AJJ/,rook.
71,ey art a/Jo rnpomible for dr,igning tlN BSFA Awards. lflith ont ofthose co1m:idmetJ u:bich appear 10 plagut fandom {in tlN nicm poJJiblt sense)
Mitch used to livt next door to K. V. &,lry... - Eds. ]
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THE NEW WORLD'S NEW WORLDS
David Garnett introduces the latest incarnation of a legendary title
A true story: Lond on, England, 1946. The year after th e end of the Second World War. First
publica ti on of a new science-fiction magazine. New Worlds. Ed ited by E.). Carnell.

S:~~~u~~ t~~
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;tt~r.~~~~~•li:n:~Jo~ r~~:n~~s ed~~
the magazine for 18 years, and for a short time there
was even an American repnnt editron. (A very short time,
five issues in 1960.) In 1964, at the age of 23, Michael
Moorcock took over ed1torsh1p of New Worlds - and shook
up the whole muh1verse of science fiction.
New Worlds was published as a monthly paperback fOf'
a few more years, before moving on to a larger formal, and
a gradually more erratic schedule. Ten volumes of New
Worlds came out as paperback originals during the
seventies, five of which also appeared in the USA as New
Worlds Quar1erly. There were a few more issues of the
magazine. Then nothing. Uniil...
Meanwhtle, t had edited two original anthologies,
Zenith and Zemrh 1. This was to have been an annual
series, but the publisher was taken over by another and the
series cancelled. Which was when Michael Moorcock
asked if I would like 10 edit a new series of New Worfds. I
would and I did, a four book series being commissioned by
the late Richard Evans of Gollancz. Richard knew the
importance of new short ficlton to the future of science
fiction. He was an excellen1 editor, a good man, and he
died far, far 100 young.
The senes was published and met with an excellent
critical response. Then nothing. Un11I. ..
W hite Wolf, who are reprinting all of Michael
Moorcock's books in America, asked if I wanted to edi t
another series of New Worlds.
Which is what you are reading the introduction to right
now.
As it enters its second half cen tury, th is is the first time

•

New Worlds has seen initial publication in the USA.
From almost the very beginning, New Worlds has
published stones by American authors. ln a s1m1lar w.iy,
British wnters might sell their stories to Amerrcan
magazines and their books may be published in America .
(My firsi novel. for example, appeared in the USA before 11
found a Bnt1sh publisher.) This volume is being edited in
Britain, and most of 1he contributors are British. Of the
three American au1hors, Pal Cadigan recently moved to
Brilam, William Gibson hves in Canada - and Howard
Waldrop's story is set 1n England. Michael Moorcock,
however, now spends much of his time in the USA.
What British and American authors have in common,
more or less, is the English language. h's an accident of
history !hat Americans speak English. English is the
language of Shakespeare - and of Hollywood. Bntish films
can be nominated for 1he Oscar (and even occasionally
win). Because of the shared language, they are not
considered 'foreign' .
America 1s the world's most powerful economy, and
American media culture dominates the globe. English is the
language of movies and televmon, music and advertising,
comics and computer games, and so the world wants to
speak English. English is the language of international trade,
finance, commerce, diplomacy, and so the world has to
speak English .
Despite the number of coun tries in which English is the
mother tongue, it is not the world's most common firs!
language. China is the most populous nation on Earth, and
there are far more people who speak Chinese th an English .
But as a second language, the one people choose to learn,
English has become the international lingua Fra nca

An apocryphal story: London, England, 1995. A young foreign visitor sees the 50th
anniversary commemorations for the end of th e Second World War, and he asks the tou r
guide who was fighting w ho. ' Britai n, the Soviet Union and the United States were fi ghtin g
against Germany and Japan,' he is told . 'Who won?' he asks, and the tou r guide repli es, ' It's
too earl y to tel l.'

F

ifty years ago, New Worlds was not at all unusual. The
maJority of science fiction consisted of short stories
published in genre magazines. There were very few sf
novels, very few anthologies, the word 'sci~fi' had not been
invented; but there were a lot of magazines, most of them
in the USA.
ow, New Worlds is very unusual. There are only a
handful of Amencan sf magazines sllll being published,
while fnierzone is the only one m Britain. But New Worlds
has become an ongmal anthology - which is even rarer
than a sc1ence-fict1on magazine.
The science-fiction short story itself ,s becoming a rarity.
There are probably more sf novels published every year
12
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than short stories, although this stretches the word 'novel'
to extremes. A novel should be something new, original,
unexpected; but there are very few of these any more.
It sometimes seems that lhe majority of new sf books are
sequels (often to books by authors who have gone to the
great remainder house in the sky) or the latest episode in an
interminable series or novelisations.
Just as life 1m1tates art, so literature imitates media.
There are books based on films, on television, on adverts
(yes, really), on cormcs, on computer games, on board
games, on gaming cards. Thanks 10 its re-release, the
biggest.grossing film of all time is Star Wars. (Although an
American movie, 1t was made in Brilain.) There was, of
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course, a book-of-the-film; and the two sequels were also
'novelised'.
More recently, new S!ar Wars novels have begun to
appear with increasing frequency. This is an obvious
attempt to follow the publishing success of Star Trek, and
some authors write for both franchised series. There have
been countless 'original ' Star Trek novels, producing sales
figures which make the imprint the seventh largest
publisher in the USA.
Several years ago, I spent a month touring the USA, and
I checked out the Ielevision stations in a dozen States. The
shows which were screened most frequently were Star Trek
and Cheers. But there don 't seem 10 have been any Cheers
books. Is there no demand for titles such as Cliff Loses a
Leiter or Woody's Vacation? Why not an Early Years series,
with books such as Young Norm and Carla's First Date?
As part of their marketing strategy, tie-in books are often
issued 10 generate publicity for new films. The book-of-thefilm is little more than a padded-out version of the script. (I
know because I've 'written' some myself.) But the
phenomenon of a whole series of books based on a film or
television show seems almost entirely restricted to science
fiction.
Philip K. Dick's Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheepl,
for example, was filmed as Blade Runner. Now there are

more Blade Runner novels. These are not wrtuen by Drck,
however, who died in 1982. One of his short stones was
filmed as Tota/ Recall, and there was inevitably a
novelisation of the screenplay. h must be rime for a sequel.
When will Tota/ Recall: !he forgotten Bits be published ... ?
It's easy to understand why such books are published:
because they sell. In the case of Star Trek and 5t.lr Wars,
each volume sells hundreds of thousands of copies. h's less
easy to understand why they do sell. A few of them, maybe.
But a hundred S!ar Trek novelsl Twenty, thirty, forty Star
Wars novels?
And it's also understandable why 'authors' wnte such
things, because they gel paid. Some of them get paid very
well. Despite receiving a low percentage, they are
producing a high-grossing product, which means they can
often earn more than they would from writing a book of
their own.
Srar Trek novels have become assembly line fiction,
mass produced output from !he fiction factory.
So, isn't everyone happy? Publishers make money, they
pay their writers, and the readers get want they want: easy
to read books.
In the short term, maybe everyone wins. But when It
comes to the Jong march ...

•

1946, the first year of New Worlds: Winston Churchill made his famous 'iron curtain' speech
about the division of Europe into communist and non-communist countries. (He was in the
United States at the time.) The Second World War was over, but the Cold War had begun .

F

iction can be divided into two categories: novels and
short stories.
There are still some books of short stories being
published. These will be either single-author collections,
which are usually reprints of stories which first appeared in
the magazines, or else multi-author anthologies - which are
also usually reprints of stories which first appeared
elsewhere.
Reprint anthologies will always have a theme. Best of
I/Je Year, for example, in which the editor will make his or
her choice of the 'best' stories published the previous year.
Or, say, Robo1 Serial Killers, in which the editor will
choose from robot serial killer stories published in previous
reprint anthologies. (The same stories tend to be recycled,
on the basis that if they have appeared before they must be
good enough to appear again. The editor thinks of a theme,
checks out his computerised database, then up come the
story titles. And there's another anthology.)
Nearly all original anthologies, books of new stories,
also have a theme. A collection of lesbian cal vampire
slories for example, all set m an alternate world where
Abraham Lincoln married Queen Victoria. (If I'm
exaggeraIing, it's not by much!) Theme anthologies are the
only ones most publishers will produce. It's as if the reader
wants to know what to expect before they even start a story:
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it must be something very like the previous one.
And perhaps this is what people really do want. What
other reason is there for the success of Sta r Trek books, of
trilogies, of sequels, of seriesl People like what they know,
are reassured by the famili.:1r.
But that isn't what happens with New Worlds, where
'new' means exactly what it says. There is no theme. All the
stories are completely different. They have no connection
with each other or with any which have appeared in
previous volumes.
Apart from the fact that some of the authors are the
same, the on ly link between thi s book and the last series of
New Worlds is whal you are reading now, my introduction.
This is where I continue my ' miserably rancorous' and/or
'keenly perceptive' (according to Locu5 and Asimov's SF
Magazine) editorials about science fiction.
Since New Worlds first appeared, many other
magazines and anthologies have come - and most have
gone, while all the other lilies which preceded it have
vanished.
New Worlds must be doing something right . By sticking
10 ils policy of presenting the best new short stories, It has
become the oldest continuing science fiction title m the
wand.

•

The first New Worlds was published after the end of the Second World War. Now, it's said,
the Cold War is also over. Who won? It's too early to tell.

I

'm writing this edit~ria/ on my personal computer, which
was manufactured in the United States of America. The
software for my word processor, however, is British .
Two weeks ago, I bought a new printer from an

•

American company . On the back it says 'Made in China' .
China has the largest population in the world, and the
Chinese People's Republic is sti ll a communist dictatorship.
China also has the largest army in the world, but noI

13
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everyone m 1he army marches and carries a gun. Factories
are run on military lines, w11h recruits conscripted mto
industrial service. They l,ve in barracks and produce
consumer goods for export.
The Uni ted States gives Chma 'most favored nat,on'
trading status, and China has a huge and increasing balance
Cl

of payments surplus with the USA.
And when they start producing Star Trek books, we'll
realty be in trouble.
David Ca rne ll, Fe rringshire, Engla nd, April 1997

David Garnett 199 7

[The above will dppear, ma slightly different form, as 1he 1n1roduc11on w the latest edmon of New W0tlds, to be published m the
Um1ed Slates by \Vh,1e Wolf /A1lama, Georgia) m Augusl. Al presem there ,s no pubfuher w11/mg 10 publish the book m England, w11/mg
to 1m·es1 m 1he current and fu1ure crop of science-1,ction wt11e1s. \Ve are pleased - and proud-10 be given the oppo1wn11y 10 p1m1 al
least part of the book m the UK To whet you, appe{lfe, the anthology w,11 include, m addition ro Oav,d C.11ne1t 's muodua,on, Pai
Cadigan, ' The Empe101 's New Reality', fr,c Brown, 'Ferryman'. Kim Newman, 'Great Western '. Peter F Hamilton & Graham Jo yce, 'The
While 51uff', Noel K Hannan, 'A Night On The Town ', Brian \V Afdiss, ' Death, 5h11, love, lransf,guration ', Andrew 51ephenson, 'The
Pdct', Howard Waldrop, 'Heart O(Wh,tenesse', Ian Watson, 'A O;i y IV,rhouf Odd', Garry K1/wot1h, 'A1tack Of The Charlie Chap/ms ·,
Chr1s1me Manby . "For life', Graham Chamock, 'A Night On 8dre Mountdin', Michael Moorcock, 'london Bone' and William Gibson,
'Thirteen Views O( A Cdrdboard City' - Eds ./

Cognitive Mapping 9: Transhumanity
by Paul Kincaid

I

the latter half of the nineteenth centu ry looked ahead?
t is probably impossible now to imagine the effect H .G.
Wells did, and the most shocking thing about his radical
Wells's The Time Machme (1895) must have had upon its
first readers. Not the effect of Wells's sublime invention of book muSL have been the ide., that humankind would evolve
- and devolve - further, that
the time machine itself, but
dignified and successful
of the discovery th.iit Eloi
Among the familiar things that he would the
and Morlocks alike evoh-ed
Englishman who ruled the
from a common ancestor, encounter would be creatures recognizably world was not the pinnacle of
from humanity, The concept human yet in his view grotesque. While he evolution, not the peak th.n
of evolution h;1.d been
which there was no higher.
Wells, of course, went
common, if controversial, himself laboured under the weight of his own
intellectual currency since body, these giants would be easily st>·iding. He further, and in that bleak
beach under a fading sun he
Charles Darwin published
would
consider
them
very
sturdy,
often
thickshowed that even the Earth
On the Or,gm of Sptc1e1
{1859). It sparked a ,,igorous set, folk, but he would be compelled to allow itself was subject to the same
debate based on the idea. rha1 them grace of movement and even bea11ty oj evolutionary forces, that all
human descent from 1he apes
things must change and die.
not
only
directly proportion. 1he longer he stayed with them But it was in the simple
contradicted
any
literal the more bea11ty he wo11ld see in them, and the application of evolution to
interpretation
of
the
humanity's future that he
less complacently wo11ld he regard his own achieved
one of his most
scriptures, but by so doing
also undermined the stout type. Some of these fantastic men and women stanl ingeffects.
For all his vision in
Victorian
establishment he would find covered with fur, hirs11te, or
whose dignity and power
looking to how evolut ion
-..·ere buih firm ly upon 1he mole-velvet, revealing the underlying muscles. might develop. however,
Church. Bui the scientists Others wo11ld display bronze, yellow, or ruddy Wells still appeared to see it
a straight line: humanity
Qike Wdls's tutor, Huxley)
skin, and yet others a translucent ashgreen, as
who defended Darwin and
rose to a peak and then
declined. DJrWinism was far
buih upon his work, .nd 1he warmed by the 11nderf/owing blood.
churchmen who just ;uLast and First Men (1930) Olaf Stapledon more interesting to Wells in
or
political
its
social
stoutly
argued
against
dimension: in book after
evolution, were primarily
concerned with how it had o perated. The centre of the book - from In the Days of lhe Comet (1906) to 71Je Shape of
Things to Come (1933) - he explored our political future in
debate was how Man - and by extension Englishmen, the
high point of God's cre.iition - had developed; attention was evolmionary terms. Most of the science-fiction writers who
fixed upon the put. Who among these w.uring intellects of came after him followed this lead. Even those who wrote
14
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about the distant future, such as John W. Campbell (writing
as Don A. Stuart) in 'Twilight ' (1934) or Isaac Asimov in
Founda tion (1951), wrote about an evolved technology but an
essentially unchanged humanity. And where some few, such
as S. Fowler Wright in "fbe Amphibians (1924), wrote about
the evolutionary struggles of other species after humanity,
the overwhelming impression was still one of a unique rise
and fall.
Nevertheless, in saying that we shall change and in
speculating upon what form such change might take, Wells

with our future or with other environments. Evolution was
receiving a helping hand, and the changes we faced could be
greater and more immediate than nature alone might bring
about.
In an age of pacemakers and dialysis machines, such
assisted evolution tended to be mechanical. We created
cyborgs, which may have been further symbols of alienation
in stories such as Frederik Pohl's Man Plus (1976) or James
Tiptree Jr's 'The Girl Who Was Plugged In' (1973), but
which became, through Martin Caidin's Cyborg (1972) and

~;~: w~o ~:~: u!:~ sc:::: ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
fict;on to exploce moce Elena
was beside him - superficially
philosophical notions. The unchanged, a/though they'd both shrugged o!J
most notable of these was the constraints of biology. The conventions of

:~:~sion i:;;:;itlyThe ;;;
u;/hon Doi/a, Man (1973-8),
and the later film on the same
theme, Robocop (1987), neither

~~:

~!:~est ~~ap:i~t we :~:~:
become caused his work to be

this environment mimicked the pbysics of real
macroscopic objects in freefafl and vacuum,

~!:~::b!n!a:0 :;~rr:::::~!
status quo.

1:~a:~~~
1 ~::g~;
most vivid, of course, in Last
and First Men, which takes as

but it wasn't set up to model any kind of
chemistry, let alone that of flesh and blood.
Their new bodies were human-shaped, but
devoid of elaborate microstructure - and their
minds weren't embedded in the pbysics at all,
but were running directly on the processor
web.
'Wang's Carpets' (1995) Greg Egan

ho!?ve~~\c~~:;e 0Lt~:t~td
already found another avenue
fo r our assisted evolution: the

!~

:::t~:;_

~:t!~:~ss:;;;:dt~;;!;~;;
than any science-fiction novel
::~~;;d :r

P~~~~:~

~~ap!e~:~

humanity rose and fell in a
~:;l~~t~nary gur;::;_eAt tim:!

these future beings rise to
near•unimaginable heights, at others they barely crawl from
the depths, and always they are physically different to cope
with different conditions. But it isn't just the 'hirsute, or
mole-velvet' , the yellow or 'translucent ashgreen', that marks
the difference, for with these physical changes, as our modern
observer begins to grasp in this ext ract, come changes in
outlook, in behaviour, in taste. The physical evolution of
humankind that Stapledon traces also al!ows him to trace
differences in the human soul - and, perhaps more
importantly, what stays the same, what makes these
grotesquely
different
creatures
recognisably
and
sympatheticall y human.
Though he seemed at odds with his science-fiction
contemporaries and immediate successors (even Arthur C.
Clarke, who owed so much to Stapledon's influence, peopled
his far futures such as The City and the Stars (1956) with
humans who had not changed significantly from our
common stock) Stapledon's multifarious humanity has come
to have a great effect upon more recent science-fiction
writers.
For a while any change in humankind came from outside,
either as a representation of external threat (as in Jack
Finney's The Body Snatchers [1955] or, particularly during
the 1960s, as a manifestation of the hero's isolation or
alienation (as in Robert Silverberg's 'lborns [1967].
Gradually, however, as the pace of change in the world
around us speeded up and the notion of Future Shock
became familiar to all science-fiction writers, the idea that we
might change ourselves as some of Stapledon's future men
had changed themselves seemed like a serious way of coping

~:;:C~~er.

cl~erneti;yb:;g~

downloading

human

~ea7~:~:;; ~n::Y ao?:~?a~t~;
death, as in lain M. Banks's
~~~;;;phe/nt~;;s's

~1:a:~/

Remaim (1995) and Greg
Egan's Pennutation City (1995). Nevertheless, cyberpunks in
particular saw the computer, coupled with the growing
science of genetic engineering, as a new way of shaping our
futures. Bruce Sterling explored some of the possibilities in
his Mechanist/Shaper stories, notably Schismatrix (1985),
while Greg Egan, in 'Wang's Carpets', is typical of the
current generation of science-fiction writers who have used
bioengineering, cybernetics and other such notions as a way
of presenting varieties of transhumanity as diverse as
anything Stapledon came up with . In this world, a logical
development from the evolved future presented in Sterling's
stories, people are able to choose any of a host of forms,
whether biological or mechanical or cybernetic, and to slip
into different shapes as easily as we might s!ip into a different
coat. Though he has escaped the slow patterns of evolution
that underlie the stately rhythms of Stapledon's work, the
same exuberant diversity of possibility is there. Stapledon
would readily identify his Last Men in Egan's computer
simulations. And in both cases, whether our future is
feathered or flowered, as pixels of information or waves of
energy, one thing remains constant. The outward shape may
affect many things in terms of our behaviour and outlook,
part of the future that both Stapledon and Egan project
depends on physical differences to raise different questions
and expectations about what these future humans might do.
Nevertheless these fabulous creatures, our successors, are
never anything other than human in their impulses and
desires, fear and motivations. It seems that however the body
might be sculpted, the inside is forever the same.

© Paul Kincaid 1997
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First
Impressions

Book Reviews
Edited by
Paul Kincaid

Note: All novels marked: W are eligible fo r the 1997 BSFA Award fo r Best Novel. All collections and
anthologies marked: Ct co ntain stories that are eligible for the 1997 BSFA Award fo r Best Short Ficti on.
Allen Ashlc)

Tbe Planet Smte
I I I{',.« /')')6 'J\('f' i-1 ')9

John I 1ght

DottJ
/!101011 /!1,« /')96 m1r1>.:.<

I LI OC

Reviewed by K . V. Bailey
Two things these books have in common: they arc both
from small presses and are both imaginatively innovative. The
Planet Suite, at first contact, appears to be more postmodern
phantasmagoria than novel, a sequence of branching
variations on Holst's planetary orchestral themes. When read
!~::~th~t/f:Oev;;/hb~u;~ali:~.afa~r;:t~~ s!:f:~~'!ati~\i~~
th~ead of the simplest and most universal kind emerges: a
childhood/ adolescent love is lost and endlessly resought.
The young characters are fi rst found exploring environment,
knowledge and sex in school, on Nonh Sea beaches and
riding the funfair's 'Voyage to Venus' cars. They arc re-cast
~du!:h~oud :~~ 0 f!~~~:r1:i1'/e~lis:!~:~~a~~s t~~:t ;:n~;~~~i~

~:~

~~l:~~h:bf:t:~
anddt~~tsed~~;~{bsy st~:lik~:;::~
nereids orbiting Neptune.
The main narrative comprises the memoirs of Simon
Cooper or, alternatively, that fantastic ex-astronaut's log. At
its most personal and intimate it is strangely affecting - beach
~l~~~::;o~'.a~d:~~~;a;~x:ni!Wisc~i;:~i~f'•r~r::n~n;ngo~t~~
the East Anglian coast at Shipsea (with Eliotian allusions to
the ci rcularity/ identity of ends and beginnings, and with
s:ff 1~i:t:;~;~ t~r: Jfu[t of~~de~tlo~~ph;~

~f~:~
16

_P~::!:

but its 'codness' doesn't prevent it being prevocative. The
Holstian planetary interstices are occupied with Judie
speculative ventures, the aut hor using mouthpieces such as
Dutch Uncle Nicholas, the maverick Professor of
Astronomy, and Mr Holkham ('Hocus Pocus'), the White
Knightish schoolmaster whose privately published
anthropological investigations include a creation myth of the
Narcissians of the Southern Delta. For them, time began
:~en s~:hhedge b~n:;;;frnc~~~iae:~~~~~:h~~~s :~e ~h~~e7t:
multitudinous fragments ('everything that exists') move
perpetually away from one another. Humankind's task then
becomes to 'assist in the recombination of the perfect state'.
:~trac~~t~h!nr~~~~~cn~ati~e0 ;~~ th::~~;e!;r7~e1;"di:Ioi~~!
human story, pull chaos towards a comprehensible ideative
unity.
Dorry should entenain any topological/ philosophically-

!~d

b~~~e~t~u~~~e;;n~}nyi ~~:,O :~:fe~r!!;~f~j~ ~h~~~-r!t
suspicious of each other. Linus surveys the nature of Lionel,
but whether Lionel exists continuously, is made up of dots, is
curved or is straight, depends on the distance from which he

~::1\::~t(t\:

1::

g:::u~~n~s :~:alfr ifu~n~~~ ~an~!
ri:::1~~
John Light pursues these relativistic and fractal manoeuvres
through a couple of dozen pages, teasing and puzzling but
aiming, I would think with success, to entenain his very
young readers while encouraging them to think and imagine
playfully and experimentally.
TTA Press, S Martins Lane, Wi1cham, Ely, Cambs. CB6 2LB

Photon Press, 29 Longfield Road, Tring, Herts. HP23 40G
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\tt:m.1,m
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I
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I

\,,',,-,
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)'/

Reviewed by Chris Amies
You know the methods by now: any sufficiently ,1,dvanced
technology is indistinguish,1,b\e from magic. Especially if, in
the world you've created, the technology is now lost to the
beings on the pl,1,net's surface and they h,1,ve settled into ,1,
medieval way of life. This Gene Wolfe--ish style is often called
'Science Fantasy', as it takes from both sf and fantasy.
Attanasio's 71Je Dark Shore is nearer the fantasy end of the
Ji~~;u~s,hin;;~tomt~~e r:i~i~:~~~:t~~tif~he ~!nre~agic
On lrth, magic radiates from the Abiding Star, and an
uneasy peace has ruled for some centuries. T he Star's magic is
a finite resource that can stave off sleep - which for some
reason is to be feared - and, built into hex-gems, can be
traded for food. But, as to all such societies, a dark lord arises
who, maddened by his ill-t reatment and humiliation, wants
to rule an enslaved Irth. Hu'dre Vra lets the cacodemons into
the world, and is opposed by a varied crew of seekers, some
human, others hybrids of human and animal formed long

:~if

~/d t1or;:b~h:0 ;a;;r~h~~g17~rdh!ma~~~fi~~~:~· th~d
Tywi.
71H Dark Sho~ is an engaging book largely on the basis of
~~ad~~a;~~uif

:t?~~~

~g~~c~:~· f;;t~g

~~~

:o~h~e;;ta!r

::::~f~!~fro:-~~\~:~I t~~c:;;ldd:~fb~ad isma;~ft~eJt~;
detailed that its destruction can be made to matter to the
reader, and Attanasio's visual descriptions of that world are
!~h•:nr~b~~:dt;;!~l~d~~etr;tb1e't:m:~~n:t~~ ~~e:fur:~

Ru;hard Bai.:hm:m

J be Regul,ltuis
11o11,, '-' \ 1 )• ,, t'J'}(, ;:1rr L{( '}'}
,,~ 1,, ..:,11 1 1r1,,1,, 199- .i.ttrr 11,9''

Stephen King

Dcspt'rdtton
11,,u,, '-'

s1011~hru11

t<J% ).J)rr L{(, ')'}

Reviewed by Stephen Payne
The dust has barely settled on King's six-part serial The Green
Mile and already we have two new novels, one under his own
name and one under that of 'Richard Bachman'. These are
not two distinct creations though: characters of the same
name and with similar characteristics appear in both novels
and there are concurring revolutions both thematically and
in the plotting.
The Regulators begins in the suburbs of a sleepy American
town. It's an everyday American scene: 1he sun is shining,
dad is washing the car and the kids are playing in the street.
Then out of nowhere a strange van appears and the driver
proceeds to shoot a boy delivering newspapers. That's on
page 17 and marks the beginning of a descent into hell for the
inhabitants of Poplar Street - a large and varied coterie of
King-type characters - that leads to many more deaths and
much more suffering before it is eventually resolved. Their
predicament is that they are trapped in a world crossed
between 'The Regulators', a B-movie western so cleverly
described by King that 1 had to confirm in Halliwell that it
1~:sti: ::~t;tfc"~~tt~0e:h;~;~ ::~::hfovf~1thnet {!~~i~

~~1~:

all of this. The adults are trapped in a child's imagination or,

~h;:~~:f

~;~i~~;i~5n.0 ~~;s i:f
a~~a~nisad:e:\r:)!i~to; ~~i~t!
charac1ers dodge through the back-alleys like urban
guerrillas, bits of it are horror as we slowly discover the

disturbing secret of Seth at the nub of i1 all, but at the end
the bits that King believes are import,mt are the love between
a mother and her child. Ultimately it is not guns or belief
that redeem the disparate band of survivors, it is love - which
is an honourable enough theme for a rather dull novel.
The town of Desperation figures briefly in a pivotal
sequence in The Regulators. In the novel Desperation , Stephen
King returns there so we can begin to understand the true
nature of the place. Desperation has been touted in some
quarters as a lanerday reinvention of The Stand, and the
religious undertones that were present in 1hat earlier novel
are certainly present and correct here. This is not a novel
about love, it is about belief and our relationship with God.

~:: ~i:

~h!

st!h!'rfc~:~?~
~j:;;c~~!sti~0ni~: ~::• (a~rhha~s
many of whom in a different universe would inhabi1 The
Regulators - have to willingly take responsibility for what
they believe.
The story is deceptively simple. Desperation is a small
mining town in Nevada which has come under the control of
an ancient force which, at the start of the novel, is
controlling one of the town policemen who entices the
different characters into the town. It is a place where 'evil'
has been unleashed, a place where we must make our own
choices. The writer, the alcoholic, the floozy; all the
survivors of this evil must find it in themselves to do battle,

:~or:~~:

;:J

;;!~g"bo;,0~::i~::.tocf;l~h;0h~~ddofh~~
:h~
will lead them to their destiny. They must believe in this boy
if they are to survive the plot and make it to the final stand
where order is restored and everyone lives happily ever after.
In The Regulators we see a child who creates a world by
his only terms of reference: a cheap, roresque western with
~:;/: ~~ti~•J~~u:ve:- ~~:. t~~d
~s;:ra:::: ~~tfu~~~eth

r~e

i:

shown to be in the hands of ou r children - if only we will
put our trust in them. Which one is it to be? Maybe neither.
Maybe we don't have to make that decision. Maybe it's all
about love really, and that's about as universal as it gets.

Paul Barnett

\trcder's Ga/a,:y
/<,<I// /')9~

(,9

1 1

£) ')')

Reviewed by Norman Beswick

If the name 'Strider' reminds you of a character from lord of
the Rings, forget it. Leonie Strider is a spaceship captain,
picked out for a hazardous mission because of her particular
personality characteristics as a loner. She and her crew set out
from Jupiter orbit to claim humanity 's first colony world in
!h~cfell\~~n[:;;;~;~:~~i;;:i1ye~~~~n~efa;~rca;:1:;~ml1s°1if
that wasn't enough, although they make contact with
intelligent entities, they find themselves almost at once in the
middle of a galactic conflict.
This is space opera, book one of The Strider Chronicles,
ambitious in scope and, if you like that sort of thing, full of
violent action. Barnett is ingenious enough wit h the surprises
and keeps things moving nicely, despite an occasional
tendency to info-dump unnecessarily. Sensawunda is
certainly not neglected: one moment, when a new!y:~~~1nt~:eiaa~ic::::i;s c;;~:~ibf~~\~~d:~e~:ed~~i~k~ut!~u~
independent and lonely with it; where all her crew are
pairing off and mating like rabbits, she allows herself sex only
with a robot.

~;::~.;~:Ft:::

rai/t~
~~~el~~t!:i~G;:~:d~a~t,o~~~
Smith and the massive slaughterings initiated and glorified in
Crey Lemman. The difference here is that Strider is allowed
17
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and still learning the job, but there are plenty of good
moments and t he novel kepi me happily absorbed while
reading.

Reviewed by L. J. Hurst

and somehow in Baxter's timeline he manages to find
the money for both: the idea1 o( the Mars voyage does
liule to inspire peace and both the Vietnam war and the
Cold War
on as they really did. When Nixon wrote

Unless British television is even more chauvinistic than
I had realised, aeronautica1 engineers have had almost
no recognition in this century - after The First Of The
Few and 'D>e Dam Bmlers, that's it . If t here was a Mister

~ii~a~~;~gei~~ni~~n i;.9~~tS~d:!~fJ
f;~~~
years to prepare for the three year journey. That is,
would have only fourteen years.
Voyage is a series 0£ interlinked sto ries, cuuing

\ o, i1ge

Stephen Bnter
\

~'

/'' If,

5 1)/'f' !_ ff-,

•I')

30

~ ~u!i1;fn~~~~r~~:, i ~f1;;~:Jh~:S~:v~; b;ds~h~e~i:~
to commemorate him. When you think that in the
twentielh century the frontier has been above us, th is
!hi!uf~o~sti:~1:;k~l;heT~ddfeh:r ~~e::~; th;:;s ~~;~
mythmakers enough in New York City inventing and
commemorating the men making the frontier: farmers,
miners, railway men with steel driving hammers.
Where are the heroes on the high frontier? Why arc
there no mythical figures?
What happened to the )(jogs of
In fini te Space, as J.G. Ballard ironically
called them, 'dull men, living examples,
incidentally,
of
that
wooden
char.acterization for which science
ficti on writers have always been
criticized..' Did they feel nothing? I
think it was Gus Grissom (who died in
the Apollo fire) who was once asked
how he Celt, and replied ' How would
you feel when you know you're sitting
on the results of the lowest tender
received by NASA?'
Stephen Baxter's Voya-'te brings all
}~~:: ~<>;:1,~e;~crh~:r~~? ~f:~~ke:~tehd;
(shot but not killed in 1963) retires, the
same line of American presidents who
have led the USA make a slightly
different series of decisions about the space program:
the Apollo program becomes not the space shuttle, but
a journey 10 Mars. The depanures of Mars explorers in
late 1996 (or unfortunate non-depanure in the case 0£
the Russians) was a l.ite attempt to use the 'Mars
window' which aligns with Ean.h at long intervals. Far
better would have been to launch in 1985. It was
Richard Nixon who decided what would happen to
Apollo (he needed the money to figh t on in Vietnam),

Stephen B:1xter
I o\

\ ,u uum D1,1gr,1ms
1,,, J•1•, - .J1>.Jtt !. /1> :J'J

Reviewed by Andy Mills

i~efn~~~~~· I~~~~dhb~

!~~ye~bli~i~da
~[~ef~:\!~~~
that tris reviewer cast his trusty eye ove r the contents
of said magazine for the BSFA 's Paperback Inferno and
immediateJ pronounced Baxter a potential new British

:h~

s~~;.r I ~f~lzJa~e~fi~cri;;(yi,c~~; .~:di~~~l~pn;:~
ficti on· and 'n icely paced'.
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t;:~

::i

:ir;:~e~h;te lit r~:r;;~r?:b~~~e~~. 1
J;;;;b;~g 0th~
history of NASA and the proving miss ions on the way.
1
:~~in~~ir~h: erri1::n~f
theake:t~;~r~wi:t

l;~Iiti~~:

contractors and sub-contractors (not Rockwell or
Mani n or Grumman, but Columbia Aviation, a
~i~iien~!S~~h~u;r!~1e~~ncin~yof::~r;:1,:;:~~ei1J;
had - after the failure of Apofto-Nerva. In reality Nerva
was the atomic powered rocket which
never got off the test beds in the
Nevada desen, but in test orbit in
a1ternate December 1980, the reactor
blows, three astronauts lying above it.
One of those men, Jim Dana, knows
he will die, but he has a1ways wanted
to be pan of the space program, as his
father has been a rocket scientist
before him.
f~ily ! ~~[~sor b~tt!•ntite ~ : ;
it is Dana Senior who has recognised
that the mission can slingshot off
Venus on its way to Mars, and it is
Columbia Aviation's recognition of
this additional use of free energy that
1
t~;:a~ka~J~ i;o~~:i;tl~:et~

i~ i:":

~i:~

writing, that a scientific curiosity can
be used as an accountant's device to rig a bid, and yet
sustain a major part of the pl ot. The character who uses
it , J.K. Lee, is more dubious: a stereotypically driven
business tycoon cracking up, but tbat should not
detract fro m Stephen Baxter's skill in merging science
and fiction here.
Remarkably, what I have not done is point out that
the ccntra.l chara.cter in Voyage is a woman. I will leave
her discovery to you.

Since 1987, 0£ course, the author has
metamorphosed into Stephen Baxter and has produced
a very respectable body of work within the Xeelee
Sequence. Varnum DiagramJ pulls together the short
fict ion in this series. In his foreword, Baxter describes
this book as a novel : it isn't. It would even be difficult ,
despite the linking sections, to call it a fixup. Rather,
what we have here is a collection of stories in sequential
orde r, and placed into the context of Baxter's ambitious
future history by a narrati ve framew ork. For the
record, the amount of revision that the twenty-two
stories have undergone has varied. For instance, 'The
Sun Person' becomes here 'The Sun-People' but
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otherwise emerges unscathed, while the central
characters in 'Shell' (formerly ' The Bark Spaceship') all
seem to have had a chan~e of sex, and the novella, 'The
Baryonic Lords', is split mto two and has been heavily
revised. fHappily for bibliographers, the publishing
history o the stories is noted).
There can be few Vector readers who are unaware of

ii ;t~~r:C~;~

;;1sXne:: h1:e1~:s"~h~~n th~e 1~f:d~~~td:!t~1
and the life~orms which inhabit it. Humanity expands
into space, is conquered by the alien Squeem, shrugs off

t:~

~~ce~h~i:; :h~~.d:;Ja~t~s ~~;~ue:e!nb{

:~~

::b~~stailh:h;thi1\cli'oFh:~;~lki~dei:e~ ~i~if~~e b~~~:

unaware of their history, it is revealed that a greater war

~~iv~:s~ni/~~~nfln~!;~eM:;;in~h:~chh: h[:i~nis f1d~~d
an audacious _project .
Brian Aldiss has noted that sf is no more written for
sciemists than ghost stories are written for ghosts, but
one cannot help but feel that mathematicians and
physicists would comprehend the ideas (and these are
indeed stories where the idea is king,) in the Xeelee tales,
and enjoy the speculation they contain, m ore than the
average reader - cenainly more than such as myself,
who prefer Baxter's scientific romances and confess

'Suun, I've been studying those structures of
~i~?ti~!at~\~vhab~~ro;\h~eb~i:k~~l~ib~ti~!~fisving
and dyin_g in that hemisphere of transmuted
regolith .... ·r think I see where the
metamathematical catalogue has come from.
Hassan, I believe the creatures in there are
creatures of mathematics - swimmin_g in a
ti~e~~: ~~~!hfr 1flf~c~~~cl,i;eg;:ft!ti~f,s~;b
undecidable postulates.' (' The Logic 1\>01').
The stories in this collection I preferred were those,
such as 'Lieser!' and 'Pilot', where Baxter touches on
the resilience of humans under stress . In the former, a
f~t~~tig~tio:a:~f:h~~:eter thorr~~d:;fer :ginsci:n;~!~
for every day she lives. In the latter, a group of11umans
try to escape the Squeem-occupied solar system but arc
tracked by a missile which they surely cannot escape.
There is little doubt that the Xeelee stories benefit
fro m a second reading and, more sign ificantly perhaps
as far as new readers are concerned, from bemg set m
ficl~d:d a;tiee e~d:}°tfre b~;k\v;th :~~e \~eill~i~f~~~:
the stories within this collection. And whi lst I am not
the biggest fan of such science fiction, I cannot but help
admire the fact that Baxter has drafted this body o f
stories to be so consistent with his grandiose vision.

o~~he;;~;ie~~:kl~ ~~~:"::: 1~';!;a/:lo::es them by.

Stephen J Cannell

Ft11al Vzctm1
\f1c/,1d /o,,pl• l'J'Jl >77
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I'!' L9<J'J

Reviewed by Steve Palmer
I looked at the blurb for this novel, saw that it was written
by a film and television producer who had previously
worked on The A-Team and The Rockford Files, noticed that
the main character was described as a maverick, noted that
the author lived in Los Angeles, and finally spotted that the
novel's hook was use of the Internet - and suddenly I
acq~th~ t:r~citi b~:1~:tr!b~fsi~~' i~sp:~;h:s~;d~;~1d J was
right!
In a bog-standard America just like the one on TV,
maverick customs officer John Lockwood (who is ex~ctly the
$.line as every other maverick enforcement officer you see on
TV) breaks a legendary computer hacker from jail {hey!
original!) and tries, with forensic criminologist Karen
Dawson, to track down mysterious multi-pen:onality maniac
(great idea!) the Wind Minstrel. Amazingly, this maniac
wams to kill seven victims, just like in the film Seven.
Extraordinary. How could different people all have thought
of such a terrifically original idea? Anyway, the cardboard
trio track the Wind Minstrel through what is laughably
described as the darkest recesses of cyberspace, to - and this is
truly a fantastically original idea - the swamps of Florida!
Did I mention that the film rights have been sold for a
million dollars, and that the author will write the screenplay
and produce? You had already guessed? And if you have the
~::n ':ilft:t~c g~~;~~s :~:;~~rgY:t :~h i:~g:::11~h~ocbf1t~
lips, while John will be craggy - but with great hair.
Everyone will speak bluntly in one-syllable words. There
will be guns. Everybody will act terrified, except the
audience.
This really is depressing stuff. Any hint of originality has
been swept away by the antiseptic fluid of American
television cultu re. The characten: all say what you expect

them to say. The plot has that particular fake complexity
you get in three-part television thrillers made in America,
which means it was probably devised by a computer
programme called 'Do Not Upset Our Advertisers'.

~!

a q:t~ab~:1L:~:c~!~~{ i;ih:~i1: ~;th:~ t1i1t:~ ~h~~ ~~
novel is described as 'in the tradition of Silence of the lambs'.
We know what that means.

Jhe Snoti.s of Ol;mpus

Arthur (. Clarke

(,,,//m,1 /'J')r, !\]pf L/~9'!

Reviewed by John Newsinger
Arthur C. Clarke has many claims to be considered the
father of contemporary Bri1ish sf. His fiction has always been
an encouragement and celebration of science rather than a
social critique or an exploration of character and
relationships. He is a man at the hard science end of the sf
spectrum, though interestingly enough much of his work is
informed by a transcendental, spiritual longing. As well as his
fiction, though, Clarke has always been keenly, indeed
intimately, concerned with current scientific developmenis,
theories, hypotheses, innovations. This volume reflects that
side of his work: here he is propagandising for expeditions to
and settlement on Mars.
This handsomely produced volume was first published in
1994, so recent discussions of life on Mars do not figure, but
it still has much of interest.
The first part of the book considers how our
understanding of Mars has changed over the years, on the
failure to send manned expeditions to the planet and on the
problems to be confronted and overcome when humans do
eventually make it. Hc discusses Percival Lowe!l's Mars of
canals and oases, which fuelled the imaginations of such
different writers as Edgar Rice Burroughs and H.G . Wells;
such a romantic view is no longer tenable, though Clarke
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makes the point that if you look hard enough it is still
possible to Stt can.Is! T <><Uy we know Mars as a barren

'!:::;

~~~

~::~;:;t:~b~
~~e;:t~:e~~Th~i~l~~~:S
awesome feature is Olympus Mons, the greilt volcano three
times the height of Everest and 600 k.ilometrcs across; proof,
for Clarke, that Mm is an exciting, dynamic planet. Her

:h~

f;~~t a~~~:,Ss~?te:i:~ut~!';'~!rt~~t;~;\;:t t:e
atmosl?here all the chemicals of life, including water: there
are dried-up river beds that give dear indication of recent
0ash 0oods .. .' The romantic Mars lives on.
More controversial, perhaps, are some of Clarke's
political comments: if it hadn't been for the Vietnam War,
Watergate and other American setbacks, there might well
have been people on Mars by now. It would be nice to think

f~:;~~;

:ili~a~itd~ive~e i:x;::~s10un:~=n:t1~ceto6
1.:
actual wars get in the way.
This first section is interesting, but the second section
really ~rabs the attention. Clarke recalls how, in early 1990,
the V1rtu.a1 Rea1ity Laboratories of Ganador Court in

~~:

~r~~::rt~
t~ssYtilft;· 0or~~~h: -ca~is h~~i~:i
Explorations'. The Martian landscape could be reconstructed
in virtual reality. From Vista he progressed to Vistapro,
which provided him with the ability to terrafo rm Mars in
vinuality. What follows is a series of reproductions detailing_
the creation of 'a garden on Mars' . From the appearance of
the first lichen to the 'reappearance' {he insists) of oceans,
Clarke's reconstructions show how ternforming could
proceed. The trees on th is new Eden would reach an
as1onishing quarter of a kilometre in height!
Throughout this second section, Clarke manages 10

~~;;~~t :d

ru~~:er~

~~e

0
~c~h:tht/~h:
v~~~t:
quite a ch:mge 10 read someone so optimistic abou1 the
future. O ne can only hope he is right.

I lien Datl o" (I J )

/
(>,1

11

crh,zl Kmes

! N1, ,-~~f'P Ltr, 'J'J

Reviewed by Andy Mills
This is the companion volume 10 Ellen Datlow's 1995
anthology, Liule Deaths, which deal! with tales of 'horror
and sex·. Lelh:11 Kissts adds revenge to the cocktail. In other
hands this could have ended up .s a batch of similar stories,
but D.itlow's seJection is canny and, as Chris Amics
rem.irked in his review (Vtttor 185) of the earl ier volume,
'the variety of .ipproaches is refreshing'. It has to be said that
in part this is beca~ some of the stories ne not .icrually
about SCJI:, horror and revenge. P.it Murphy's exquisitely
funny 'A Flock of Lawn Flamingos', about one remark.ible
woman's battle wi1h a residents' association's tin pol
dietator, featu res neither sex nor horror and only by
stretching a point could it be said to contain revenge. The
other humorous tale, Jonathan Lethem's 'Martyr and Pesty',
most definitely does meet Datlow's instruction to authors 'to
employ intriguing motivations for their characters' furies '. In
~~~~je~nsthJ

;~~~:~~

~ft

a al~:ged:o~ok~::c~ha~in~:ri

tii):re~r~u;:nn~lil;/~e final words do you find out why. A
The remaining treatments are darker. Some are
marvellously crafted stories: Michael Swanwick and Jack
Dann take us aboard a biurre cyclical voyage throu~h
infinity on a ship from hell ('Ships1- Others are prosaic:
'Foreign Bodies' by Michael Marshall Smith is an
examination of relationships in dty-to-day London, where
revenge is had both by the narrator and his former lover.
20

Relationships are also the theme of Simon Ings's 'Keeping
Alice' (a son, his mother and love?. and Douglas Clegg's

r::~,.·?i

t~~

i:~e a~~tnr;»!!j~ttttesit!:1fnn~r1bf!~
latter as a tale of revenge, there is no such uncenainty in

~J1V:: lrie:dh:.it~ :: :Vii"~!n~:e11::c~~gt:uj~

d=~.rn

M.M. O'Driscoll's d.uk story of a victim of sexual abuse

~~dr~;;:i;i::2r bh:t r:ne;f;1 i~!n~i~t~.t~~~1fi~;~~;s~ :~:
highlights, Roberta Lannes paints a picture of ncism in
America; 'Butcher's Logic' is a most subtle horror story.
Nine excellem short stories out of a total of nineteen is a
preny good innings, and I am sure that several of 1hose
remaining would be picked out by another reviewer: perhaps
Joyce Carol Oates's disturbing piece, or those by Richard
Christian Matheson and Thomas Tessier. It is interesting to
note that of the nineteen Stories, eighteen were
commissioned; the nineteenth is a reprint and goes
unmentioned by Datlow in her introduction. So could {the
worthy but unremarkable) 'The Dreadful Day of Judgement'
~: f:t:r~i: a~~ht!~ ~::}:nt~~c~~~~
thw increase sales? Perish the thought!

I lien Ihtlm\ & lcrn
\\ mdlm~ (I

:rL?1inK~r!J
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Reviewed by K . V. Bailey
This is the third in a sequence of anthologies of o riginal
contemporary folk/fairy tales. As is pointed out in an
historically-oriented Introductjon, the variations that a
handed-down plot can Sllppon are limited but the scope for
imerpret.uion is gren. Many of the contributors find a fresh
angle or a different shade of meaning to a traditional s1ory by
shifting the focus from a centra1 character to a secondtry one,
or from 'hero' to 'villain'. Milbra. Burch does the first in 'The
~hfc~\aa~d 0 ~ ; ;oe:t~!fr:r n~~ 11C:~i:t
sti:e\

f~

t~c

which is the witch's com mentary on ' H;tnsel and Gretel'
Garry Kilworth achic110 a 'hero' to 'villain' reversal in
'Masterpiece' which, while not exactly earni ng sympathy for
:~e ~u;fo~i:~ltsIT~ht~ou;~:h:~• ~~0b7:a]~~t F:~t:uf}~t;:
(Beau1y/Psyche) story is Tanith Lee's 'The Beast', where the
masking of the noble by the ignoble is reversed.
All of those stories legitimately explore meanings and

a:t~i~J;"c~:~~;t:~;

:~at;~r~5
h;t:J~t~~~e~=~
Wade's 'Ruby Slippers' attempts a showbiz amalgam of
~~~l~:u:hikd h~gahly Ae:~:::i:\;~,d ~fit~!~~~:-~~~~

h:::~~~. ~~i;~~~e

~;:d~·nsfo:eo~if~n~~~d:h~~~fct
Shapiro's beautiful underwater Briar Rose poem, 'This
~k:ui:i~t~:t• ai~~0Li~ifi~~e~~i•~~B:~;~i::~ar:k~t1!~
relati ng human/animal encounters to totem ist ic practices.
Several of the best stories embroider a theme rather than a
single prototype: Delia Sherman, with her imaginative golemtype alchemical tale, 'The Printer's Daughter', or Neil
Gaiman and Ellen Streiber in, respectively, ' The White Road'

~~~~~~~

bJ!~~~)~ ~h~e~~ec?ohne t:~~1:~fi~t~ r:x~e~art
of animal possession and metamorphosis. The l.ite John
Brunner also contributes an effectively symbolic oriental
story, 'The Emperor Who Had Never See:n a Dragon'. This
enjoyable volume ends with a usefully-anno1ated list of
recommended reading.
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Encyclopediae Galactica
John Clute & John Tin' E11cyclopcdit1 of F,mt,uy
Grant (Eds.)
TIJt' BF/ Compt111io11 to

Kim Newman (Ed.)

Horror

David Pringle (Ed. )

Tbc Ultim,llc
E11cyclopedit1 oj
Science Fictio11
!./'}')'!

( .nfi.,,i, /'J'lf,, _1;)./,

nw

£11cydopedia of Fantasy edited by / ohn . Cl~te a~d
John Gram (with , let's be absolute y fair m this,
Conlributing Editors Mike Ashley, Roz Kaveney,
David Langford and Ron Tiner, and Co nsultant ~ditors
David C. Hartwell and Gary Westfahl) ts the
companion to 71,e Encyclopedia oj Science Fiction edited
by John Clute and Peter Nicholls and publis.hed in
1993. At least, it brings with it the same weight C?f
authority (not to mentiof'! physical weig~~). but 1t
might be fairer to compare 1t to th~ first e?tt.1on of ~he
icholls/Clute Encycloped,a of Science Ftctton whic~
nme out in 1979. It is, in other words, a book that lS
welcomed because it goes where none has gone before
(other than David Pnngle's St James Gt,id~ to Fantasy
\Vriten, (1996), there are no encycl'?ped.ic refer~nce
works on fa ntasy, and there are pr~1ous. fe~• 5e:nous
and v.1luable criucal studies) and wh ich w1U mevttably
be used as a standard source of information by all of us
working in the field. Nevenheless, it lacks some of the
co mpleteness of the second . e~ition ? f the. SF
Encyclopedia, largel y because 1t 1s mapping entirely
new territory.
.
. .
Fantasy is a far older literature than sc,<:nce f1cu '?n,
in fact you can make a case that all storytellmg contains
dfff~!f:~n} : fr}~t 3Jdi~~~ °1s ~ ~~=~\,hl\~~°:~
Pynchon, Stephen King and (.R.R. Tolkien can be
described as writin~ fan~ast, w~at ca!1 the word mean,?
h is, as Clute describes 11, a~ mcred1bly porous t:rm .

C:Cr:tti~~:

J;tio~: tt;~~~:~r!~kc:~j% ;lac:n~7a
it both set the boundaries and covered the temtory of
its subject. The difference, and inherent difficulty, of
the Fantasy Encyclof:ia is showi:i by the fac~ that

~h~~~dt~f fa':~:;

1
t~:i~nais ~:tla~ in
t~!i;z
manageable within the space of one book. Thus:
'clearly to call so much of 20th<entury lite_rature
fantasy is radicaUy to misunderstand the enterprises of
Modernism and Postmodernism, and thereby to strip
the term "fantasy" of any specific meaning'. One might
argue that , on the contrary, to so deny the fa~tasy i!1
Modernism and, particularly, Pos~modermsm 1s
radically to misunderstand th e enterprise of fantasy though such an argument is to play games with the
potential scope of this book, and we. do have to be
realistic about what can be covered m one volume.
However, one is still a little uneasy with such strictures

given that the specific meaning derived is: 'Fantasy is a

~~u~~;h !~~~~~•;s

wa)'b: ~erl! :bJ~t
are an inevit~ble
concomitant of this book (and are very possibly
intended to be) because the .eclilors_ and contributoi:-5
were working against almost 1mposs1ble ~'½- There 1s
a huge arena of discussion and yet t~ere ,s. ~mually no
critical language. When th.e Bulgan~n cnt1c Tod.C?ro.v
tried to draw up an ana1 ys1s of the literary fantasuc It
ended up balancing so finelr on the necessity for
'uncertainty' th~t he . k.n~w o only one work which
actually fitted h,s defm1t1on: 71Je Tu rn of the Screw by
Henry James. Against such a backiround, Clu~e and
Gram and their associates have pracucally had to invent
an entire critical language for fantasy , so mass.ive an
enterprise that one won~ers that they eve_r had time to
do anything else like write an ~!1~ycloped1a at the sa~e
time. In fact, the biggest cnt1~1sm th~t can be l.ud
against the Fantasy Encycloped1~ (but 1~ does ~ave a
ftftin;f e~t~~p~~t~: ~~ok{h;s ~:; utb~nt~h:s ~~
Encycloped.ia did. Mon of the terms and ~~emes used m
the SF Encyclopedia were already fanuhar., here we
have to juggle with Taproot T:iles. an~ Wamscot and
Jnstauntion Fantasy, hardly mstmcuve terms that
would be automatically understood. or searched for by:
the book's aatural aud.ience. The most imponant of
these innovations, however, the analysis of the sh ape of
fantasy which is used throughout the work and .whjch
is represented by terms such as Wrongness, Thmnmg
and Healing. Such an analrsis would warrant a book in
its own right, but as wnh so many other of th_e
invented terms in the Encyclopedia we m1.1st now wait
to see if they have a life outside the work, 1f they prove
usefu l in future critical study of Fantasy. B~t .an
Encyclopedia should be a pulling together of ex1sung
knowledge, that it h~s, at t~e Sarfl:e time, to .venture o_ut
into unk:nown territory Itself 1s a handicap on 1ls
primary function as a reference.
Th ere are, of course, other problems associated with
the newness of this enterprise. Cross-references to
Gwyneth Jones who turns out to be inexplicably absent
from the book itself, other omissions, mino_r errors, and
so forth. On the whole, though, such qmbbles are of
minimal impact upon the wonh of the book as a
whole, but funher evidence that thi~ _will be a. book
who~ worth will increase in future edmons - which we
can only and sincerely hope will follow.
H ow little these errors affect the usefulness of the
Fantasy Encyclopedia is highligh~ed by the problems
wit h the monumentally m1smled The !,]lt,mate
Encycloped,a of Science Ficllon. It seems there ts a new
encyclopedia of science fiction every year or so, and
they aU have their pan:icular quirks or angles .. The
Clute/N icholls work, which has the greatest cl~1m to
being defi nitive, is clearly weighted towards the literary
genre absence of any illustration in the book means
that ~here is an inevitable failure to provide a full
assessment of artists and film. This was slightly
corrected in Clute's Science Fiction: 17Je Illustrated
Encyclopedia (1995) where decisions over what was to
be included seemed to depend on the quality of, the
illustration available and a number of errors on wrmen
21
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sf crept into the text. The latest work seems to regard sf
as pnmarily a dramatic medium, so by far the greater
r;~er~~eth
~ n ;dc~h; ~di:i.ly

ir ~~j::.

B~~~r~~~

authors are covered in a rather haphazard manner,
some entries (Paul McAuley, Kim Stanley Robinson)
contain discussion of the content of certain books,
others (Frederik Pohl, Keith Roberts) arc no more than

i~n~~~J~t~

li;an~o:i~~e!ih~;:~~ttati°t:rt
:n~;tJs
for instance, should be given twice the space that
Frederik Pohl receives. Entries contain odd gaps - no
mentio n of 7be Affirmation or 71:,e Glamour in the
article on Christopher Priest, but 11ie Quiet Woman is

~~9~~ri~

?:clud!dte:hce0 Ki~italn!!y tR1bt~~!u:n%i;)
others don't (no mention of the Arthur C. Clarke
Award-winning Fairyland (1995) in the :ntide on Paul
McAuley). Even in the section which is clearly of
greatest interest to the packagers, t.hat on movies, the
mformation given is so minimal (an average entry

Nl°il C,.11111:111 &

\,mdm,111 Boo/..· of Dn,om

I J Kr:mtc.:r (fd~)
I

"

' ' ·~~ ' '

"

Reviewed by Andy S:awyer
This is a shared-world/spin-off anthology. It is also The
::~:~- i~\ t~h/e;~ee7e:/d::e~~!Y :akfn~ f;;:s!nt}~~
uncritical enthusiasm when pointing out that 1t's the other?
The only excuse is that this is, in fact, one of the best such
anthologies that I have read. Spin-offs from something
critica1ly acclaimed don't always work (witness the drab
Babylon J books) but most of the contributors to this
co!leaio_n ha~e captured the :atmosphere of Gaiman's
emgmauc comics senes.
ro~:d\:.~e:~r~u ~~ecs,;:~~i;nt b::e~~,1e°~v;;:~;
~e obvious to recall that much earlier this century another
pioneering u.lent was, in comics form, exploring the
Dreamworlds to chilling and exotic effect, obvious isn't the
u me thing as effective. Effinger r~ the realm of Morpheus
with that of Windsor McKay's 'Little Nemo· strips so
effectively that his story becomes more than an exercise in

~:~i~~~~. 0 fn p~!:t,antilte;t~it:rl~;.s o;~la~t':.tt~~~

B:ubara Hambly's 'Each Damp Thing' are fully focussed on
Caiman's own creation. 'Splatter' revisits the 'Cereal
Convention' and if, as Gaiman says in his introduction to the

:h~~: i~s ~dJ.a~~~~~r.i~~~ur: o~~~s:1li~t:i~t~i;,g~fds~
~:m;;l:;;~~i;i/ ~~~:~Y tt~c ~~{~~T;~t J:inf~:

1

sen~:~~s;~~~\:::e~:~i-e original series - something
strange and memorial not exactly at their hearts but lurking
somewhere slightly off-centre. Tad Williams's 'The Writer's
Child', for example, gives us the souls of poets in unnerving
incarnations. Many echo folktale as the Endless operate
within other cultures or historical epochs, while Lisa
Goldstein's 'Stronger Than Desire' explains a phenomenon

~~~r~~-Uili~~:irs :~~~

~~~;~tu:

s~~;h:et~~
of big names and award-winners, it has to be Susanna
Clarke's 'Stopp't-Clock Yard', a splendid, elegant tale set in
the location where Morpheus seems so uncannily at home:
17th Century London. More than any other story in the
22

contains around 200 words, some are less than 50 words
including credits) that it is hard to imagine anybody
getting anything from it. And thougli it may be
interesting to learn, for instance, in the entry on 71:>e
Bride of Frankenstein that Universal 'degraded the
whole concept during five further movies', I could have
wished for at least a sentence telling me how they did
so.
rJ you do want a reference book on film, far better
to turn to Tbe BF/ Companion ro Horror edited by Kim
Newman. The entries arc still shon, but they are sharp

bi!: ~d

0
Pa:~\;~~e~vb;:u fi:~~i!ari~rl°::e~~
which lets you know that the contributors reaify have
seen all these movies and are writing from deep

~~;i;t

f~;~w~1e1e~~e~:C~:;"~: ~k~:~I~~;:;;~v;r

::r•~ ch~::

t:~d"fa:,ti~~r:al~atdi~e:; 0 C:o~
Witchcraft to Cat People, from Peter Cushing to David
Lynch.
collection it has the shiver of lucid dreams from beginning
end. This was, for my money, lM story of 1996.

to

i:::

Mo~:!o~~~• h;;l~re~ist:~~~:t -t:e :tr:~t~k
as well as anthropomorphic allegorica1 personifica1ions. I
have no idea what Tori Amos, in the piece reprinted from
her introduction to Duth: The High Cost of L1vmg is actually
s.iying, but it sounds really, y'know, cool. And there are
probabl y a few too many references to streetwise babes in
black or skinny neurotics with burning eyes scattered

~~~h~~~~;sa~i~!~ni~v~eri~u;k i~.f th~isq:~~;

~~:~l:°irld
the rest is too high.
Jon:i.th :m Gem.,
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Reviewed by Gary Daikin
Most novelisations suffer from being written by an author
otherwise un~onneetcd with the making of the film in
question. Ag.unst a tight dcadJinc, sometimes without even
seeing the finished film, they struggle to write a book that
will not contradict a movie which may still be in the editing
stages. Jonathan Gems has the distinct advantage of being the
co-author (with an uncredited Tim Bunon) of the Man
AttackJ! screenplay: he is therefore intimately acquai nted
with the material and presumably has a vested interest in
;:!ibf/ure the novelisation reflects upon the film as well as
The result is a book which is a mildly pleasureablc read,
which transcribes the evcnu of the film f,mhfully into text,
adds some background to the characters, provides much
detailed scene-setting and a little discursive humour of the
son which can be achieved in print but not on film. What it
doesn't do is greatly expand upon any of the cvenu in the
film or, more seriously, capture the bizarre experience that is

::~~re~~~

:ea;;7t~,eA!~7n~::r!f~fu,i/~d~y~~~e:a~!~cher~:·
of a visual joke, and Man Attacks!, based upon visual images
{the now-famous Topps trading cards) rather than a literary

~th~~

tat~

::tc~~~.na~~h!h~
:1~!:!C:twvh~:t
~~sofi~~~nct
fun : the excellent performances, Danny Elfman's music and
the remark.able spectacle - here recoun1ed in very mat1er-offact prose indeed.
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The moralising about the state of humanity which was
implicit - near subliminal - in the movie is here elevated near
the fore. Each chapter is given a serious/ironic heading
from literature or poetry, and Gems includes several passages

to

~~ Pt~~:~ ~~:ti~:1~1:~is~~t b~ii~~ a~::;~~;af~; bei~;t ;~
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wildly out of context
It takes about twice as long to read this book as to watch

~7ewhfcvt~aak~;tif:0 ~~;;/~~:tj~~f:~J!a~~eu;~1~:;ic~-u~~~
are nice, though: my advice is go and see the film again.

SteH!n Gould & L:mra J Mixon

Gree11'u.a1

I( JR Rook, !'/97 lV-lpp

Lmloln Preston
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Jlo1ml Drago11 1 1
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Reviewed by Brian Stableford
Genre thrillers have always borrowed devices from science
fiction in order to soup up the threatened holocausts which
their heroes must fight to avert. Because the thriller formula
requires a successful conclusion, however, the devices in
question must in the end be subverted - thus relegating

ol~:t::y

~~eenc;:~t::p~~~
i~a;~~~~:er ~;/a;r ~~~~::
advanced one step beyond the old adage that ·there are things
man was not meant to know', so modern thrillers tend not
to put science itself in the pillory, but the transition to an era
of ·there are things men are not meant to do' has been
plagued by the difficulty of figuring out who, exactly, might
want to do the things in question. The conventional answer,
for the moment, is lunatics and big business - but the
a~ument sustaining that answer is so weak as to generate
acute problems of plausibility.
Greenwar starts convemional\y enough, with heroic
terrorists launching a campaign of sabotage against plants

~~~t a(;h~arz~~~~~::rt~fb~i~u;~~::~se~t~ t~';;11t~fi~r
0

Unfortunately, the terrorists' green credentials make them
ill-equipped to serve as outright villains, so their cell has to be
taken over by a mysterious puppet-master of dubious sanity,
whose morals are as murky as her motives. Her target is
Gulfstream, a seemingly-virtuous enterprise involving the
extraction of food and cheap energy from the sea - but the
hero and heroine would be unable to drum up sufficient
dramatic tension if all they had to guard against were a few
mad bombers, so they too must be faced with a series of
mysterious enemies within their own o~anization, who
subvert the glorious achievements of their virtuous capitalism
with the insidious threat of research grants!!! (Funnily
enough, no matter how hard I try to make that phrase look

It;

f~!~i~~blc ~:s:l~i~f•au1t~~sdei;;;~tii~t th:t~~:,,~2r,
most technothrillers, eventually slouches its way to a
muddled anticlimax in which we never do figure out exactly
who the villains were or why they were trying to do the
crazz;~~!l~s t~:~:~;e :~:n~~1tI;~v;t;~!;tymi~~1~a~ to
follow 7be Relic into production as a Hollywood
blockbuster, being carefully equipped with everything a highpowered movie needs nowadays: a secret research centre
whose entire staff (bar the hero and the heroine) has been
driven insane by dodgy blood transfusions; a Bill Gates clone;
a legendary treasure trove; a genetically-engineered doomsday
virus; and, of course, a countdown conclusion with a plot set
amid spectacular scenery and a counterplot set in virtual
reality. Compared with Greenw.:ir, whose sole qualification
for movie marketing is a pan custom-designed for Sigourney

Weaver, Mount Dragon is really slick stuff - but it is
preposterous for exactly the same reasons as its competitor.
Like Steven Gould and Laura Mixon - who couldn't
concoct a plausible explanation of who was doing what and
why, and thus were forced to prevaricate. - the two
collaborators who work as Lincoln Preston (Lincoln Child

~~~=

::etf;u~i:~r p~Jl:f:) :::i~tn~ti~~
:fce:t~~~Jy~}nt
were barking mad. Having decided at one point that he must
be - else his behaviour could not be so blatantly selfcontradictory - they carefully gave him an armful of the
dodgy blood. Then they backtracked, presumably because
the grand climax would have been even sillier than it is (not
that there's much margin for error) and would have looked
conspicuously second-hand if said villain were required to
duplicate the spectacular collapse of the poor sap in the
prefatory teaser. In the end, it is his embodiment of the big
business outlook which is left to bear the moral burden
unassisted - and the frank desperation of his attempts to
explain why he was attempting to market his doomsday virus

~ls"f:~r::o

~;i~:it~q~eak1e
~1en~~:~~:•h~W~o~:h:~~tion in
By virtue of their chosen subject-matter, both Greenwar
and Mount Dr,,;rgon arc forced to raise significant ethical
questions; by virtue of their chosen genre they are forced to
address those questions with the moral intelligence and
sensibility of an imbecile. But hey, guys, it's just business,
okay - and if the writers get the movie de~!, it '11 be big
business. They'd have to be mad not to go for 1t.

Jalquelme Ilarpn1.1n

Tbe Mistress oj fidence • 1

ii,, di!',,,. l'J'J7 1\-1
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Reviewed by Barbara Davies
Translated from the French by Ros Schwanz and published
with the financial support of the French Ministry of Culture
and Communications, The Mistress of Silence comes bearing

!:

b~:t~e~:t~o\~c~~;a~:J:t~i~:;~~:~ad~~b~lf :illb~~~
the taste of the majority of sf readers, though.
Forty women are imprisoned in a cage in an underground
bunker. The youngest, the unnamed narrator, has been
locked up since she was a child, since 'the appalling
catastrophe'. In the cage the lights are always on and the
women eat and sleep when the male guards tell them to they have no sense of time until the narrator devises a
method of counting her own heartbeats. Food and clothing
are in short supply, so the women learn to make most of
what they have, patching clothes and using hair for thread.
Rules about no touching and no hiding are enforced by the
guards with whips. The narrator, who has always felt isolated
among the older women, spends most of her time
daydreaming.
One day a siren sounds and the guards rush off, by chance
leaving the key in the cage door. The narrator seizes the
chance to turn the key, and the women emerge timidly into a
deserted landscape. At first fearful that the guards will return,
they eventually gain confidence and start to make plans.
Taking food from the bunker, they set out to look for other
people. It is a strange world that may not even be Ean.h - the
constellations are unfamiliar - and there are no birds or
animals, few insects, and certainly no people. Then the
women stumble across another bunker, identical to their

~t~ fi~kt

5
::~e~n!!~:dn~~
:h~~~t~1~i;:nf~;Jnd~X~h~i;~:;:
remained locked and they starved to death. This pattern is
soon repeated, though the next bunker contains the corpses
of forty men.
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The women continue their journey, finding more
bunkers full of corpses as their hopes of finding anyone else
.I.live graduil.lly dts.l.ppe.11"- The urge to travel diminishes: they
build themselves a mca.keshift senleme.nt, with food no
~:eb~~ b~~k:~~~ee;~~iC: 1:ttfe
~;e tt:u::~j

tr~~~~~~

except the narrator. Some women become lovers and as the
years pass their numbers decrease until only the narrator is
left. Once more, she sets out on her journey ...
Though The Mim-ess of Silenu has science fictional
trappings, it is not the usual s£. Genre considerations seem to
have been irrelevca.nt to Harpmca.n: the ecology of her planet is
unconvincing and she doesn't Sttm to have bothered
imca.gining let .I.lone providing the society and events which

~ak: r~;

~:!ckr~h~:~;i~~tj~:o:~ ~!~h:s!;r~t:i~;r
frustrating reading. This isn't a story but rather a thought

~~~~:\,

~:d

:~:;!:;ni~1 affect:dt;t~~ :/ ail
s!:~:\~~~
physical contact. Unfonunately the end result is sometimes
an interminable internal monologue. It is hard to know if
something got lost in the translation or if I was simply the
wrong reader fo r 1his book.
11.lrn fl:unson
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Reviewed by Colin Bird
The rel~ of a new Slipp('ry Jim diGriz novel in hardback i.s
accompanied by pap('rback reissue of the first two books in
the series. By my count, this takes the tally to nine Stainless
Steel R.2.t novels and it's interesting to see if the law of
diminishing returns is having any effect on the lovable
rogue's adventures.
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Reviewed by Joseph Nicholas

The firsi book (71.,e Stamlns Stttl Rat, 1961), was a fix-up
of magarine stories which included the author's first ever

~~d~~J~

h~~

n~:rio~~:e%: q:icti;tnJhi~t:~e
of the bw. Our anti-hero finds himself press-ganged into
service with the secretive Speciil.l Corps and sent on a
spiralling series of fast-paced adventures. The novel has the
raw eneJY of the best pulp fiction and the Rat's rampant
~:c::.u~~d A:~esS~i,hh::t srr;;rtt: rti~nf t~i~t
most have his economic theories would have ended up in the
shredder.
Revmge, the ~ucl, appeared i.n 1970 and found the Rat
living in domestic {if illegal) bliss with Angdina - hi.s arch
enemy turned beloved wife. Soon The Spttiil.l Corps have
:i:~t~et~:v~itc!~:a~~~:; :;!~~:~~~oma~0 si&n~h~f
rirb c~ii~te:~bsfo~~ ~~dp~~n!·n: 1:~o~hned R;i;~;edi~~~~
really jibe with the stealth required to carry out his mission.
And so The Stainless Seu/ Rae Goes To Hell: well, as you've
probably guessed, not really. This is a science-fictional Hell
~h:~~g-{h;~ktvs:il1~ a;:n~:~i~v:~~:~;t~~nfh;,:;1,
of invention Sttmsa1most dry and it's hard to see any but the
most hardcore Rat fans enjoying this effon. Contrast the
wittily named 'Thing' that the R.2.t invents to disable a whole
fleet of spacecrui.se:rs in Revmge with the laboured pages of
discussion about interdimensional travel that bulk out I-lei/.
Indeed, the Star Trek writers could learn a sil.lutary lesson
from the first two books which throw in techno-gewgaws
aplenty with nary a jot of technobabble.
The best feature of the Rat ; his low cun ning, seems to get
less of a workout as the series advances. In I-lei/ he spends half
of the novel rescuing his wife from the clutches of a mad
.scientist and the other ha.If trying to save the unive~. This
altruistic heroism Sttms at odds with the initiil.l appeil.l of

%?tt:t~i;:c~ks~ tur,htfi~t:~ ~~C:i: :~c7i~!
0

fu~!~i~~l~t~~h=i7~;~:~ir:;ef;U:~n7i1~~~e!~~k
by Walter Velez..

~:Ch~:~~~~ifle
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~;;r~c:!r-fu~i:e
rn::e;•, ~at~r e~~:1,th
instead a blow-by-blow diary-nyle account of the
conflict, complete with dates and times and numbers 0£

~::rt!~~
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v-,C;~d wa~~e~~

~er;~-fu:h:e ;~~lesri;d~e.:pel~hl~ti~n:ck:~~;ed]k
Worl' War set the temp ate and legio ns of Cold
Warriors latched on to the message of looming Soviet
threat which on ly incinerating the Eanh could prevent.
With the fall of the USSR, die genre seemed to vanish
too - but here it is again, with the venue. switched from
Europe to the Far East in an attempt to bring the
wammg up to date.
The warning here is that, mesmerised by the
economic gains to be made from the emerging (and

th~a~h~~:ien:'1:~kJ\~~:s:i:d:~:it:rf!i ~f,i~~:s~
~;li!~~~:;ly :raiT~::~. o ldTh:cm!ut~!~:~aio~~~alt~~
specialising in Chinese and East Asian affairs, may have
a point - one notes with glum despair how concerns
:t~~do~~in~henhe~1;1/n1h;~gh:;p;::0 ; : thr:Cat~~ut:Z
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the impression, too, that to make their
speculatio n more interesting the authors have
d~~cr:~h::ett~nn ::C:tt

f: ~~tJ;~i~h~~.r ~hiJ:i;;-::~e b~
n~m~=~n~~

t~ha~~~s~~leatt;~ks ~ ~in:
n~fgtb:ir7~:
states while threatening nuclear strikes on the Western
powers lO persuade them to keer their distance, the
high politic:J and strategic risks o such actions suggest
that 1t would be much more likely to concentrate on
achieving one objective before attempting the next.
Even tlte most aggressive nations, acting in their
perceived beSl interests, will exercise a modicum of
caution - so that, for example, the real China would
never dare si nk a US naval ship, as this book's China
does, because US public opinion would demand a
disproponionate response which would, in tum (if, as
here, nuclear weapons have been deployed), force it to
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the brink, thus negating all its war aims and ,my war
achievements.
In short, I am not convinced by the authors'
scenario - no t least because they seem to assume that
the China of the very near future wi ll be identical to
the China of the 60s and 70s, :1 regimented peasant
econo my under the total control of an autocratic
communist le:1dership. We know that Chinese society is

now changing fast and that the editorial rants which
:iippear in the Beijing newspapers are increasingly
un representative of the emerging middle classes: t'1ey

f.mpm' R111/d111g 1be Rem,1rk,1Me
Rt ,ti I ife Stori of St,1r W,m

Beyond all 1he :above, 1he book provides a 20-page
interviell-' ll.•ith Ridley Scan, plus appendices listing 1he
differences betwet-n the "arious editions of the film on (US)
laserdiscs and videoiapes, the official :md bootleg soundtrack
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Reviewed by Gary Daikin

r~~:ignRho~rd:~s.

dit:I::1~~e'2;:1e:,ag:i:s~

fr/~hi~:e:eeall;,
Vietnam and Taiwan , I suspect most of them would
refuse to go.

alb~;c~;r;e~~::si;~~ ap~i~:~r:h:[e· are many minor naws
which I don't have the space 10 detail here, some
typographical, 01hers tiny errors of fae1 or semantics. Also,

d

In 20 years of film-buffery I have never read, nor even heard
of, such a comprehensive account of the making of a film as
that presented by Paul M. Sammon in fowre Noir. Like Blade
R,mner itself, 1he book is bntasiiully deuiled, littered wi1h
~h/~nn;~;il~~e1=~~a~c~~~ ~rtt~~:~=k~~chndo:
jus1ice to its inspiration, the benchmark for how this sort of
book should be done. Thai it is about one of the half-doz.en
best films ever made is, in some ways, merely the icing on the

rue.

So wh:u do you get for your money? HI pages which tell
you virtually everything anyone bu1 1he mosl obsessive fan
could want to know about how Bladt Runner came to be
made and why the film ended up on screen as it did. The
au1hor was involved with Bladt Runner almosl from 1he
beginning, having been assigned by the US media magaz.ine

~',:t;~~':h;e fifmw;~~a~n':i ai!~g aat~~eth: ~~1~;:i~!; !!~

fowre Noir is the result. h is is built around a core of over
100 hours of interviews wi1h the film makers (1he dustjacket
claims 200 hours, one of the small naws men1ioned above).
Beginning with a young Hampton Francher deciding 10
break into the film business by cheaply acquiring the rights
10 a !inle-known novel he imagined would make a good
chase movie, Sammon me1hodically takes us through 1he
deal-making, the company politics, misunderstandings,
financial pressures, technical limitations, personalities,
dreams, script revisions and pragmatic compromises which
resulted in the 1982 release. He recounts t he 1ense 2nd
combative shoot, before expl:aining 211 the major special
effects work, edi1ing decisions, the music score and the late
addition of the narration and 'happy ending'. Then we come
to the release itself, the bad rrress and indifferent public. Next

~~etC:

0
~lt~eth~:;;:~~s°!/~~[~rll;Jn;~:.~ic~t:i
::::~
res1oration of Blade Runner in the so-called "Director's Cui'

:::: Ai:i ;i~e~h~c!;;~:eo:lic:~ :~t!~ls some way shon of
Along 1he way, Sammon constantly illustrates the
enormous anention to thema1ic and visual de1ail in the film,
;~~~\d~viZi~:~ 1i::ot1:v~~;r::!::e;~~:n~c:;t:h:~y:e"r~
never filmed due to budgeury reasons. These commercial
pressures, plus 1he demand 10 make a film which everyone
could understand - read this book and be astonished by the
number of intelligent people who simply could not grasp
something as si mple as the meani ng of the unicorn - fu lly
explain why Blade Runner is about as good as movies ever
get, and why we will never see the full complexi1y of the best
written sf in the cinema.

r;;~duac~1 i~0 : ;;:f~;sbb~kc-~~d-~hit;~fucbh~t~~~l?f~f1/;~
do justice to the magnificent visual detailing of the film to
which the text constantly refers. What is needed is a deluxe
:it~ndi:~~i~~

~~~I i!r;: r:~J1;Yn:f~~n~:ad\h~eb:kgf~

;:~-~~~~y~~t;;~~ in t;re fit~h;o~~i::i~?r!;~t~ht~k; i~

you think Bladt: Runner is the most over-rated nonsense ever
filmed, rel.d this book - ii will change your mind; if you just
love cinema and ~nt to know how much hard work and
ingenuity Jioes into making a film, read this book; and if you

~::J

~~s

~~!~~?·

th~r
i°Ja~t:;~~1:ill:e~t~d ;t1~!~
£mpirr: Building anempts to do the s:ame sort ofthing for
Star Wart but it is much more superficial. Still informative, it
lacks 1he overwhelming detail of Fuwrr: No1r, and ll.'hile being
very much centred on the one film, i1 goes further to include
a brief biography of George Luc:as and an account of his
01her pre- and post-Star Wan work. The book gains by
having some well-reproduced behind-the-scenes photos, and
loses with a very difficult to remove st icker bonded to the
dustjackeL While we learn such remarkable things as several
;~:C:n~~n~f7heF;:v~~~h;ib:o : a~1i~:~1ts1iffer/ fr; ;

b:r~~

:~;;~~hohi:~~• a~d ~sh~:~ ab~jl tos~?r;: L~r:as•::;uop~,~~si;
:acknowledged.
Unfortunately, unlike Sammon, Garry Jenkins is merely
a man doing a competent job to a deadline. Several errors
reveal he is nol a genre movie fan, :m d as the book goes on
the mistakes become increasingly frequen1 - sure evidence
that 1he book was rushed to cash-in on the re-release of the
Star Wart 1rilogy. For instance, Jenkins believes that the title,
·Episode IV: A New Hope' was present from the ,·ery first
public scret-nings of Star Wan, not ;idded for the 1979 rerelease prints. Most :amaz.ing of all, though, is his notion that
John Carpe:nter was responsible for making 1he N,ghtmarr:
On Elm Street films!
While Jenkins has conduaed several intervie~ for 1his
book - noiably with producer Gary Kurtz, Sir Alec
Guinness, Dave Prowse, Peter Mayhew, Kenny Baker,
~trr:f!-~t~~c:~~:~~l~~1~Fra::.1i~ha ~~t&!~hio::i~~~

c~:,u:; ~~s~

~~Uia~~~u~:n::lf;t~~e ~~rilie ~~n' s~~pr;e
remain a very long way from definitive. Set against Future
Noir, a masterpiece of i1s kind, the feeli ng of bandwagon~~be)i;~J!n;nli~~,~~:,~er~c~ft~~:0v:e;. unauthorised 'toy '
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Revie-wed by Paul Kinoid
Wh:at is the- diffe-re-nce- be-twttn fiction for adults and for
childre-n - or at lust that curious brand of children's
lite-rature- known as tttnage- fiction? The- question is relevant,
becaUSt" anyone, adult or child, with a taste- for serious,
quirky fantasy has be-co rading D~na Wynne- Jones's nove-ls
for ye-ars, re-gard1ess of the- fact that the-y are- almost_ inv.ariably
markt"ted as be-ing for children. Now comes what 1s puffed as
he-r '£int adult colle-ctioo of stories'. Ye-t what are- probably
the- most 'adult' of the- six stories 2nd one- novella gathe-red
be-re 'The Maste-r', a story of dark sexual me-nace, 2nd
·ora'gon Rt"Serve, Home Eight ', a tale of _loss of if1:nocence
and alien invasion, bot~ fint appeared m colle-mons for
childre-n, Hidden Turnings and Warl~k at ck Wheel
respectively. Meanwhile the- two thinnest and most
lightweight stories, 'The Sage of Them :' , a slender fable of
gods and order and human impcrfeClion which reads like a
Borges story rewritten for ten-year-olds and 'nad and Da_n
adn Quaffy', which, despite the occasional 'adult' word, ts
e a~~~l~:r~
!~: sotha~f~~:d.~~~ :ri~~~ -~e-~ t t~nai~in adult
anthologies.
0

ado7esce.nt audiences, both £int appeared
The- tnnh is, probably, that apart from some overt
references to sexua.lity and threat, there is absolutdy oo
difference. in conte-nt betwttn stories aimed at adulu and
those aimed at children. The difference, so far as there is one,
lies in the writing itself. Adults, in additio n to a murky
subjec:t matter, :ue. able to t ole.~te a m1;1rky prose style- a_n~ a
paucity of plot; children have lmle patience for such wm!ng
and demand there.fore a clarity of writing and a strong spme
of story running throughout the- work. Diana Wyfl:ne Jones
is one of those rare writers who has managed to achieve such

Ph 11e11n ( ,t}t'
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Reviewed by C hris Amies
'Now the Aleutians can go h ome. So here
we a re at the end of the st ory. An A leutian
and a human : maybe, at last , able t o meet as
equaJs.'
This, the third of Gwyneth Jo nes's 'Alc_Ulians' novels,
takes place in the decadence of the Aleuu an
reside.nee on Eanh. Humans have been
seduced by the allure of the alien; for the
last t hree hundred years, sin ce the A leutians
announced their presence to a W o men's
Conference in Th ailand in 2038, they have
been ma.king themselves over in the
Aleutian way. This(lace of a nno uncement
says something o w h at the Aleutians
represent, espcc1ally in this lush and nearly
~:~;~ui~~~rt:!r :i:~;h;J:u~?:nli~;!
blurred.
Cath erine, who an noys and delights the
0

:h:tf:;s~;.1 ~s b~?i;~ate::sph~e~a~ • !sh;
could p:m for alien, who spends much . o f
her time in the entourage o f the Aleuuan
.
bigw ig Maitri (the lead ~haracter o f_ t~,C .
previous volume! North lr/md, was M:utr_1 s !~bra.nan, a
pretty boygirl alien called Bella). Cat he rine 1s either a
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clarity without the simplicity that is normally its
concommitant.
This is, perhaps, be.st demonstrated by the finest story in
the co!ICCt.ion, 'The True Sme of Affairs', actually an early
story though it only surf.aced in the NESF A Press coll«!-i~n,
EwrardJ R,de [1995}, and shows none of the charactensucs
usually associated with a journeyman work, in fact it is one
of the most subtle novellas I have read for some. time. It is a
complex tale, concerning a war of liberation and betraya1 in a
distant land, a woman imprisoned for rt"aSOns she knows not,
homosexuality and friendship, the philosohhy of kingship, a

~~d~~~!f
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~h~ul~ ~~e t~':is~~~(:, kn:;:m~~/rha' : ; :
another re-aim, o ne where she is imprisoned in a dank castle-.

~;;fnt: ~~bkS:~~ :

0

d!!t~~~ c;~dY~fd1h; rtehb:ur:~sonn:~
going on outside the castle walls. The two exchange notes,
Emily and she is never X ·i te su re
to
but the world is strange

~~l~:dian;J ~~1~:1;ic~~1f~m~ekn~ :sle;~ ~ei;io~~e•w\~h
Asirim's son and imagines he is fri ends with Er~11ly. A great
weight of affairs hangs oi:i this tightly circumscribed knot of
relationships, though Emily can never be sure exactly how ? r
why. This is a complex stew, more than enough to sustam

aj~:~~~

~o:~an~e:~~/~ ibeto~ll t:f~fl~~iZ,~
;r~n
omissions, yet at any point in the tale we a.re alwa)'."S
about what is happening, how much 1s
clear
;i.bsolutdy
~:;'~hewt~l~i~:n~ofi:es:1J ~:dv=:~i~e p~:e~a~a~~
mystery and anticipation at a sustained high. Th~ lS not, an~

tt;t a;!~i :~; ;~2tihildr~n~!
h1:a;t ~:=~r as;~~de1i~:
it makes fo r welcome and enthra1lmg
fiction as much
fiction for adults.

bit o f a snob (' You ro [i.e. Europe] is huge , but the inner
circle is tiny' that's t o say, those who matter,
do ntchaknow) ~r else she really is obsessed. Especially
so w hen she starts an affair with Misha, who is human
but equally entranced by the alien (and if he dies trying
t o love them, as in James Tiptree Jr's ' And I Awok.e
and Fo und Me Here .. .', he wo n't really mind) . There 1s
a Baudelairian decadence about, and Catherine flings
herself into it wholeheartedly.
The Aleutians noseless imersex space-nomads that
1
they are, are surely some of the finest
aliens yet created in SF. Their
bio logy is humanoid but differe nt:
whereas humans spend muc h of their

f~~~~a~!

=~ura::e:}~tiot~:a: hey
the fragmentatio n of human society
(how, o ne of them asks, can the poor
not belong to somebody? With us,
they would e-ach belong to some clan,
and so you wouldn't have outcasts).
They also take up the ans of the
world they have come to, especially
gardenin\ though their choices of

c~~ci:::~

&~3;ti~tileaf~h :i~m:,~~lte
almost serenely o n w ith its b io logical
computers and fog o f informatio n
(it's a fog that provides information ,
not impedes it) , the humans are going furth er and
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funher tow.-.rds forsaking the real world for a virtualiry,
eve1hti~,e~tt~s~h!::~~~alc~a;~~t ive up the real
world and before they leave Eanh forever will h:ave
helped maintain its reality and viability:

7~:n
~~~~ ~;;pl~~~ ~;~H~ckt~igo
le;if ;ind flower that gave off h:u..e sweet
a

of

scent. Thev had bttn unable to tolente the ide.1
~le°r::~!r:j hc~ei;~ab~~~!dof~~ f~utian city
had to have ,1 piece of earth ...

~

lbe l/eret1c Krngs

< t

1•1

I 'J%

•-:.err

;:~ri~.

~1;·:

1::/;:eirarc!Tr~i a~litk:o~~~mst
c~h~:~
the humans learn absolutely nothing from any race
they meet.
Aleutian and human, so, male and female; after the
Gender Wars, which Lalith describes as 'male need
versus female independence' ('males need females

!;h:

~}5

im!~d~d~rhi~r~s
t:,~r~;,f
p~°:stsan~j~k:~)\ir~~~
Aleutians haven't lost to uch, and nurture when the
lesser race is unwilling. It is perhaps this very: fecundity,
the fact that Aleutians cannot become stenle nor give
thei r consciousness over to machines without actually
dyi n~, that attracts humans to them. Th e malcdommated / human society has fai led, and the Aleutian
/ female points the way forward; but at the same time,
it cannot enti rely take over: too man y have followed its

Pau l Kcarne,

example. As Sidney Canon said in North U'lind: ' race is
bullshi1, culture is everything'. h ·s a first comact that
has lasted three hundrc~ears and will leave both nces

lf6

w

Reviewed by Mark Plummer
The end of Hatrkwood's Voy.igt (1995), volume I of thispanicul.tr sequence, left the con1inent '\\'hich we shall think
of as Absolutely-Not-late-Medieval-Europe-At-All-GoodGracious-Noin as-tale of uneuy balance. The Turks ... sorry,
Merduks, whose armies weu harrying the eastern borders,
have gone imo winier quarters but there is the threat of a
further, s1ronger assault in 1he New Year. Meanwhile, the
Church, in the guise of the mili1an1 lnceptine Order, seems
less concerned with external threats to the western states than
heresy within and seeks to persuade wrong thinkers back to
1he true path by the simple expedient of setting fire 10 them .
1fo~~ate~\~
5
~~ far~~:t:it~h: :1Y;~~1~sf

1::tt~::~::i

endowed with various magical skills which place them fairly
high on the !ist for lnceptine incineration, where, to the
:~r&:itheo:0 ~~i~~~\e~ ~b:fJre~~-~o~~Ac:~~:~ what seems
This volume is divided into three sections: one in which
Hawkwood explores the s1range and no longer mythical far
western land, sandwiched between a couple of updates on

~~~~~~ :::1:~theb~~k~~:i;t;:ir~.n3i;mw:e:!~~\~~;~~:!
~h~~h~~~~ h:t~~:~~l:dc~v~ t~;it~n~;;:Tci ~h=~~:a~rd

one is still alive and kicking - who has been bwily
excommunicating those rulers who don't support him (the
'Heretic Kings• of the title) and inspiring the lnceptines to
still greater feats- of pyromania. One s-uch ruler, Abeleyn of
Hebrion, is ambushed by corsairs on his way back to his
capital where loya]is1 1roops are squ,1,ring up 10 the mili1ary
wing of the (ncep1ines. Meanwhile Corfe, vetc-r.m of the last
Merduk assauh in Book 1, gets wn.pped up in all manner of

:~a ~t

;:11;y ~,~:~u~o ~~;;;e!e~n~e~it~~hi~ th~t~o:~h,3
inquisitive monk unearths some ancient documents which
seem to undermine the very basis of his faith. 1-lawkwood
finds an inhospitable tropic.al jungle, full of strange plants
and wildlife. And, it seems, something else - for their are
increasing signs that he and his crew are following in the
footsteps of earlier travellers. Stirring stuff indeed.

th:Ct~s 1:%:1t~rq:i::1i~h::
an:a;~r(e~~~;
presumabTy need males to have offspring - unless they
use Artificial Insem ination - and what of males who
3
n;~d h~v:e1>::u~:h~~J~ 1
n~!n~u~!

~:r~

:~;~; f::;;s

there's such a thing as 'being fe male'," Agathe shrugged.
"Being female is bcin~ human, and able to bring up
children. It 's not a special state."' Loving the alien - and
making it alien no more - seems to be the only
solution.

While the p.uallels with our own history .ire obvious,
there are sufficient fantastic elements to add v.u-iety. The
lnceptines are doing their bes1 to burn out the l.m 1races of
Dweomer magic but tn.ctitioners, particularlr in the guise of

k~ :h::;; i:~~

:~Jth~ft~
~
s;elig:n~nlit!r11:~d
intrigue. To a certain extent 1his is a typical miCJe volume,
"\\•here its primary function is 10 bridge the gap between the
first and 1hird books of the series. However, there are
sufficient plot developments- and revelations, as well as teasers
pointing to revelations ahead in the final volume, to keep the
reader interested.
Kathcnne Kerr (cd)

forcenes •
I

\ 1, n

f'J'J~ .; lf['

.!. l 'J'J

Reviewed by Cherith Baldry
This is a collection of short stories on the theme of magic and
magicians. In her introduction, Katherine Kerr takes us from
the tribal shaman depicted in the Lascaux caves to the New
Age ideu of the present day. Though I feel she never quite

;~t!:~fili:

;:1\~!in~r!h: d;f~nteth~~~0
:i:;~ :at~~:
of thought and of f'.an1asy literature. Unfonuna1ely, the
colleaion doesn't entirdy live up to the claims made for il.
This may be pe~nal prejudice: I admit to a preference
for high fantasy while the stories in this collection tend more
1ow-ards m:.tgic realism. If you like che kind of fantasy that

}~~~ this ~r:,ith

0

~

:~rrtJet~;

t:;r;i~~~ ~:~~;;j[.

~n!h1~nt~i::r:rtf:t ~~in mf~lks :;di~ha~~~hso:p~~t t!i~
problems a.II we need is -a good spell. Ahhough 1here are
stories heu which confront the d.ingers and 1he cost of
magic, there's not enough of the wild and the unpredictable.
The from cover speaks of 'an exciting new collection
~~::si:athil:~~~r:c~~:i:e:n;a;::J' a:di~~ec';!is-wi:it::i~
the most 'acclai med' are perhaps Charles De Lim and M.
John Harrison - ( feh that whal the book needed was a few
more big guns, outstanding writers or ouutanding s1ories
th:11 leave you catching your breath and feeling th.it the
world isn't quite how you thought it was.
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I don't want anyone to think that I didn't enjoy this
book - I did, and I'm sure there are people who will enjoy it
even more. But havin; finished it I'm finding that a lot of the
stories blur together in my mind. h's a nice meadow to go
walking in, but where are the mountain peaks?
\lcr1.cdc, I :t~kn
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Reviewed by Vikki Lee
Stonn B~altmg is the third volume in L:ackey's Ma~ Storm
trilogy and picks up where the second volume left off. The
previow book ended with a c:naclysmic magical storm which

:~~~~~~ ~!/~~!~!uysa~ th1~i~ ~,~~=r fi1~2: st:~
3

1

groups of people; those left behind after combatting the

~t::tm~n:n~h~~he::Wos{~~~n~tbee~h~afi~!]St~~ir:;ee:dt~l~

~~e

~~;

;~::~tt \i~~o~~ui~~ra~:io~~e b;~ee~n
~h:~;ct~~;
long suffering Kara], recovering from :ipparently being used
as a channel against the storm; the companions, Florian (a
horse), Ahra (a cat), and various sundry Gryphons who have
:in almost laughable speech impediment and regularly indulge
!he:~~~-r~t\:2Jn~-s:~dryar:1ksgJ:r~~tinn:~h;::~;
races. Unfonunately for this reader, one of the companions

11soAr~t:·

hapb:Sth~ tntht ~d:.mh!~~:~~~htn~k
the
exploilS of the Vi!demaran's, Elspeth and Darkwind, who
have arrived at Hardorn as AmbllSadon for Valdemar. The
renegade Duke Tremane, having escaped the clutches of the

":a:~

t:ii:;~r r~t~'i::;v~:g ~:Odo:~ict:~~
t~h!'°E':;i~~
for reasons of self-preservation, he unwittingly (a1 first)
~in~~~kb_:l!~.a
~1:!!r:~;~e ~r~re~oE1

rit:Ji~:~~d

:ra~

Tremane's des1i ny. Having ba1tled to understand and accept
f:i~1:de~e l~fb::g~; rr~;~rH~~d~~n ua:~1~r:by2::~~

~t:

the suppoon and loyalty of its people This ri1e taps into
unknown depths in the man, and has far- reaching
consequences in the fight against the magical storms.
Stonn Bnalting is, on the whole, a slog of a read. Lackey's
b~~c;~;~1~hi~h::J;;,rt:n~ c~:;~~rsmoari~,:~it~~ntbe~.:;:~
the myriad characters, both magical and non-magical, leads to
~d:!n~:~g:st:,i;'.1;.~h:ii:in;~:e1 thne0
th~

~~;~r

~r t:: r::~~

;;:gfi:~~

m:;;e~~I;

~,a?~:~~e~;;;~~;tt~he
interesting character in the whole book.
Lackey has a lot of fans, panicul.uly of her created world
of Valdemar, but l will not loose any sleq> if I never read
another.

power by fragmenting the Opposition - but the tactic fails
because the new opposi1ion panies still have more in
common with each mher and a succession of coalitions
govern instead. Stability is ensured by the (unlikely)
assumption of real (but hidden) power by a reva.mped Privy
Council, which sets the limiu within which democncy on
operate.
Meanwhile, a group of so-called ' Native Britons', who can
prove their ancestry and intellectual superiority, d,edare
independence from a society they Stt as Wling apart and
withdraw into self-sufficien1 ·reservations', founded by rich
people who drink whisky in Pall Mall clubs and complain
about the country being taken over by militant dread.locked
lesbian vegetarians. One has 10 be careful not to confuse an
author with his fiction, but it's difficult not to believe that

;~1fi~•i,

~~;::u!~~
d%~g t:fi~;,t :~;~~~s::~h~o::Je:~~:;
'filth' (a word which must appear over one hundred times) is
not a manifestation of McGregor's own personali1y.
The leader is the only character who can be told apart.
Everyone else is just a name; the women are invariably
described as curved bodies visible through thin dresses. They
all talk incessantly, often about things they already know
(lhe reservation even has some visitors, so readers can be
given a guided tour). Their arguments about whether to
rejoin the outside world lack conviction, since 1he author
himself seems to think that separation is undesirable and that
society should be rebuilt by marginalising 'noisy pressure
groups' 111,,.hose influence allegedly disioru the polilical
process. Yet he's wrong: sepa.raiion is possible via the
emerging paradigm of localism, through which we may
ttdaim our autonomy from 1he TNCdominated world
order; a.nd without citiu.ns' lobbies the politiCll process
would be more closed and alienating than it already is.

S"k, Tnl/111m
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Reviewed by Andrew Adams

Mafificat is the third and final book in May's Galactic

~ts:\fd,e OL;/~t

~~e~is!ril~,
a~nur~~;~:t:. ai~
Tri/{,,m,, on the otfer hand, is the third and final pan of the
Trillium Trilogy, which began with Black Trillium, co•
wriuen with Marion Zimmer Bradley and Andre Norton,
and continued with Blood Tnl/1um by May alone.
Magmficat is about what you might expect; it finishes off

:'J:!

~7eth1
~~v~al~di~h~t:~ ~!!eth:'~~~v~h~~ ~ft~~:
trilogy had already been told in back story in TM -Saga of llN

~1~h~ ~:~ ~bro':gh~ ~lr~~alw;!~a~k~~~0ai1;et~:t::'k:

of the thrtt, with a slightly rushed en/int but it fills in the
Peter \J,.C,rq:;o r
}I

/

/II•

!be Rcrn'<ll
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Reviewed by Joseph Nicholas
The purpose of this badly-written novel is to counterpose a
vision of national conformity with today's socie><ultural
diversity. At any rate, I think so. The argument is so muffled,
readers have to construct it for themselves from t he half.
formed clues left by the author.
In this near-future, a Conservative government introduces
O.,1.nish-s1yle proportional representation to keep itself in
28

m~~~~t~~

ro~:l:io0::o~h:""'.~~. i1!~tn:e~h~~i ~n~:t a

~°oes~/~J~t:t ~~~ie N;~i:ned~ w:a~r°~~~ 1r;• t~'/:
Galactic Milieu or 71x Saga o/tbt Ex1/n, then this is definitely
0

wo~tege~~ilfi~~ds~!ies has been very different from the
Galactic Milieu stuff. The co-written first book is mostly
held in low regard, despite the calibre of the three writers,
::~u:~ i~;~~:;;i::,1b:f~~t i:~11 :~~u~~efl;J~/ohuet : 0

;!~n~

catch the attention; the characters are plausible but somewhat
shallow. One character is supposed to be torn in her love for
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the main 'bad guy', but until the end he shows little worth
being in love with, :ind the relationship Licks depth. You
don't need to have read the first two to understand what's

subsumed into the overall mythos - especially not when
several of them aren't written by Moorcock and their

fh! 1ri:;o~~~~ ;.:i~ir1fr~~n~~: a:aerr~:te~~:ktt:~d~~s th:

:iut1:J,J; ~~,~~:

1

whole, I just don't care a great deal about who won. Too
many stereotypes, too line re.i.1 emotion. Not a bad read for a
train journey or a Sunday afternoon, but nothing to run
screami ng through the streets about.

LE. Modesitt, Jr

Fall of Angels Ul
Orbit J<J97, 560

£6 99

Reviewed by Graham Andrews

~~n~~~~g[~J ~:t P{~i'!~;l Jc:~:~:i:t~f~t.1~l~rs:e:c~~b:~af;;

new readers (such as myself): The /lfagir Of Reduce (1991)
features a bored-to-the-bone teenager, Lerris, from the lowtech 'perfect continent' of Reduce, who gets sent on the
:i~~~e:r~;:
a~:ai~a:h:g;e;i?:tt~ p~~1fc~ ti:~~dBu~u~

Jh:~;~;;

surprise! surprise! - this Reduce reject becomes a
'blackstaffer'; he can 'focus' Order and thus combat the
Chaos-masters.
The second volume (there have been at least three more
sequels to date), The Towers Of 11Je S11met (1992), told how
Reduce was founded by the royal soulmates Creslin and
Mcgaera. Fall Of Angelr takes us even further back through
the swirling temporal mists: 'On the highland plateau of
Candor
. a new world is being born' (back-cover blurb).
We are provided with the now de rig11e11r drams. ~ers. and

t:ef:~::: :h7tok:J~·y::1s:~:io;f(~~;;rc~:d ;;~~rul

1
~;:;:~

1:/rJ1:5t1~;1~;;,~;~rf~i~:;t:;;:;~ed in 1971,

b~t

f~lt~n\1,,~~ft/J~h;~~t:~;:r:bboyu~~~~:~~k~
;~~t a!~::ri
other writers such as Bri:in Aldiss, M. John Harrison and
James Sallis, using the character (with Moorcock's approval)
to comment on the issues of the day. Re-reading them now,
they seem very Sixties - a time when it w.i.s hip to sniff
cocaine and when homosexuality, though recently legalised,
was still rather furtive. On the other hand, flared trousers are
back ..
The New Nawre of the Gtastrophe reprints the material
from the original volume, omits the comic strip which
appeared in the trade paperback edition of this new volume,
adds in all the stories from Moorcock's own The Lh'eJ and
of jerry
and rounds the collection off with
some additional stories by other hands written between 1969
and 1993. Some, such as Charles Partington's, were perhaps
omitted from the original collection because they were not

Times

Comelius,

~~~er;~

~b:To~s1;:~r/~00UJe~~
tha~\e:0~ 1s:~neJh;:·~~ta~f
keeping with the spirit of the original(s) (even though flared
trousers are back). A reader's guide by John Davey which
trainspottingly lists the various editions of all the Cornelius
books is appended.
The stories are, nevertheless, quite enjoyable, although
one inevitably wonders whether the character of Jerry
Cornelius has anything to say to the pre-mi!\enial world of
1hc late 1990s. Clothing fashions arc one thing, but grasping
the zeitgeist is someth ing else.

1

In the time of that first summer carn.e arm1mt"n,
inspired by the demons, and there wt"rl" bat de s across
1he roof of thl" world, and blood ...
Thus continut"d thl" conflict betwet"n ordn and
cham, between thost" who would forct" order and those
who "'ould not, and between those who followed tbe
blade and those who follo"'ed the spirit.
Of the grt"at ones were the angel Ryba, Nylan of thl"

d;~,~::!i:t~;!1~::~tl~c5:~;s

~~~r bl~d;t~f 1
~f. 1.he
For me, the very best bit in the book is this ditty sung by
Ayrlyn (bent over her 'lutar'), no doubt to the tune of 'Old
Smokey':
On the Roof of the World, all covered with white,

~frh\

11
6lad{ i~!:~;~~:r:J~tc~t;1!~cb:t:~1~; ~~t,ou,
With the Ll"gend in song, rhen, I set down my roots ..
Spin in your grave, Burl Ives
Seriously, though, LE. Modesitt, Jr. is a far, far better
writer than, say, Robert Jordan. I'm quite glad to have read
Fall Of Angels - but not nearly glad enough to read another
Reduce tome-stone.

Michael Moorcoi.:k &

I :mgdon Jones (Fds )

!be Neu N.iture of tbe
Ctttastropbe
(hum {')97 500pp £6 99

Tbe Sbort Cut

Mark Pepper
\I I

!997 l91

£5 99

Reviewed by Stephen Payne

~h:re

~~t;:~
~i1iju:~~~a~thtc:J::~5{o•::;~~g~,is':~t1ifi1f~d
dreams of stardom. Then he changes theatrical agent to

~di

~0
c~:::i;~Jd~~:~~~b~t;:,~r:t s!illik~u:\h~~~;;~rea~:en::
his office is in a dark and gloomy basement where he always
wears sunglasses and, stranger still, Lake is his only client.
But Lake doesn't see anything unusual in Dreave, even
though his advice is, uhm, unusual. He instructs Nathan to
touch somebody who carries the relevant attributes for the
part being cast: so he shakes the hand of his dad (a surgeon!)
before being interviewed for the pan of a doctor. Lake gets
the job, but an operation that his father was performing at
the time of the interview goes disastrously wrong. Lake
finally realises the extent of his agreement with Dreave when
a policeman, who's hand he shook the day before, takes his
revolver and goes on a killing spree at exactly the time Lake
is being cast in the pan of a detective.
If Lake is guilty of a sin, it would be envy, and that's
what it's all about really, the devil's due, the pound of flesh.
This is more old horror dressed up as new horror, a moral
tale for the nineties with lots of sex and violence and a little
bit of humour. There is no short cut to the fulfilment of
your aspirations, seems to be the gist of it all. If only it were
so!

Reviewed by Joseph Nicholas
Here's another volume in the 'Eternal Champion' series - or
so it styles itself, and by this stage one begins to wonder
whether the title isn't just a marketing device. By no stretch
of the imagination can these stories about Jerry Cornelius be
29
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l/,e11s !he / ab, rmth

S D Pcrn

Ridley Scott's 1979 film, Alien, WlS a cre,nion that scared the
0

crew to deal with the problem foisted upon them combined
to create a dark ambience tha1 filled audiences with dread.
But the true star of the movie was the Alien, a fri~hteningly
efficient killing machine, almost unstoppable, which carved
its wa.y through an unprepared. freighter crew. ln the 1986
sequel, Aliem, this myth was built upon as a platoon of crack
Space Marines was all but wiped out in its bloody
confrontation with an Alien nest.
The Dark Ho~ graphic novel series began after the
second film . They ponr.ayed a future where mankind was

;r::~~w

~:: 1~

;~:~;t:u~ith:r
w;ma;~t:h~e;ra~~
have been novelised and A/,ens: TIN Labyrmth is the latest in
the series. The grin y, business-driven society of A/,ens is
reflected in these novels: all is secondary to the scoring of
advantage. Dr Paul Church on the research station
lnnomin:,.ta is keenly aW'.lre of this and has become a past
master at this game. When Colonel Doctor Tony Crespi
arrives to take o_ver as second-in-command and to investig-ate
~h~:ich~~:ft~~~gac~~mou rs about C hurch's experiments,
This novel is unremittinsly dark. The future it ponrays is

:r;f~J:t~~~

~~:a~ha1~~1~;,i~:
::=u~i:~o:;eof~i:
are uuerly ruthless. Like C hurch, -a fl awed genius whose
biologicJ.1 skills are unmatched, but who has a broad streak
of insanity which has 1ainted aJI those who condone his

e~h~~:~

~:~:m~ht ~~t:;ttch!itti!ti; 00gri:,ci~t1
enigmatic and secretive. But all the time we are aw-are 1h:a1
this is just scene-sening, sooner or later we are going to mttt
a live Alien and when we do all hell is going 10 break loose.
And we do, and it does.
The bits with the Alien are perhaps the most convincing.
Anyone who has seen one of the movies knows how

~~~·

:J~~~l~~c~hr:;1:~~:e
i~n~h~h!~de;his ~~ali~~~!· al~it;~l
book's Achilles heel. It is a grim, bloody book, lots of shock,
lots of horror; the descriptions of the Alien·s attacks, and of
Dr ~ hurch's laboratory are graphic -and repelling,
gr.ttu uously so, -and only serve to make the book nasty :and
unpabtable. h may be 1ha1 this son or thing is more
acceptable as a grahhic novel , but in print, with the det.ail
:~:~:;~t~~~ by t e mind's eye, I found it unsatisfying and

So,all'rs oj ,\/appoor

Robert Siherberg

\/1,11111/111 /9'r 5l.J

1 1
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Reviewed by Lynne Bispham
0

~~r:!i~~n;::;:tuC::/~~

~;:tind t~=:~ri~~~ :his
M:ajipoor, the huge planet t o which humans came eons
past, and t o which no n-humans were later invited to
follow. The sciences o f those long-2go times have now
been largely forgotten , so that despite this science
ficti o nal premise, Sorcelln of Mappoor has all the
attributes or :a first-rate fantasy.
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Reviewed by Jon Walbce

hi~

!u;:t~~n~h:'3~~;:g !ry~:enfo~h~s:i ~i~~h:nd0
family opening a new theme parf in FloriJ:' in the late 1950s
will also pass on the s1ories of some of 1heir new neighbours.
These include Ethorne Hawkins, 'an ageless black man', and
Mrs DeLyon , who is 1rying to save the Fountain of Youth .
The ~ountain of You1h, though, is another roadside
attraction, and Ethorne is a hired-hand with a tendency 10 go

~;,:~J

off
is told throu h the eyes of Kit Nix, and as a
the old sou1h and the last battles
child's view of the end
agains1 integration. it shows another side of America. h ;i.lso
reverses the image of the outsider - this is Florida the holiday

~~~

t}~~:

or

:t

tt1i:~

~:~:~i~:i~;r~:::C•oa 11
~i:eh~~1
f.uher wants to run his 1heme park - where every variety of
dog in the world can be seen - but he is a Nonherner, a
liberal, and an opponenl of church teaching in schools. Luke
Nix, according to the good ole boys in the neighbourhood, is
asking fo r a stomping, and though things end in -a mess, Luke
avoids having the boot put in. H is son is there at his side
when it happens. His son has let out the dogs, who help to
keep things under control .
. Acc_ording to the author's biography 'Will Shemrly lived
m Florida from 1he ages of four to seven, while his fa1her and
mother built and managed the real Dog Land'. ln his novel

fworld.
~:t~:l ~: ~:7einf~e d~~~s°':;f-~ti:rrse h~~c;:~:~e f~~h;
Oddly, though, Kit's eye remains neutral - his fa1her
ne\'er persuades him 10 be liberal, to be atheistic, to be like
him. Even when the Klan come, Kit never breaks down: his
camera eye is almost thal of an alien.
I have had problems with children's eye books. I read 7M
Autobiogr~pby Of Lmle Trtt when i1 was forced on me and,
when I learned i1 had been wrinen pseudonymously by a
white supremacist, wondered how little Trtt proved the
supremacy of the white race. As a Story of a liberal in the
face of in1olerance, I had similar problems with Doi/and;
then I staned to think of Dog/and as an allegory. H ere m 1he
backwoods there was no introduct ion to a magical kingdom:
Kit eats buriers and fries everywhere and never comments on
1he s;i.meness, his mother serves up bu~ers 10 visi1ors from
1:n1. 1heir exmic
~~~:g~ri~~~h:d: f;jfs o':i;\ ii~:lte

di}t

But then, can a dog theme park be exotic, no matter how
inclusive it is? Florida was being opened up to the rest of the
USA, but it was being opened up to become unimaginative.
Christopher sees this and makes no comment on it: in the
coun1ry of the bland the one eyed man is king. It is bener to
have some son of record than nothing at all.

The Pomifex Prankipin is dying, 2 c205e of much
consternatio n on Majipoor for he has reigned so long
th.it scarcely anyone can remember the last time there
was a change o f government. Surely the death of
Prankipin can only herald turmoil , catastrophe even,

~~:o~~e i:ttitr1:a~i~, 1~d ~:~~~t:b:t atiee f~~~r:

might bold grips every city.
In the unde:rround palace known as the Labyrinth,

p~en!r~ces~n. ~hj : rkni::he~hero'c:ro~~. dl!~~
Confalume, will become Pontifex. By custom he can
nominate anyone other than his own son 10 succeed
him :as Coronal, and it is widely believed that Prince
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Prcstimion will take up the reins of kingship whi le
Confalume retires to the Labyrinth in Prankipin's
pbce. There are those, however, who believe that
Confalume's son, Korsibar. a handsome man renowned
3

~~r~~al:k:!'d ~t h~b~;!• p:~t!i~a~;u h:isrde~~i~:~
to shake the world.
Whether or not he has ever thought of himself as
Coronal, Korsibar does ye.am t o be given some
responsibility in government, while his sister, Thismet,
sees this as her one opportunity to gain political power.

:j~~

~~~sirtK~~ii;;;~s
iliat1h:ni: 0~C:;:rwt:rtbl; nt~ 1~:
Coronal 1han PreSLimion, and when Prankipin
eventuall y dies, Korsibar seizes the crown, literally
placing it upon his own head. Prestimion bides his time,
Ko r:fb:~:i~su~;;io~~ebu\~1~1~~em~~ ~tt~~;~h;i:;i

JR R

I olk1cn

I ,1/es from the Perilous Realm
lln,,,,<,,/1111, !9'F 178

£/J9'J

Reviewed by Cherit h Ba.ldry

men and their adherents soon escal.1tes. For 1hc first

~~r~

~:~

to~~~~~1ta~ds~:k:~ ~=j~~~d.t~!";;:1ni~h~
he imagined. He also discovers that to be Coronal 1s
very different to wh.tt he expected, and it beco mes
obvious that while he has the .appearance of a king he
lacks the strength of character to be an effective ruler.
Thismet, meanwhile. finds that .although she drove
Korsib.ir to seize the throne, she has no more power
than before.

t:r~i:!"~i"~ji·1e:1

0
fan!~
Ro~ea~Jil~se=;t;\1::i~:~:
with all the attention to
that brings an irruginary
world to life. Ailhough the proverbial ·cast o r
thousands' is a little confus ing al first, the reader is soon

~:;c1~:t

1~v~0 :~~ede:;n1;:a~~efi; :~1h~~
~;~~~s~~i; ~ .1
Majipoor novel, but the wait has been worthwhile.

If these fou r pieces are not still available in their origin.ti
format, it's good to see them in prim again. It 's an attr.tc1ive
book and .anyone who enjoys Tolkien should be pleased to
have it.

i~~~:/
G~: ~,,~:~ -t!n~; ~;1e~:11-r~~~ic1~:t:r:k~f
Tom Bombadil° and 'Smith of Woonon Major·. The

11:trn Turtlcdo\c

connecting link is tha1 a.II four are, in some sense, fairy tales.
and F.aerie is ·the perilous realm' ofTolkien's imagination.

Reviewed by Mark Plummer

~~:~~

e:&:

StO;t:;i~/ ;lei~;~~~~~d~~n;ecbillr~: t:i,r~~
...
.imou nt of enjoyment from them, but there·s a lot here for
adults too. 'Farmer Giles of Ham ' is ,1 marvellous example of
the mock heroic, full of sneaky scholar's wit and gentle satire
of those in power. Its dragon may not be the equ;i.l of Smaug
1he Magnificent , but the story is a delii;,h1 .
,vhi~ui:~s~1::~i~is~0 ::t~o~t~ i:o·s;;~
t.;a!hr;

~~l:~b:~

story the dangers as well as the joys of Faerie appear and we
~her~.~~e~s:i~~~o ;~; f!,~1
~~~:f;~h0
;:ivfi~~i~~~
enter P.11:rie, and a streak of bitterness i11 the swry.
The other story, ' Leaf by Niggle', is less obviously a fairy

~!~~

1a~~

~.i;;j: it i~ c~t~~t ~~ir~:s h :s: fi~~~u~~~~!t~ri~~e : :

followed by this, his own ~ampfe of the genre. It's .in odd
1.1>=rh~:~r~t t~r:h~e~
n::a;:s~~1k~~:.:i;1
out of p\Jce here, it·s a pity not lo have the essay too as, in
my v1ev.•, it's the more consideuble hal( of the original .
The founh md perhaps least successful pan of this

:~~

d~:I

~:'.

~~~=

0

h:1:~;t;

~!:id:~::~:~:k~~::1j~if;rg~Jt:!

r;ref l

fi~:rl~~

:herf\~;';a~v.;c
s~;n~\!::=dll
bouncy rhythms of his \'erses off-puuing. The other verses in
1h1s collection - some of which are taken from 71N Lord of
rl,e Rmgs - work uther bcttC'r, bu1 all the vC'ncs from the
!~:;d :;:~ c:\~/r~,:~~j\i':::.ext and I'm not surC' they
Any readC'r of Tolkien is bound to knov.• that he 100k
fairy tales seriously. In Tree and Lea/he says: 'The realm of
!h\~~:~o1i i~:~~:/nj d~~t:n~n~igti:ckd :;~et:~dh ~~~{
shoreless seas and stars uncounted; beauty that is \ln
enchantment, and an ever-present peril; both joy and sorrow
as sharp ;1.s swords'. The stories in this book are perhaps only
forays across the borders of that land; in his longer works he
penetrated its hean.

\\ orld~.,,,rr Stnkmg the Bttf,uae
'- \ ,,, ,,,1 /'I'}(, 5/) ~ !, /;, 'l'J

If 1 1,

You know how it is, you invade 1hat primitive r.bnet
expecting a push-over yet your vastly superior military

b?~~~'t~:~ :~;;~~n

1
'~ k::e:c:~:nt~; ~:it:c~~~~ ~:;
coming back for morC' and. what 's worse, they gradually get
better at this fighting back lark . Happens a.II the time. And

~l~~ b~:~r~Ptr:ng

t:~d:~

0

~at: p:rf1!~~1hT:en1;~~:~

/!;

World=r series (Worldwar: In
Balance (1994), Worldu'ar;
,b~ Balance (1995), Worldwar: Upseuing tbe Balance

Ti'~~~)~.

This 1s undoubtedly cl.issic adventure science fiction of a
kind which they don't make any more. It 's also gre:it fun,
but it has to be said that the whole show has seemed to be
;~rtfe°~he0 fn::;:~ ~~ing~nhh~d e~:~tti~~ ~e~"r:e~o:a~
bo~ing .down in a military sulem:ite. Will there be a
resoBuii~:ei~~ri~n1Seo'r°tsib~~?n~n:J,...vct,:~:e, some of the
lizard-like a.lien Race had
enough of these pesky humans
and their cold little planet and were in open revolt ag.,inst
1heir leadership. Elsewhere supplies were running low and
1he conquest was generally stampeding towards deadlock. Yet
sull the humans were finding it d,fficuh to make common
cause against the invaders: an invasion from Tau Ce1 i is

6d

0t:st~~n~ ::: th~t!v:d:1~~;;:~ra~~e... ~m~f~hc:~
the Jews and Poles in Lodz?. And how about Liu H.1n,
communist guerrilla in Peking, who has to considered the
altermuives to lizard rule v.•hich include the Na1ionalists or
1he Japancse?
In common with the previous volumes, this latest book
examines the conflict from a large number of human and
alien perspectives. This 1ime the focal points are Poland,
where Pole and Jew, German and Liz.ard, all fight each other
with varying degrees of enthusiasm, and China where
Communist guerrillas and lizards struggle to win new
r;~r~tarta ~~~~s~ ~~~ 5i~h~h~fi:!t i~~l~C:!n!h~ah~tb~e~
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used and abused by humans and Lizards alike but who has
now risen to a position of power and influence in the
Chinese guerrilla movement, influence that she uses to
retrieve her kidnapped d.tughter from the Lizard scientist
who has 1aken her to study. But there is also Colonel

~~~';;~fl~

h{:1~;a1:y ~e;hea~ath:~1~:d ~~~i~e:h/~f~~~!rC:t~
of the an1i-Lizard fight and also with his curious semi•
friendship with a Jewish fighter leader and more-thanfriendship ,;i,.. ith a female Russian pilot.
With Lizard offensives stalling everywhere but human
military capability still laggi ng many decades behind that of
the invaden, the prospect of an outright victory for eit her
side - at least within a reasonably short timescale - seems
increasingl y unlikely. Maybe it is time to seek a compromise.
Germany, the USSR and the USA are all nude:ar power:s and
1
1~hf;~
~~er!:k~~~ 1

th:
k:~
~i~ ~~: ~;':fo~? ik::~:!
position of relative we.akness, would a compromise be

acceptable to the likes of Stalin or Hitler?

Kc, m

\'t;

an, 11,;k

,\!.t11..h of the \!.t,hwes \\ hl'
the \t ~ R,tce of Robots Wdi
Rule tbe Wodd
( ,

f )')~ :!1, .~--

~

! ft '}')

Reviewed by Brian Stableford

A:~~hm%~::~Jt:::g~h:~ :

~i~np!!i~i~!fikt~o:~~;s
man in his position (professor of cybernetics at Reading
Univer:sity), bec.ause it acis as a magnet for research fundin g.
The slightly doleful pass.1ge in question refer:s to the necessity

;hi~~

~i!/i :ai~~~~ j~t:c~e ;h: b;~~li~:l;;~\frk~t
ende-.avour to 'popular~• science and technology. Once upon
a time a man who had dedicated his life to the production of
cute robots could h.ave published .a modest and e.arnest
treat~ outlining eDctly what he had done, how and why and would probably have resisted au empts by his editor:s to
make the text more sensational by explaining that a serious
scientist had a duty to refrain from tabloid-style
fu;r~hc0 :fd~ ~~o~i~1~niudi~;;~; ::a:t:h t;~st:s;:lta~d
the only serious science is the science that pulls in the serious
money.

M:~1 :;az

pr~:!" IOW=f;isemtlite ~h':ck t>e;,!ueun:r

I ad Wi lliams

(Jtbtrl,md ( 1tv of Coldn1 'ih,tdou
I,,,

11

I ! 'J91,

Reviewed by 8.arb.ara Davies
T -ad Williams once. called his massive

Memory, Sorrow and Thom trilogy 'The
Story That Ate My Life'; God knows
what he'll call his ambitious new series,

?,:~d;t:t
b~:h~h~rt·st ~~furn'{ off~irl
Whereas the trilogy was o ut•and-out
fa ntasy,
Other/and looks like sf,
specific-all y vinu-al reality: in f-act, the VR
is a Trojan H orse inside which Williams

:/~i:~~ft; :~l:t~ ~o~~r:r

~":~~1

~:e~~~~ b~ilot~~h:sopf;~~ft?.•
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Williams

~~c~"

r 11 9')

Machmtt,

and one can hardly blame him for responding to it,
but I cannot help womkring whet her the book might

:::h~~rs ~i;h~t:~

-~~ ~~;

~h~~tr~;adb!h: o~:;~g SXaa;~!~.
Year 2050', which describes a world whose Ian few human
inhabitants arc enslaved by machines, dumbed·down males
labouring on awkward terrain while the lobotomised
breeding•st0ck is kept in factory farms, I assumed that it w.as
only there to hook the punter:s and that by the time the
book had carefully worked its way through the real
argument it would be rcleg.ated to the st.atus of an easilyavoidable ·worst case scenario'. In much the same forgiving
spirit, I was prepared to overlook the fact that the very fir:st
reference - to a prediction made ' in the late 1960s' on the
basis of trend analysis - is to a boo~ublished in 1991 , which

a~~

:;~s ~~:~~~5p~~~r;;~~~J!,0k
st~pidi~; ~7e1h;ef~~i~~~!
following on from this prediction, which is 1ha1 beouse that
prediction turned out to be wrong no one could have good
grounds fo r doubting Warwick's 2050 sce.n.ario.
h was not until I reached the end of the book tha1 I
realised the awful truth: that Warwick re.ally is assen inJ; th.at
machines will enslave or exterminate humankind within the

~~!~!£~ !t~t :;p~a~~ i!~rb:·b~~J'~t~ ~~r~~~d~~~I~~~ ~fmW;:
in essence to the improperly-referenced example which he

;~;~:~e'!;sbu~~dttehnili:~as~i!t1~:t~:1 tt: ~es':~f hi:r~7c
to the enhancement of machine capability. It docs not s«m
to have occurred to him that anyone who actually took the

~i:

0
:1.'i:n::n°~~h=
~•~:ti~ytha:ul~o
h~~k:l~~:a~~h
grant. Nor does it seem to have crossed his mind that even if

~~::he~J1thew,\~~ct::s

':ill r~e:r;~:~~t 5tow~i\ ~he0 kn~:J~:~
1cchnophobes who think that scientists in gener11 are mad,
bad and dangerous to know. This mind-boggling failure of

~~~~:;ti~~:~;tmind;Ji;~if=•~imension of me.aning

~

1~t~~h~1:!i~0 : ; ac~~i{[~~;o~~Jf.:dahh~n~:i!
accurate prediction is logically impossible a man concerned
for the future might feel a moral du1y to predict as often and
as loudly as possible that civilization is doomed, in the hint
hope of pcr:suading his fellow men to take whatever action
may be necessary to save it , Given that he is smiling so
bro.ad.ly in the photograph on the back flap, this might be 1he
kind of game that Warwick is playing. At least, we must
hope so.
O U!

In the 21st Century, the Net is more widespread
than its present-day equivalent, its VR simulations more
realistic. With a 's1m ' you c.in be .inything, and children
can pretend to be adults.
Eleven-year-old
Stephen
Sulaweyo sneaks into a VR
nightclub cal led Mister J's;
shonly after, he falls into a
coma that
baffl es the
medics. His sister, Renie, an
instructo r
at
Durban
Polytechnic, tries to retrace
his last steps in VR,
-accompanied by h er pupil,
!X-abbu,
an
A (rican
Bushman with a very
different world-view.
Renie and !X-abbu's false
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identities are penetrated and Mister j's turns suddenly
nasty, but they find themselves mysteriously unable to
escape by the usual method of logging off. Eventually,
Renie triggers her emergency exit routine by inducing a
heart attack, while it is only with the aid of a stran_ger
that !Xabbu makes it back to the re.ii world. They fmd
they have somehow acquired a chip containing the
image of a fascinating golden city. Could this be ,1 clue
to Stephen's strange illness? While following up this
lead, Renie's old fnend Susan is k_jlled, then Renie's nat

r;~d, ~i~h

1
~h~:~1x~b{~h:oiso~us,~:n~~
e1h':t~ jo~f
unonhodox conucts from Susan's paSl, learn o(the
existence of Otherland: 'the world's largest and most
powerful simulation network'. Its builders, a
~~!i::ti~he;~jv~1thfhend J~i\er~:odt:~h-:!i,wo:~

unusually interested in children.
Thargor the Barbuian is actually Orlando Gardiner,
a terminally ill founeen-year-old boy and a regular

~he

t:~tt~~~
t~a~e~-f r:~~l~~n~it;:s b!~h~~as/ch
for it leads him into conflict with a ferocious red
gryphon. Meanwhile, Paul Jonas wakes up, apparently
m No Man's Land in First World War France, with no
memory of who he is or how he got there. Two

~;in~:;, ~ii~~i:~:~;~rea:~bi: : :

0
t~ ab:i::::~~:
the clouds, a place straight out of Jack a,id tbe Beanstalk.
It is the first of many strange environments Paul will

t;

~r::z!:;r~;~• ~~~u~in\1i~~:r~;~rlt~~/l~1ri:s~~~~~g11
canals. Who is Gally, tht' young boy he meets along the
way, and who is the oddly familiar winged woman he

keebth~~ 0:i~~et~~t~~ 1~!:t::t et:i:::bel Sorensen and
lhc mysterious Mister Sellars, various members (past
and present) of the Grail Brotherhood, .md a
psychopath called Dre-ad. Eventually the threads
combine: Renie, Orlando and the others reach the

~o1~;: 5i~he ~J~~~~:1-p~~\hi;e~:i::~e r;Jrd:;,f~~~
0

voc~b~lainte~ilt~;ou:n;~~ ~ritf~~e;~~ts:h~ n.ie:~
future an'J' about, for example, Thargor the Barbarian:

~i i~:i!J:\t~\:i~~b:;~ri~:~~;~y~: ~;;!h~ :::

pan well-roun1ed; the ambivalent rel.nionship between
Renie and her drunkard father, Joseph, is particul.uly
convincing. The complex tot and viewpoint switching

;yth~:;

tkefy t~; ~:~de~u£r~::ig~hC:r ~e:i:~i~~e;h~n

else - this book is long!

I get the impression that Williams feels released from
the constraints of traditional fantasy and is having a

~~-~,e;~~n~

:r~al~fi!i:/:d· leh:b:itbj~~~~ckv:~a~:
let's hope his energy and enthusiasm can stay the
course.

[1(,9')

discovering a cache of oil that has survived untouched since
th e ~t1t c~11
b:~;;e: h~~k~sP}~~~:-r ~~J;~id:~i~:n:~d

Post-holoe2ust fiction is one or the mainstays of the genre.
Civilization as we know it has collapsed, the remnants of
humanity are struggling 10 survive, perhaps the firs! steps lrt'.
taken alon~ the road to rebuilding society. Writers as varied
as Larry Niven and Kim Stanley Robinson have trodden this
path and it is verr elSy for ::iny new journey along it to

the conformity imposed by the city council is the theme
around which the novel is structured. Berk's individualism is
valued but a1 ihe s.ime iime 1here is no sense 1hat his
philosophy offers any means for humanity to regain the
world; the future, at least as far as this volume is concerned,
seems to lie with city hall and the bureaucrats. Berk , crushed
by peuy restrictions and red tape, bureaucratic harassment
and the need to kiss arse, has to escape. The great strength of
the novel, however, is not the accoum of bureaucratic
pofoics and of Berk's dissidence in Pittsburgh, but his

N. I ee

\'i;

ooJ

Farada) 's Orpb.u,s
(,.//mv /996
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Reviewed by John Newsinger

~;;1~! ast~f~h:dw:~~i~ff:c/~f i~i~e;:r~oll;';~e ~:t;ne thi~
11

5

triumph or clicht!: bui this is nm necessarily the case.
One exception is N. Lee Wood's Far.tday's Orphans, a
strongly written lJ.le that kept this reader turning the pages
with keen anticipation. Civili7.ation has been destroyed by
'the Shift', a reversal of magnetic poles and the consequent
loss of the ozone layer; the planet has been cooked, with

~~j~ ~J.t~~;~~~:~oc:!~:it~~ ::v/:a~;~ 1:~~~i;~

amid the barren, scorched wastelands; some, the Rangers,
have revened to an :mimalistic barbarism, some scratch J.
prec.1rious living as farmers or herders, but the hope for the
future resides in the domed cities that were able to protect
themselves from the worst of the c.ttastrophe.
Pittsburgh is one city that survived, ufe inside its dome,
and now its inhabitants are beginning to take steps to reg.tin
the outside. Among the inhabitants of the dome is a young
pilm, Berk Neilsen, a committed individu;i.hst 111,,•ho lives only
to fly his helicopter in the outdoors. His father, eaten up by
cancer, dinp~ared on a rouune flight but Berk is determined
to carry on the family tradition regardless of the risk. But

t:~ i:~

~:t~fut

0
11
tfn~ u£~~;;1:u:~~kif~~~~;~fty1
::~
pilot is going onto the city r.1yroll. Berk's hopes of retaining
his independence and o keeping his wife reside in

:oi~;1

:1~:i!~~c::ar:h~~te~u~e~~ ~pa!If:;_etts0 n~~ ac:i::r~:ra~;~
Councilman Cormack's need for a success to ensure his reelection! He finds an immense cache that can keep the city
~~h\!~e~~~::~d· ;h~;:~rra~f:;:;deshfsiTnde~:r:~:;e~~:~t
But it is not to be.
Berk lands in Philadelphia to spend the night before
flying home. His helicopter is destroyed by feral children
who inhabit the 10wer blocks and tenemems, and who are
only prevented from beating him to death by the arrival of a
1
g~
h~:1rt~~a::.~~/!ifm~odu:t:

bl~~ ·Jt~fi';;(k·

ci1y potties of a different kind, where. rival teen;i.ge warlords
rule and life is shon and "iolent. Sadonya maintains an
uneasy independence. balanced between t111,,·o rival warlords,
Mouse and Squeeze, who both wan! her special skills Sadonya is a natural chemist:
A ustt, a smell, she could rud 1hec chtmicah
wtumvdv. A Itek of swe,11 off 1he forehead and she
could 1.u1e 1he po150ns excreted through the porei. A

:r~~~~h:t;~~~!t~ :a:ui;7:b1!.1:dh~hedrah

could

5tt

1he chem,cal struaurei m her

mmd's eye.
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~o!~;~~ ~h;cif~ 8;h; :ft; ~~:r:rnde~:keththe at~;:r~:~

This all sounds very trite, but Wood writes with great
skill. H er devastated Earth is wdl-dr.twn and her characters
are convincing, none of 1hem pt>rfect (far from i1) ,md their
relationships are portr.tyed witho ut any falst sentiment. The
rel.ationship that develops betwttn Bcrk ,md Sadonya is
~.1.nicularly intuesting: they exploit e.1ich other, they don't

i~~:~ii:~sT~ey~t~~r:1 ~r~n::s~n;~.0 ~t i:~t;~;

~=tr:t;d0 ~~~i~:~~nr:g ~r~ib:t tr~h:s e~·t:h~edbo~~
9.•,mt their independence.
Faraday'! Orph,ms is cenainly not a gre.1.t book, but it is a
wonhy contribution to the genre. An enjoyable read by ,1,n
.1.uthor wonh watching out for.

Like Berk, she is determined to keep her independence
and is finding it increasingly difficult. When Squeeze dies, she
return journt'y to Pimburgh.
Tht' journt'y is superbly told. They art' sheltered by goat
ht'rders, the desct'ndants of the Amish, who believe th.n tht'
scorched dest'rt is the recreation of BiblicJ.1 PJ.lestine and call

8:~~'t;\~n:1~~;: b~:k
0

m:k~/,t:~i!; ~l~~ttr ah~
outside, Sadonya going with him .

•

XE. Gcn~c

-Philing

Tbe Lexicon: :l11ti-W',,ltom to Z1111is,
<111 l r11o_fj'ici,,I .\"-Fifrs (,'uide Io Pt·op/e,
P/,,as ,md Propriet.ny P/.,r,tses
/'.;"

/ '1•1 -

I --.~.~. ! ~- 'J'J

Le~ \l.irtin
F.B.F

I .I

/Jlt', Bug, Die.1

1. 1

I ·,.,__ts",.,-. / 'l 'J - / ,.~:!

,"',"', .!..,. '/'J

I staned with the novelizations at 12.45. By four o'clock I'd

~::s~~~

s~~~d~~~~e~~~t

e~!c~r;e:
s!~t!"tta:·~feil ~~i1p;:~db~
the narrative, wo nderful characterisation, or the beauly of
the prose; nothing could be further from the truth. They
were just easy to read: no1hing to st imulate the brain,
nothing challenging. Novelizations such as this are the Mills
and Boon of science fiction.
TM X F1lt!f h.lS become a phenomonon, and publishers
want 10 get in on the act. But do they rt'ally havt' to show
such contempt for their customers? They seem to assume
that X F1lt1 bns have a reading age of 10, which is probably
why a children's author ~ chosen to write these books.
Even children deserve better than this. It is obvious that the
books were wrinen to order, and no care has been taken
with them. Two, Fur and Die, Bug, Die!, have been givu
different titles to the tdevision episodes which were,
respectively, Blood, and 7M War of the Copn,phagn. The o nly
reason I can see for 1hese changes is 10 fool possible readers
that 1hey are buying something not seen on TV.
In Fur, respectable people have become killers. Mulder
confesses himself nonplussed until Scully provides 1he first
clue: one of the killers has 200 times the normal amount of
adrenalin in his bloodstream. The second clue is that in all
the cases the murderers have smashed digital display ~nits.
;;:~tle~ya ~~5r~e~f c;;t~t~h~~~hf~e~rh~~t~~~na:s1~~~~
send subliminal messages to those in a heightened sense of
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~;;1;~\t !!h~fh~~uf~.1.~ :_n:~efn~:~~~~J~°j~t::~a;o~wer
In £ B. £ , our intrepid agents art' involved in a case of
alien abduction. But this 1ime it is the alien which has been
kidnapj>('d. Mulder .1ind Scully are sent on wild goose chases,
trying to track down the van 1ransponing the a.lien body.
Nobody can be 1nmed; not even Mulder's sources. Tht' final
r('v("lation is intended to be a surprise.
ln Die, Bug, D,e! cockroaches are killing people in Millu's
Grove. Or are they? Every time Mulder finds a corpse, the
reason for the death is logically explained away by Scully.
For once Mulder listens 10 her. Then he finds that there is a
HCTtt nwbluhmenl in town . Could this be another conspiracy
at work? Alas, no, the secret establishment belongs to the
depart ment of agriculture, and is being used by a very
anractive scientist named Bambi to study cockroaches. It
turns out that the bugs in question are not normal
cockroaches, but alien robots; once Mulder and Scully are o n
the case, they disappear. At least the book reveals a warped
sense of humour in the mind of Darin Morgan, who wrote
the teleplay. Here is a man who knows his science fiction:
Miller's Grove is an anagram of Grover's Mill, where the
al ien innsion took place in the film of The \'Var ofthe \'Vorld1.
The Lexicon is a different kenle of fish. This has o bviously
bttn wri11en by a fan, .1.lbeit o ne who h.n her to ngue firmly
in her cheek. Here are a few examples:

oblouses.
fstars d«oraung
oneof Scully's Jess
(RoL.nd)
~:t fo'::J:ie:•i,;~Jdc:;~::~f1::::r:t~=gl!~t
147. Number

•po.,·c:r suited'

1
bonom drawc:r of hu. desk. (Tht ftTJeJ Dn,;JJ

Agape. The condition in which ScuJly's j.1..,. is often
found.
Oxford. Whc:rc: Phoc:bc G rec:n cl;wn.s Mulder left his
sc:nsc: of humour. (Fire:)
The((' is mo re informatio n in this book than an entire set
of novelizations. h 's amusing, informative, everyth ing I look
for in a book. Apart from the writing, there are phmographs,
~h!57,~~~~~n!~. ;n~i:iJn~h;7~/b:~~~/t~~r~::e u;:pil~
will try to get through on them. Perhaps the kind of people
who buy novelisations?
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These are some of the other books we have $een recently. A mention here does not necessarily precl ud e ,1. review in a later issue of Venor.
C li ve Barker
Weaveu,or/d
H,-rpcCoflm,, 1997, 722pp, £6.99
Fim published in 1987, 1hi, is• ne-..·, "10th
Annivemry Edition' of the fantasy s,,t in a
carpet. ·w,.,w-uor!.d is • bcuer th•n average
horror story-it hold,theauenuonthrm1ghot1t;
lfdtfor1hehu0tsandl fe•rffitheiropponen1s but no more than ,hat.' - David V. Barrett, V\43
Clive Barker
Sacram<cnl
H,1rpcCofiini, 1997, 595pp. £5.n
'If S.,,r,,me,u lacks d,e scale of evem

and
imagination we ha-·e come to exp..ct from Barker,
and ,f some demems do, ,n p.1Ss,ng, r..call his
pr,c,·iousbooksali1detoodoselr,,hcn01le.1St
the.,.·ra,ngisasfineas-..·eexpect, • ndthe
charactuisauons ue superb' - Garr Dalk,n.
V190
James Bibby
Ronan'sRe,cue
Orion,J997,261pp,U99
' !l ikeagoodpun.1Smuch .s thenextperson,but
enoughisenough.Onceitdickffithatjusiabout
e,·,crything h..d anothN meaning it b«<>me
intnJSi,·e. Everytime 1 was ,mroducffi to a ne"''
chaucter or pl•ce everything ,toppffi unul I'd
either ...·orkedou1theioke,orlskippedforward
to the punchlin e. Th,, doesn't help th e smooth
narrativeflow.'- JonWall<>ee,V\91
Martin Booth
Adrifl in 1hr Ocr•n1 of Mrr,:y
Prx:lterBoolts. /997, 292pp,£J.9~
A mainstream no,·el <et aboard an abandoned
Russian ,pace station: 'lt sttm, foolish to write
,uchathing,bu1herelge11hefttlingthat,thrtt
or four decades on, the main,tream i, fin;illy
catching up with science fiction .' - Andrew
Butler, Vl88.
Ben Bon
Moonrisr
NrwEngliiJ, Libr.try, /997, 61Jpp, £6.99
Revie,.·ing Bova's story of the fim pemianent
settlement on the Moon, G•ry D;ilkin said: 'qune
•p•n from 1he fact t hat the ..,·ming 11 poor, th e
characters b:idly drawn and much of the action
painfully conmvM. There is the shttr length·
r:i.re!yh>v<c!read•booksoobviouslypaddedout
to'blockbuster'propomons.'-Vl92.
Terry Brooks
Firs1KingofShtl~nar4
L~md,1997,-l'JOpp,£5.99
'T<crry Brooks trie, his h.nd at continuing his
Shannorattries ... backwards,' Vikki Leedechred
when reviewing thi, prequel to 1he bestttl ling
..,ri<c,.She,.·entont odescribei,as'vin,age,
ratherthanmodemBrooks.'-V!88

Stephen Bury
buerftlce
S,g11et,1997.58Jpp,£5.99
Neal Stephenson '°'"''rote this pseudonymous
novel which Andrew Butler describM thus
'Despite iu length, 1his no,·el is never ku than
compulsiveruding.Theplot'sdispameelemems
weave together samfringly, afld ultim-te fates are
seaJed..,,ithreh,h,andeven-..•ithju,tiu.'-V\89.
Steph<cnOonaldson
Thi, D<lyAII Gods Dir
Voy.tg...-, 1997, 749pp,£6.99
Th<c fifth and fiflal volume ifl Th,, G.tp imo Rum
w•s boiled by Andre"' Ad<>m1: 'doem·, diuppoi"'
:u the culm inat ion of such• loflg and comple~
storr,theon lyproblemis Donaldson'sattempu
10 make it hard science fiction r.>ther than
.!lowing it to be Sp;ice Opera al iu best and
gr:i.nden.'-VIS'J.
BubaraH:unbly
Plane/ of Twilight
W
B.m1am,/997,Jllpp,£11.99
A 51,.r w~n novel by the highly acclaimed
fantasy writer and 01J1hor of Chi!drrn of 1M jnl,,
thi, latett episode ,n the continuing
conccrnson:memptbrwarlordSa,iDr:i.conisto
trapLeiaandlukeon abackwaterpbne1.

.,,ie,

Pet<cr F. H:unilton
71ieRttllity{)ylfune1ion
P.in, 1997, /115pp,£5.99
The first volume in Th e N ight 's Da,.·n trilogy .
' AppeuancH d..ceive ... "''hat look, like th<c bte,t
contender1ntheep1cspaceo~rasuke,is.Jso
modern horror epic. The Ru.illy Dysf,mwon has
as much in common "''1th s,m,larlr siud volumeJ
from Stephen King and C!iv<c Barker as anything
from Banks, Baxter or Be•r.' - Gory D,lk,n,
V\88.
Horry Harrison & John Holm
King and Emprror
Lrgmd, /997,-IJlpp,£5.99
The third and final volume in Harrison and
Holm's trilogy, 71xH,,mmeT,,,ui 1M C,011, which
VikkiLeefound:'oriv,,mngnovdsetinthebte
9thcemury.'-V ]91
K.W.Jeter
B/,idr R11nn,r 3: R,plic"nl Night
Onon,f'J97,J09pp,£H9
'Throughout the book, Jeter maimains, with
great aplomb, a brooding, claustrophobic
atmosphere: this is film noi,; 1M now/ writ b,ge.
Pcople,replicantsandthingsdieviolendyandinv.riably-with utterpoimlessness:donot read
R'7'/,,,,mN,gh1ifyouneedaquickchonlebefore
bed.'-AndyMills.Vl'J3

Robcr1Jordan
Contlnth,Magnificrm
legr>ui,l997,186pp,£-l.99
Cona11 1ht1'ri11mphan/
Legmd, 1997,Jl-lpp,£-l.99
Conanrh,Desrroyrr
legcrd,/997,171pp,U99
Before he embarkM on his bestselling fantasy
senes, The \f'.htt/ of T,m,, Robert Jordan wrote •
number of novels about Rohen E. Howard' s
barbarian hero, Conan. The,e three "'·ere fim
published in 1984, •nd Con.,n t~ Triumph.,..r also
indudes'Con>nthelndeS1ruc11ble',•hmoryof
Conan >nd his 11mes by L Spragu, de C•mp
McrcedesLackcy&LarryDixon
Tbe Silvrr Gryphon
Orron, 1997, Jllpp, £5.99
Th, third vol ume in ,he M.igc W.-rJ .,ries was
considerMbylynneBisphom:'rathuanoddity
among famasy noveli in 1hat n concenm1tes on
the rebtionships bet,...een a few characters and
one pamculu incident, raihu th•n the usual
•ction·p•ckffi <Cenario wi,h a c:u< of thousands.
So,ifyouarelookingforarespi1efrom1h, battle
bet,...eentheforce1ofgoodondev1l,butmllneed
rourinputoffamuy.thi<bookcouldM..,orth
lookingn.'-V188.
UrsublLL,Guin
Fo11rWa)"toForgiwntss
Vi,1a,l'J97,}5Jpp,£J.'J9
Reviewing1h,scollectionoffourhnkMnove!l:u,
BrianSubleforduid:'lthardlyneeds»ringthat
Fo.,, w.. y,toforg,vm,.,," an excellent book ...
There ~r<c fe-..· writers "''ho mu.s.,re th e emotional
respons,,sof1heircharactersquitea,minutcly:u
[Le Guin] dats, thus cla,m,ng for her work an
objectivi1ywhichgivesitaglossofauthoritye,·en
...-hen11,sno1comfonablereading.'-V l89
AnncMcCaffrey
Frudom'1Choicc
[I)
B.,,,1 ..m,1997,J04pp,£/). 99
The se<ond ,·olumc m the Caneni Sequence, the
,equd to Frttdom's Undmg reviewffi by Helen
Gould in V\85: 'The pacmg "'·as ~emi~n for
muchoftheno~d,nd,he"·orldbu,ldingsketehy
.. There ore no surp rises.'
Phillip Mann
The Burning Forr<I
Vist.t, /997,1j5pp,£5.99
The fourth and final volume in the series A L,nd
Fa for H"Or1. in which the Roman Empue ,11ll
rulesBri1ain,,.,·a,de<Cribed:ubeing'd..:idffily
underplo11ffi' ond 'very sub-Holdnock' by Gary
D..JkininVl90.
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MichaclM..,.....coc:k
TIN PrilllU with rlN Sil<.<n Jf,111d
0...0.., l 9'7,44Qpp,U.9j
Thc trnth omnihw volumr ,n 1hr stnn th.at 11
,n1en.ckd 10 bnng 1ognher :i.11 of Moorcodi:"s
no•'ds. Th 11 Tolume conu,,u 77- &JI .1.nd rl.
Spw(1'73). 1bea.lr.JldUl<tR•m (197J) and 17S,i.-on/.,,.,J,.b.tSu/1,on (l97•).
y.,.on neNnuro
Alit111: Mu1ic of tbr Spr,m

m

Orion, / 997,JIOpp.£16.99
Continumgthtsc,nrsin1pircdby1hcfilms,thisis
anovelintionof thc Dark Hone graphic novel
by Chet W,lli:unson. Tim H:1m1lton and
T imo1hy Br..dmeci. st\ among the Ali.. n Jelly
add1cuo£Ne., York City, 21?4.
KimN-m211
T1H Bloody Rrd B11ro•
Padttt~/9j7,3'Spp,lJ.9j
Kun N~an•s v:unpire rpoc. A"no Dr.1.n./J,
conunues 1n10 the Fin:1 World Wu ,n this sequel
'The "Orld u rn:ogniublr but wn.h sunable
du.ngn, .-hoch Ne,,mun ponr.iys .,nh a lot of
anenuon 10 ,lcu.11: 11 ,s no1 1u11 I ..,.,nte of thcfim dtt,,dn of tht century from a cinemauc
v,e.-pomt
but ,1, coruidc,r.ible feat
of
.,orldbu1ld1ng in the grc:11 1f•n:al tudirion.'
Chri1Amies, Vi'.I0.
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KimNc-wnun

No. ually - th11 11 xiu.l!ly the story of Rdot,
Wh.H'smorc, n·s 1hr plot, too.'- Vl81.

I•zo

Podm ~ /9j7, Hlpp,!6.9j
Newman's huge horror novd 1"» fim published
m 1991. 'There's somr1hmg fo r ~-rryone 1n 1hi,
book; there'• 1e:11 ' n' drugs ' n' rock .tnd rolL
Then,'s seances .md umr tnYd, c:annib:alum .ind
gonmmrnt ..gcnu wnh lllYChok.tnctic po-.•en._
There'tp11nks,gotlu, h1ppLCS. ritu:al murdtr, •nd
some of the most d,sgwung Jokes ever 1old. And
1o top11.aJI off, thcre's thccndofthc ..-arid.'
Molly Bro".-n, VH,S.

Tcrry Pralchet t
Johnny and 1hr Bomb
Co'11, 1997,lJBpp,LJ.99
Mo rtad,-rn111rcsforJ ohnn y Mu-.·ell~ndfnends,
1hU ume sn during the bl11z. 'Tcrry Pr.itchctt has
a kttn eye for people, .aJ1hough mcm of 1hr ones
th.n he Wntt:l ,.bot,1 an, the - not lmcn - 1hr:
o rduury ptoplr ... hone not rc;illy ...;,,ncn. In
Johnny M~-rll :and hu mJ1es, he has err.Heel 1lw
son of k,ds th.at ~ -,,e (..ell, I ••n anyway) ,
lruunt rmp.nhy.'- Jon W.a.llx.e, Vlll8.

M:ircShapiro
TIN ,bdrno11 Fil rs
1r1_.,.,..,..Boolts, 1997,216pp.LH9
'Un.aut honsed B,ognphy' of Gillian
AndeDnn is dncribed u 'The 1ur of 7be x.fJrr.
X,pos,ed• and 'W11h siulmg. ntver•bt-fore-secn
photos!', though there u l11dcth.n: r...illy siu.les m
1hurouuneh;1,ck.,ork.
The

Michael A. Suckpole

LlncolnPrenon
Rtlic

,;v.,,

S..num, 1997, ·142pp, L'-99
Smee there ,s no..- a film o f Rd1c it has be-!-n reinued as a noveliution. Whcn it first appcarcd in
19% Lim, Proven lamented: 'Oh, dc:,1,r. There's a
terrible monster, hiding in 1hc duk, hunting
do.,nunsu1pectingpeopleandn1ing 1heirbramli,
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MebnicR.twn
TIN R.,;,u of AmbrJi
P•n, 1997, 921pp,!7.99
Book Ont of £.Jes ii, 'an enjoyable ind
1nvenu~c f:.nt.uy• .a re.l! pagc-tum.-r, wnh
bclorvablech.:i.rxien.,hom the rc,-.lcr i,,orry 10
luvc :u 1hc close of the novel. 71N Ruml of
Ambr.,, h:u ,.,ords, magtcc, despcr:ate flights,
romance, pa1h o1, humour and <""<'n :11ouch of
fcmmist JOCial comment - what more could any
rr.uonable fam:uy reader :uk for)' - Lynne
Bispham, V188.

11:u B<1ct"
W
B,,ni..m , / 997,J-19pp,L-1.'./9

s,,.,

The fourth book ,n 1he
w.. .-..: X•Wmg wra>t.
The first three vo lume, ,cored ·fe..- poinn for
o rjgin:i.lity' when rcv,e..-ed by Muk Plummer ,n
V\91
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